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FREEWILL.
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PRINTING

For whatis St, Paul's and the

Tower, Westminster Hall and ‘Westminster
Abbey, but English history petrified ?
This structure dates back to the beginning of the 7th century. The original
building was destroyed by fire. The pres-

Office, 39 Washington
Bt., Dover, N. H,
LOR. BURLINGAME, Pablishér.

sent one was begun by Henry

To whom all letters OR busihess, remittances of

IIL,

in

the

money, &c,, should be sent,
All communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the

early pointed style, and enlarged and im_| proved by succeeding wings. The last adTerms:
$3.00 per year; or i€paid strictly IN ADditions were the western towers, designed
VANCE, $2.50
.
by Wren. He made a fatal mistake and
MREMITTANCES must be made in honey or
greatly marred the unity of effect by giving
ders, bank checks, or’ dvafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a us a debased style of mixed Gothic and
registered letter. All Pestmasters are obliged to Grecian.
The Abbey is in the form of an
register letters whenever requested todo so.
irregular
cross,
its entire length being 541
Moneys thus sent will be at our misk. Otherwise
ft., its transept 203 ft., the hight of its nave
Wey wil be at the risk of those sending them.
he regular+ charges for
momey
orders, bank
102 ft.;. But it is not length of transept nor
checks, and Post Office money orders may
be des
ducted from the amoant due, when thus sent. Agents
hight of nave that makes us bow with revare particularly requested to make their remittances
erence as we enter its sacred shadows. - ‘In
as large as possible and thus save expenses,
Papers are fortvarded untd an o¥ Plieit order is
memoriam” is written everywhere. Here
received by the Publisher for their
discontinuance,
all the kings and queens of England since
aod until
payment of all arrearagesis made
as requiredl by law.
the time: of Edward the Confessor have
Eack subsoribver 18 partrenlarly requested to mote
aitor.

the date on the land for the expiration of his snb~
scription, and to forward What is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.
hoc

NEWSPAPER

responsible for the payment.

aper discontinued, he
2. Ifa person orders hus
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con-

tinue te send it ulti] Pay ehtis made, and coHect the
whole amount, whather the paper is taken from the

eflice-or not.
:
3. The courts have decided that refasingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office,or

removing and leaving them uncalled
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.

When

Agents receive

for,

is prima

premiums,no

percentage

them.

t

The Warning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

When matched with thine.
Thy amaranthine blooms
Are not less lovely than her rose of joy,
And the raré,subtle perfames which they breathe
Never the senses cloy.

Thou holdest in thy store
Full satisfaction of all doubt, reply
To question, and the,galden clues to dreams
Which idly passed us by.
Darkness to tired eyes,
Perplexed with vision, blinded with long day,

Quiet to busy hands, glad to fold up
And lay their work away,
~

At last in full content.

and Shakspearé remind us that untitled
Genius may win for itself more enduring
honors than kingly crown or jeweled diadem.
Twice within the last 15 years has England
laid away in this her national mausoleum two
of her most honored dead. We mourn with
and

say,—Who

cunning?

or

to

whom

LONDON.

To tell you that London is one of the largest cities in the world would onlybe repeating what your Primary Geography told you
long ago; but to make yon comprehend

how large it is will be a more difficult task.
through
saif

avenue

begins

only

a

little

street and

Fourth avenue,as a prac-

up

its
and

Thames;

Here the
mansion,

our

modest

and.

itor of Scribner's Monthly. The First Baptist church and Dr. Osgood’s Church of the

Messiah stand here, not far apart. But the
late pastor of the latter, George Hepworth,
has turned to the left with the diverted current of social life, into Madison avenue, and

giving the gréat railroad obstruction a sharp
nudge in the side, is now laying the widespread foundations of his new iron tabernacle in the ghadow of the Grand Central

Depot, right where the first of the coming

must stand on London Bridge and watch cross bridges (over Forty-fifth street), the
the ‘“ tide of beingas it surges, as it’ rolls;” foundations of which are also already laid,
must visit the markets, where

300,000

bul-

calves,

and

exterior is of: the

material,

Ohio

The

prevailing

freestone,

with

————

corner tower and spire, and-an ‘elegant rectory adjoining, of the same material. The

Rey.

1

J. W. Chadwick thinks that, so

come into our drawing-rooms, and there
pass at preach the gospel of truthfulness in converForty-eighth street a tasteful, low-eaved, sation ; there cry shame upon our fawning,
high-gabled chapelof rough-squared brown supplicating manners; our banding of lying, empty compliments ; our *‘ glad to see
freestone, bearing the label,

“New England Congregational Church.”

you,” and our *‘ not at home,” when we are

Rev. Merrill Richardson, late

not glad to see you, when we are at home
and looking through the blinds to see who
is calling. We need him to preach against
our flattery and our subserviency, our easy
chiming in with every. one’s
opinions,
whether we honestly agree with them or
not. We need him in our world of fashion ;

Brooklyn.

The fandamehtal difficulty will,

I think, appear from an examination of the
New York church and social system, which

must be reserved for another letter. But
the enterprise'is a signal failure. People
say there is
no Congregationalism in
New York, except what is engrossed by the
old Tabernacle church of Dr. Thompson
(Sixth avenue and Thirty-fourth street) now
Dr. Taylor's. I think, myself, that the time
bas goue by for Cougregationalism in New
York, with the exodus of the social middle
class to the suburbs. The New England
church had a little capital . of $15,000 from
the sale of their old property on Sixth
avenue, with which they came over to the
fashionable quarter with a new and popular if not sensational preacher, hired the
tasteful chapel above described, the proper-

and

treatment of the insane; in all these
and

to the gallows, and the stake, the lesson

of

religious liberty is not~ yet fairly learned.
We gibbet men in sermons, and burn them
in print.
We do not respect every man’s
honest thought ; and till we do, the battle
for religious liberty will not be fairly won;

regularities here

copied

growths, additions,

and

from

Tt seems a heart-beat in a hush,
And yet the planet jars! °

old-country

expedients

of" re-

*¢ Oh, may it be that 1ar within

pair or-suppert to superannuated structures,
that are historical and therefore respectable

where they belong, but are here wrought
out in smooth freestone with fond but super-

My inmost soul there lies
A spirit-sky, that opens with
“Those voices of surprise?
Andcan it be, by night and day,

s

will sweep up across the very windows

of

Dutch from their title, and become

canized.

But

this

costly

monument

And in thy lieaven reign!
Thy heaven is mine—my very soul!

to

their origin, with its towers braced up on

“ They send me challenges to right,
And loud rebuke my ill;
They ring my bells of victory,

They breathe my Peace, be still! _
. They ever seem to say, My child,
‘Why seek me so all day?
Now journey inward to thyself,
And listen by the way!”

BEEKMAN

on Fiftieth

HILL

METHODIST

street, east

of

CHURCH

Second avenue,

Rdligion Put in Practice.
I had gone into- my

butcher's shop one

Saturday night, and was waiting for my
steak. While doing so, a man, black with
the toil and

dust

of machinery,

came

in.

still conveys no definite idea to your ‘mind,

who is building an iron edifice of Mr. Valk’s
improved and admirable pattern, in tront of
the temporary chapel hithérto occupied by
the Beekman Hill Society. It is founded

He was old and homely, and meanly dressed, and I never should have looked upon
him as a divine agent of consolation had
not
a little girl come in and revealed him

let me tell you that there are within the city
limits 129,000 paupers, and it takes 500 undertakers to bury the city’s dead.

low - browed,

on a rock, and the work at

to me.

church | nesgles, in' its green garden and
mantling vines,
the cosiest, most inviting and

blasting. They expect to have it done be“How's
fore spring, when it will seat 800 worship- asked.

unpretending place of worship I ever looks

ers. I call it iron, though, like Hepworth’s,
it is only permitted to have ox iron front;

sheep, 28,000

35,000 pigs are annually dealt out to the 2,.-803,989 hungry mouths of London. * If this

The traveler, upon entering

London,

be-

comes conscious of a new set.of desires and
emotions,

In Dresden and Munich, all his in-

terest was centered in Picture

Galleries,

He dreamed by night of Holy Mothers, and

waked at morn to.find his brightest
pale before the ineffable sweetness
Madonna di San Sisto and the, Holy
In Switzerland, he worshiped at the

visions
of the
Knight,
‘shrine

of nature, wept tears of joy when

she

re-

vealed herself to him in her softer moods,
and, awed into veneration before her grand-

er manifestations, thanked God'that he too

was formed of dust and fashioned by the
same’ hand that piled the mountains and
scooped the valleys. In Paris, it was the
people. Beautiful as is the city, perfected,

and adorned until Imagination herself folds
‘her wings and rests contented in the midst
r-of her realized dreams, still, to the stran=
~ ger, the one absorbing feature of which he
never wearies is that inexplicable anomaly,
the Parisian himself.

Bit in London

4 neither Picture Galleries nor

ed upon.

many - roofed,

cottage-like

Now it has got to be enlarged,

is

“He's

too;”

father - to-day,

he

ink,

worse

and

Polly

the

to-day, and mother’s

down

weary

began

little thing

the sage superintendent of Buildings: for crying softly to hersell. Then the man
this
city, Mr. Macgregor, having an opin- stooped and said something in a low voice,to
and over it, this fall,while the regular services continue uninterriptedly within the ion that iron is too combustible a material which she only shook her head .and cried
“inner temple.” Th& new outside being to be allowed between buildings. - Those more bitterly. So he took the basket from
completed, and the interior ready for the concerned in building and architecture gen- er, saying; “Run away home, . Polly, or
flooring and pews, the present building will erally await with a full share of :the general that baby, he'll be in mischief. I'll bring
be hurried out of the way, and after a impatience, the reraoval of the rump of the the basket.” She offered himi twenty-five
slight interregnum all will go on as before, municipal ring,to which this official belongs. cents, but he hurried her away and would
good
only on an enlarged scale; accommodating Beekman Hill is a sort of island promonto- not touch it. Then he chose some
beef,
a
piece
of
bacon,
and
plenty
of
vegery.
rising
out
of
the
generally
squalid
and
tlie audiences
which young Dr. Tyng's free
and popular ‘style is fitted in these times to hopeless level of the extreme east side of tables, and having paid. for them, walked
attract. At the other end of the block, the the town. Itshigh, bold bluff at the East off toward a large tenement-house in sight.
I gave him silent reverence as he passed
“Night College for Christian workers” looks River overlooks Blackwell's Island, and
out op Forty-third street. It is expected to Astoria beyond, with a beauty of prospect me, for I knew him then as oné of God’s
and a purity of breath unequaled in all messengers, unconsciously, but oh! how
be done by New Year's day.
New
York, save Washington
Hights, on blegsedly taking a share in the midistry of
The New St. Bartholomew’s (from Lafayette Place), opposite Hepworth’s founda- the Hudson. Possession has been taken by angels!
Opportunities like these are constantly
a well-off but not extravagant class of resitions, is now receiving its last gorgeous
and a new edifice

will

be erected

around

touches, and will,soon be ready for conseeration to'the worship of God. Its interior
it is is refulgent in color, look where you will,

Museums, Na-

this moment

and might, satisfy, I should think, those who

dents, among ‘which our Methodist friends thrown in our way

by the

organiza-

tom-house converted and baptized two weeks
ago.

He

gave

Hindu, and

up a fortune

became a despised

Methodist.

One

titude of heathen captives.”

humanely

provided

for,

and

any of

the

‘In 10 cases

out

of

15,

of his reformation pro-

classes of criminals
Association have
the new system now
by the Secretary, a

To reclaim these two
the main efforts of-the
been
devoted.
With
being put in operation
better result is prom-

ised than has yet rewarded its labors.
THE

=

METIS INVESTIGATION.

It will be remembered that there were
grave charges brought against the commanding officers of the Metis at the time
she was lost. An investigation has been
held, and it is shown that there wasa
regular drunken carnival on board the boat
at the time of the collision. So when the
emergency arose there was noone fit to meet
it, and all those lives were sacrificed. The
licenses of the captain and the two pilots of

night I heard him exclaim,

adds:

* I have received my

*“ Allow God to lead, and

pray for ud, andi

we will cut the enemy’s ranks and rescue a mul:
MADAGASCAR.
The Theological Institution under the training
of the English missiofaries in Madagascar, has
recently had its first public examination of the

class about to graduate.

The examination of the

students took place in the new palace

under the

presidency of the prime minister, who thanked
the missionaries engaged in the work on his own

behalf and on behalf of the Queen who was una-ble to be present. The extent of the acquirements of these candidates, and their intellectual
acumen are spoken of in the highest terms.
At

the close of the examination the prime minister,
in an admirable speech, greatly encouraged the
students to persevere in their studies and aims..
The Queen generously showed her regard for

them by inviting them again to her palace.

Glo-

rious anticipations are cherished of the blessings
they shall bring to the churches of Christ and the
nation at large.
BURMAH—DR.

WADE—MR.

SMITH.

The September number of the Miss. Mag.
brings us the not unexpected news of the death
of the veteran Baptist missionary, Dr. Wade..
He died at Rangoon, Burmah, of cancer, June
10, aged 73 years and 6 months, having labored,
as a missionary, faithfully and effectively, nearly
half a century.
Sore trials and dangers attended
his early missionary career. During the Burmese war with England, he and his associate,
Dr. Judson, were brought from their prison and
compelled to kneel before a Burmese execationer; who, sword in hand, was ordered to smite off

their heads at the first firing of the

British

can-

Mr. Northrup, employed as agent

struction by

the

Chinese

-of in-

government,

has

just sent to : this country thirty Chinese
youth, averaging about sixteen years of
age, to be instructed in the good

New

Eng-

land fashion. They come amply provided
for, as to this world’s goods, and are to be
placed in respectable American families in
Massachusetts and Connecticut, where they
will of course be trained in the way they
should go. This is something new under
the" sun.
It is the old teacher of the
nations applying for instruction to—we had

We

other morning,

six days before

yielded to the remonstrance of

down his work to resume

his death,

he

a friend and

it no more.

laid

He died

on the morning of Juné 10, and on aceount of the
exigencies of the climate was buried towards theevening of the same day, deeply loved andf
lamented.
Pp
Mr. Smith, writing from Henthada, thus alludes

to the work on his hands :—** 1,600 disciples scattered over the district in about 50 different locale
ities, whose spiritual and intellectual interests
must be continually looked after and promoted.
Everything is in its childhood state—pastors,
preachers, people—all to be brought forward, or
they will fall helplessly backward—the machinery, native pastors, jungle-schools, and the central school in town.
Besides and above all, more:
than 50,000 perishing Karen heathen in this very
district!” Referring to the Karen churches becoming self-supporting, he says: “I find in them
great forwardness in this direction.
They are

The department of Justice has recently
received extended reports from its officers
in the southern States which clearly prove the
existence of a new political order designed
to take the place and effect substantially
the work of the late Ku-Klux organization.
The information shows that the order under
various names has already obtained foothold
in Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and South
Carolina, and, following the example of its
predecessor, is strongest and most relentless in the counties in which the republicans are the weakest.
In
Mississippi several of its members have already been
convicted for intimidating and maltreating
voters, the prisoners lately- tried at Holly
Springs having been found to belong to the
new order. The officials of the government
have acquired a full knowledge of the objects and machinery of the organization,
having carried their investigation in some

tion. It explains the object of the assemblage in that gify; opposes the Baltimore
platform as
undemocratic; cotiténds that
the masses of the democratic party did not
demand the nomination of Greeley and the
adoption of his platform, and says the
watchword is not ‘“ anything to beat Grant,”
but ‘‘ anything to prevent Greeley
from
beating and destroying the democratic party.” Grant’s election, it says, would be a
less calamity than that of Greeley, and if
the former is chosen the responsibility rests

As the knowledge

of Japan increases, it can»

rot be otherwise than that the American church:
must be proportionately stirred by the spiritual
condition of its‘people.- Years ago we read witl
deep -emotion, in “ Commodore Perry’s Expedition,” the following impious inseription, placed
in the 17th century by the imperial order over
the vast, common grave of massacred Ronmam

come to Japan, and let all know that the king of
Spain or the Christians’ God or the great God of

all, if he.violate this command, shall pay for it
with his head.”
What
few years wrought!

a change

have

the

last

i

According to Mr. Davis, the cultjvation of the
soil of Japan could hardly be made more perfect 3
and as to art, he says:
‘‘Let the three temples,
filled with the goods of the great Fair, answer.
The temples themselves are massive structures,
some of them 450 feet long by 200 feet wiile, sup~

have then here a people of whom it can be said
that the masses are as comfortable in food and
clothes, and all that the physical man needs, as
are the masses in the United States. They are
also highly civilized.
The moral element is the

one great thing that is lacking.

tious

people, and

sense of shame,

it

They are a licen-

is a licentiousness with

no

Their religious processions are

often too disgusting to be sanctioned.
They are
little higher morally than the barbarians; they

have not a ray of light to illumine

the darkness.

of the future; and they are no better in these respects than they were a thousand years ago.
Fify generations have gone down into darkness,

and another fitty will follow after unless the gospel is mingled with their civilization:

ocrats to vote for O'Conor and Adams.

are full of promise for the future.

and the new treaties with Christian governments
o

’

:

i

Catholic Christians: *“ So lopig as the sun shall
warm the earth, let no Christian be so bold as to

success than the sterling epirit, ability and | food, and one of you say unto

et

|

i

The greater toleration now accorded to misesionaries and the faith which they hold and teach

Ne

i1

JAPAN.

the people either a nominee or platform.
‘The address concludes by invoking all dem-

De

if

in all the American churches.”

for our souls; but, ‘‘if a brother
Noth- watcheth
ing human could be more favorable to their or sister be naked and destitute of daily

A 84 5

if {
!

am sometimes afraid I hage
pressed the matter:
too early; for they are very poor—much poorer:
than their brethren in Basseim—whose praise iss

cases to actual membership.
The federal ported by 120 huge Kiaki millars—a hard wood
authority in the South, in view of these taking a high polish. “The high celling is richly
new disclosures, will doubtless be strength- panneled and sparkles with gold. Look at these:
silks—flowered, watered, brocade, satin, velvét,
ened and maintained in sufficierit presence silk and gold, and velvet and gold ‘mixed—and
to preserve the peace and protect the rights you will say at once that Japan «has never exported its finest silks. The silk embroidery is:
-—
§ of ¢itizens.
beyond description. “The paintings on silk are.
AN ADDRESS.
specimens of the highest art. Look into the
A long address to the democracy of” the schools. There is hardly a boy in Kioko, or im
United States was issued last Wednesday all Japan, who can not read and write. We:

by the committee of the. Louisville conven-

|

I

on the Baltimore convention, which refused

him, Depart

’

non on Rangoon.
The thundering guns were
soon heard, but the signal so alarmed the executioner that he instantly fled, leaving the captives
the steamer are therefore revoked, and it is to be liberated by the victors, and at liberty to
Mprosecute their work. The literary labors of Dr.
to be hoped that the lesson may prove a
Wade, aside from his direct missionary work, are
good one to the other reckless officers which of great importance. He reduced the Karen diait is not difficult to find on many of the lects, both Sgau and Pwo, to writing, and several
Sound ‘steamers.
Would it not be well, al- important literary and theological works are the
s0, to see that crews are put into these boats fruits of his industry. . Among these, the Karen
who have some conception of their duty in Thesaurus, in five volumes, his last work, was
designed to be as valuable a contribution to the
such cases?"
Karen language as Dr. Judson’s Dictionary is to
the Burman.
He had finished the words under
IMPORTATION OF CHINESE.
:
the letter O,-and on rising to the labors of an-

angel who

there evidently intendto go ahead.

~

coming to him as &

pired can be

THE NEW KU-KLUX IN THE SOUTH.

They fill my inward silences
With music and with song.

!

Having made one lateral jump to the
Yeft, we may as well make another to the
right, and look in upon my friend, Rev.
Wm. C. Steele, newly in charge of the

in all

their country.

Thy words are sweet
and ‘strong,

outstretched beams of brown’ stone, like
unequal straggling legs of some deformed
monster, one here, two there, or again
three, but none alike in length or position,
seems to reassert in stone the ineradicable
word so easily erased from paper. The
edifice is reported to have absorbed threequartersof a million already, and will go
near to the round million before it is fini sh-

ed.

God within, so close to me

That every thought is plain,
Be judge, be friend, be Father still,

Ameri-

advises the

doubt not, if the young Celestials do not
come dow flat with nostalgia the first thing,
that they will be fully initiated into wisdom’s pleasant ways and «peaceful paths,
and finally go home laden with good to -willing, many of them, beyond their means.

The Father, dwells unseén?

“0

State,

almost said, one of her own pupils.

That firmament serene
Is just the heaven where God himself,

distin-

blessed Lord Jesus, and I would not give him up
for tgn thousand worlds’”
Mr. Taylor has
preached out of doors to congregations of Hindus:
and Parsees, ranging in numbers from 200 to 400,.
and reports deep and increasing attention. He

est, useful citizens.

Quaker-

to be our teacher. And though we no longer, for opinion’s sake, send men to prison,

that

portionately diminished. In youthful criminals, first offenders, shame prevented them
from returning to the scenes of their disgrace and
leading the lives . of hon-

the

use, he

has

In addition to

of which he reports the work of the society
to be going forward as well as, if not better. than, was anticipated. The principal
objectof his visit, which will be extende
to all the prisons of the State, was the introduction of a system by means of which
convicts whose terms of service have ex-

with the chance

things

success which

be more progressive than missionaries that are:
simply stationed in given localities, He says:
‘We had a high caste Hindu officer in the cus-

the Secretary states, the offender would
resort to some species of crime, and return
to prison for a second and longer term,

ty of the church of the Transfiguration (Dr. ism ought, in justice to its great traditions, A
Flagg’s), and undertook to build up a congregation which should ultimately give
them a house of their own and a success.
Having now spent all, and dwindled away
to a-handful without a pastor, they continue
their religious services and keep up their
identity, people say, with intent to die with
decency by a formal union with Hepwerth’s
enterprise, next winter. Probably I'have
got hold of the story by the poorest end of
it, however.

INDIA,

Dr. Harris, the Secretary of the New
York Prison Association, has just returned
froma tour of inspection of 35 jails and

immediate needs.

who can not afford them than by those who
can? We need him too—how much we
néed him in these dreadful daysof war !—or
if not him, the grand old Quaker protest
against all this ‘blood and iron,” as Bismarek calls it. And though since his day,
and largely through his influence and that
of his followers, there has been great -im-

learn;

—

tion of a * light-footed army in tents,” that shall.

oner who had served a term in

bought much oftener by-those

to

Field.

——

of that remarkable

penitentiaries was simply allowed to depart with a small sum of money for his

some fine morning and see some of the
‘“ sweet things "in silk and satin there 'ex-

we have still much

Mission

guished his labors from the first.

prevented from returning to their old
haunts and crimes. The former method
of disposing of discharged criminals wholly
failed to accomplish this result. The pris-

when he was here, preach economy and
simplicity. Dear heart! what would he
think if he could see some of our Broadway
belles? if he could drop down into Stewart's

provement in prison discipline,

not-

things

PRISON REF ORM.

four penitentiaries in

not to reduce all to one level, and force one
uniform upon all, but to do: what he did

hibited, and

filled,

the means now in

brought $100,000.
As we proceed up the avenue we

for his health—pecuniary and professional
health, I suppose. Great efforts had been
made by the society to supplement My
Richardson's drawing qualities with every
modern appliance of congregation-building,
and to solve the problem of congregational
success in Néw York as it has been solved in

and

Events of the Weck.

far

from having ‘outgrown the need of that
cost I think must bave heen understated to special type of religious life exhibited by, the
me at $250,000, for lots, church ard rectory. Quaker, we never needed it more than now.
William H. Vanderbilt is a heavy donor, He illustrates his idea thus:
The old church property in Lafayette Place
We need a prophet like George Fx to

pastor, left

warmed

which are needful to the body, what doth

Quaker Spirit."

n

ye

Rev. Wm. Taylor, the American evangelist
missionary, writes from Bombay of a continuance

the north end of his church.
Here too, in still closer proximity to the
other end of ‘the railroad Capitol, at Fortysecond street, the junior Stephen H. Tyng's

locks, 1,700,000

3

The

and

fine imitation—more, I' set out to say, of
the top of the tunnel, from Thirty-second to this mental poverty and second-handedness,
Forty-second street, crosses the summit of misguided but immensely rich, than in any
aristocratic Murray Hill, and is distinguish- ‘other half dozen structures that I know of.
ed as Park avenue, in delicate allusion
‘to Thé General Synod voted to drop the name

genial friend Dr. Holland, the poet and ed-

—

the

‘Madison

other notables, including

Notable Things Across the Sea.

gray.

thick aiternately red Scotch,

till then there is something left for Quakers
of the present day to do in emulation of
their sires.—But most of all we need their
New York, Sept. 28, 1872.
doctrine of the inner light. - We need to
AMONG THE CHURCHES.
;
COLUMBIA COLLEGE.
have that driven home and ‘stated in its
The Grand Central Depot plants its imThis covers the block from Forty-ninth -due proportion to all other truths.
This inposing length and breadth squarely over
to Fiftieth street,plain as plain can be. Soon ner light, it is nothing special or miraculous.
what might have been and nominally is the place of these buildings will know them
It is as natural as grass and flowers. As
Fourth, but practieally is. Vanderbilt, avenno more, and something modern and mague.
It takes possession withunqualified nificent on the hights overlooking the Hud- we walk by it, it will brighten ; as we listen
lordliness, and fills the street, saying to all son will bear the name of Columbia Col- to the still small voice, it will every ‘day
grow clearer and clearer, inviting
us to ever
comers,—Thus far and no farther; hence to
lege for a longer term than was destined to
the Harlem River, nay, to the limits of crea- the present site. But I should have taken deeper life and ever holier joy :—
“T hear it often in the dark,
tion, this highway is Vanderbilt’s. It seems you over to Fifth avenue, at Forty-eighth
I hear it in the light—
visibly to thrust aside the growth of the city, street, a single block, to see the fantastical
Where is the voice that that calls to me
asf§fte corporations of which it is the symbol Dutch architecture of the mew Callegiate
With such a‘quiet might? +
have actually done, necessitating and creat- Reformed church, so long building and yet
It seems but echo to my thought,
ing the adjacent parallel. avenue between
And yet beyond the stars;
unfinished.
There are more grotesque ir-

Correspondence.

and the benevolent millionaire, Hatch, with

@

must

shall

for redress
N.F.

raphy, association or suggestion.
Vice Vanderbilt has his stately

= Independent.

high-way,

shall

what is remotest possible from it in topog-

Death,
long it be,
still can smile
thee.
»

You must go there; must ride

Milton

to a second story, and its continuation on

:

Which I have loved unseen.

of streets;

Spenser,

ticable street, continues only to the tunnel
at Thirty-second street, but there it jumps

The garnered flowers which felt thy sickle keen,
And the full vision of that Face divine

silent

of Chaucer,

Madison square.

Thou bringest me mine own,

its

monuments

way below, at Twenty-second

A nearness all unknpwu.
While in these stifling, prisduing bodies pent,
Unto thy soul and mine, beloved, made one :

miles

But we love to linger longest in the poets’
corner, where the tombs and honorary

the Fourth and Fifth, é¢alled™Madison.

A balm for anguish past,
Rest to the long unrest which smiles did hide,
The recognitions thirsted for in %ain
And still by life denied.

down

“ The mighty chiefs lie side by side :
Drop upon Fox’s grave the tear,

|

New York

Why do we call thee foe,
Clouding with darksome mists thy face divine ?
Life, she was sweet, but poor her largess seems

3,000

here,

with no less pomp and ceremony, 44 years
‘later, they laid her to her final rest.
In the north transept are the tombs of the
two greatest of rival orators, of whom Sir
Walter Scott wrote :

has forgot its

End of my road, however long it be,
Waiting with hospitable hand stretched out
And ful of gifts for me,

.

Elizabeth on her coronation day, and

the poor, and wronged
look
now that Diekens is no more ?

0 dear and friendly Death,

—

most of them lie

ever again give the poet’s rhythm to the dull
prose of History now that Macaulay’s” hand

Cr

friendly
however
by day, I
I think of

here

her over their graves

2, 1872.

A Greeting.

O dear and
End of my road,
Nearing me day
Whene’er

and

T will trickle to his rival’s bier.”

on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
a We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning

?

crowned,

buried. Through these dimaisles up to the
high altar, with her long train of courtly attendants, swept the proud and haughty

DECISIONS.

1. Any person whe takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-oMice~whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribéd or not—is

8%

been

it profit?”
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Communications.
:

My Garden.
¢

Sr

——

-

.

11ay down on the greensward this afternoon.
Always have a little plot of grass
in your garden. It is the source of endless
delight when well studied.

It

is

astonish-

ig what numbers of living things are to
be found therein. Most people see but few
things in this world of ours,

and

you

will

During the last few |
who became so of mind and hand.
useful, were interesting beyond description. years, his ‘mental and bodily sufferings
It was one of the most profitable hours of have boen very severe and almost unin-

great Intelligence that plans and regulates
and giyes being and sensibility to these
wonderful sprites. It is said no one can
become’ a great astronomer and be an
atheist, If the study of those great bodies,
the stars, shows wonderful resource, equally wonderful contrivance is manifested by
the study of these

minute

bodies, and

sceds..

Give

me

had tifne to count -the little spots on his

back he skipped away.
:
Next a winged ant sauntered along, She
climbed a short grass stalk and stepped

as

another ant,

what did
wrestle

not

winged,

he do

but run

which

ensued,

found

her, and

at her ? In the
both

fell to

the

ground.—I suppose it must have been a
lofty fall for them, considering their size;
should a man fall a distance as much greater in proportion to his size, he would certainly be killed.—Another ant now appeared,and as if with mutual understanding) and
as if they were seeking for her, they J
this poor female, who seemed only out for
a walk, one at each extremity,

ed

her

off.

She,

poor

‘and

thing,

march-

clasped

who said the bumble-bee was a misapist,
and it meant bee-hater.)

In a short time

a

blade of grass, but one of the brutes bit her.

She clutched at every available thing, but:
these fellows were young and shiny and
active, and forced her along until they went
Utereat der of a stalk, when I thought
she would be pulled apart. I did wish I
could hear so nicely as to ascertain if she
cried or they swore.” I am afraid most
Yankees would have berated each other
soundly. This much seems to be evident,
that ants are a sort of Mormons, that is, with
many husbands and few wives; and that

their custom is to keep their wives at home,
If these stray, they are dragged back to the
nursery without ceremony ; no female suffrage is allowed to intrude among them.
Two minute ants now caught my attention, who had a little fly, which they tum-

bled down a hole in a little "found of brown

I couldn’ imagine from the name what
they could be. I tended the bed so carefully, but nothing came,
I did see some little
sprouts much like the little elms under our
great trees, but of course I pulled them up.
Jack was very anxious to know about the
seeds, asked

in‘

every

letter,

told him I had” pulled

and when

all the

elms

I

so

more came, he wrote that the seeds he

no
sent

would, under proper circumstances, produce young elms. I wasn’t mad, but I did
think it was a shame girls couldn't go to
college and Jearn a little Latin, so they
might not be humbugged by every simpleton. ‘Three-quarters of* the professors in

our Shllegediuge ample time to attend

to

double

of

or

tréble

students,

the

present

number

Now why should not

girls have

this extra time given to their instruction, so
they could govern men through the head as
well as through the palate ?
C.

In

JELLASORE, Aug.3, 1872.
‘ And shall we ever live
At this poor dying rate?”

sad.

The three most}

some

humble, Godly

man

who

be

Hallam

was:

was in

Tumlook too ill to return home, and brother

Bro.

P.

senior

be-

dearer

to

Ob; that a thousand of our

Woodman died

in

Santipore

at work

again,

When James was

nearly frantic with suffering, he wished
some one to telegraph home for the Board
to send out Dr. Bacheler and Miss Hattie
Phillips immediately. Are they coming?
A letter written by our good secretary, June
8th, says: ‘The Board has ever been
willing to send out missionariés to any
amount, could we only see where the funds
were to come from.” Then comes the soulsaddening report that from 68 Quarterly

those

who

knew

him

best,

Kolsom, and an

only

son, Dr."

Folsom, of New Yecrk city,
:

for a physician, and

He

was

A

Winsome
tl

CoM,

Religion.

from one of his week-day lectures, both just

He says:

This is the special charge
lowers, to move

among

of Christ's

their

fol-

fellow-men,

and by the sweet attraction of godliness,
“win " them to forsake~the shamefulness
and vileness of sin, and come to that pare
and blessed life,
*¢ All things that are lovely,” we, as the
disciples of Jesus, must put on, if we
would effect'such a result. Is it enough

opposition,

that

it blanches

it speaks

words to every tempter, saying,
behind

was educated
to

C.

Is not the view of religion which “Dr.
Stone sets forth in the following extract

and important?

me,

Satan?”

Is

‘‘ Get thee

it sour, is it austere, is it grim

be a

not

sharp

it not orly

true

too?

and

Is

frown-

Christianity, to be winning, should show
in us a pleasant face. It should chase away
all dark shadows from the countenance.
It should smooth the frown from the brow.
It should arch piéasantly the bow of the
lips. It should look with gentleness out of
the eye. It should wear often a hearty and
cheerful smile. It shogld mantle the whole
face with a soft and warm-tinted light, so
that every man who looks upon these har-

Elijah Shaw, and then or at some other time

monizing features should be

fellowship with it.

made

to

ask,

They must not be self-asserting and

domineering.

The

way

in

which

Christians speak, with downright

some

great hight. No notice was .day some of the converted heathen will dah’s lion he bore off the palm. His labors
misfortune. Each one seemed thank them as those who sent them the life- were mostly confined to Rockingham and
deliberate in selecting his grain giving word of God. Brahmins are addict- Strafford counties.
rae
haste to return after carrying ed to cursing men in this world, but I don’t
He was associated more or less as a helpthey were in a little cluster know what they will say at the judgment er with Rev’s R. Tash, A. Tuttle, D. P.
hole they were making. Sud- to those Christians who did not do their ut- Cilley and a timber of ministers of the
denly, by the efforts of those within, the most to save them.
Perhaps they will see Christian society. He was no sectarisn,
opening was cleared and all serambled that the religion of such Christians is like would labor with and for any denomination,
down, each striving to be first; that seemed that of the Hindus, which never seeks to but adhered to the sentiment and usages of
to be the object of each, and I wish you make converts. Dear brethren and sisters the denomination of his choice to the last.
would tell me if it was anxiety for friends in America, with aching hearts we look to He was eminently a spiritual man. This
below that impelled them, or is a reward you, and pray you for Christ's sake to send was proved by the results of his impression
offered to the first who goes down when us help, and that spon. The field here con- as to when and where to go, and svhat to
any such thing happens ?
stantly widens, new doors are opening all speak. To illustrate,—he started tne morn[believe I must consider the ways of these around, work accumulates on our hands ing from where he stayed the previous
creatures more odarefully; are they all until some are crushed by the burden. Will night to visit a neighbor. Soon after starting,
the impression came upon him that he must
drowned when it rains and, if so, where do you help us?
:
run. He did: so, and just as he arrived at
the new ones come from? And what is it
Yours, in behalf of this needy mission,
the
house a young woman was passing out
they are always carrying home ? And how
L. CRAWFORD.
of the door to leave.
He spoke to her, and
far do they roam ftom their liftle caves?
Remember to have with you, when you take

eg

————

A ———————

"a lesson in studying the ants, a microscope,

such as bankers use, ard you cap see the
little people as natural as life -and many
times as large.
:
Hum, hum, came a bulnble-bee. ‘I could
hear him. I wonder what is the small¢st
insect one can hear? There must be . mdye
perfect ears than himan ears. Not that

mean to say all thesd_insects have ear,
but that if they hdve them, they must be a

that word was the means of her conversion.

Early Sketches.—No. 34.
BY J.

FULLONTON.
—rr

—

BIRTH-PLACE OF ELD. JOHN COLBY.
The name of Colby will ever be dear to
us as a denomination, for his eminent devotion and great success as a minister of
ist, from 1809 to his death in 1817. « He
was bprn a.

N. H., December 9,
<

Sandwich is a broken, hilly, country town,

in the northerly part of the state, fifty
attuned, beyond what we can conceive, to miles from Concord, the capital.
At the time of Colby's birth, the town
minute sounds, but somehow unconcerned
with great sounds. Otherwise, imagine the was in its infancy, having been incoporated
about eight
torture the creatures must live in if some but' 19 years. It contained
loud noises are magnified in proportion as hundred inhabitants, scattered over a large
territory.
.
the delicacy of the ear is increased !
The bumble.be¢ is a melancholy roamer.
Colby lived
here
fifteen years.
In
- He is like some uncomfortable men who 1802, the family moved to what is now
are always seen walking by themselves,
L Sutton, Vt. Colby’s chiflhood was markthink he has no. amusements; hie always ed by some of the vanities common in
fumbles over the pretty red clovers in a youth at that time, yet there is evidence
- matter of fact way, disdaining most other that he was more circumspect than others
flowers. His fad complaint always heralds around him. About twenty-five years ago,
his coming.
He is a misapist; he always I called on a gentleman in Wakefield, N.
‘ goes alone. His sorrows are too much for H., who was the teacher of John when he
him, for the farmers say there is not one was a lad.
And there was lately a memtenth as many of them as five years ago. ber of our church in Raymond, 93 years, of
As a race they have withered from the land. age, who lived in Sandwich then, and who
sort of reversed human

ear;

that. is,

well

Why this is, perhaps you can tell; I only
know that the king-birds devour great numbers of them. Perhaps hard winters are

knew John, and was a pupil with him

too much for these who tread the unshelter-

and good

ed moor ; perhaps their

plished

and

they

mission

are mo

more

is

accom-

needed.

Alas!~the poor bumble-bee!
You would weary, were I to tell you
:

all the various flies, jaunty hoppers, ig

that young Colby was noted for his sobriety
He was

with light complexion,

ful spiders trapping game so minute you a
troubled to find it, and all sorts of living

hair,

so

that he might be called a_*‘fair-haired boy,”

with an inoff nsive look.
of

small in size,

fine, light

He ‘was always

kind to his associates, and respectful

to his

superiors.
In June, 1860, I was in attendance at the
New Hampshire Yearly Meeting, at (‘enter

atoms and so little that one makes such Sandwich. The last day was the Sabbath.
‘awkward work and finds our words so unfit “As the sun was going down, I walked some
in describing them; you will not quickly two miles westerly, and came fo the hom
weary in observing them. And sometimes in which Colby was born. Emotions i
. it will rush: over you, how wonderful is, the } that humble dwelling, and in those roowns
Te

.

2)

his

condition, and

at

this

married Mrs. Ann Sleeper,
an affectionate companion.
He wasa man of great
a fervent lover of peace.
fense to Jew or Gentile,
church of God.
Bro. P. would never take

time of

life he

who made him
~~
meekness and
He gave no ofneither fo the
the pulpit nor

a text after the usual method of doing so;
buf’ he would almost always arise with
some word or passage as a motto. He was
a great lover of singing, and almost universally sang before praying in meeting or
in family devotions; his family expositions
of Scripture were very interesting.

It must think of his accommodation

before our own. It must insist upon his
taking precedence, ‘in honor preferring ”
him to ourselves. It must give. him the
inside of the walk,

the

head of the

pew,

half of the seat in the car, his right to his
own judgment, respect for his opinions,
room for his peculiarities and idiosyncrasies.

‘When Christianity in any of its confessors forgets to be polite, lays aside the apastolic . injunction, *‘ be

courteous,” indulges

in little petty self-preferments and self-securities, which does not win men ; it only in-

vites them to dislike and despise it\ Tt de-

nies its own nature; for if it be anything,
it is love in the heart, and love in the
life.
The Christian should be the kindest of
men ; so ready to serve another, so willing
to wait himself, so open-handed, accepting
disturbance of his plans and convenience
so graciously, so cheerful and ready in the
small offices of ministering to his neighbors comfort, that it should be a ‘perpetual

marvel to the lookers-on how hé can carry
about with him this unfailing spirit of practical and hearty beneficence.
Do you say of course a Christian will be
and do all this, if he be truly what

we

call

him? Ah, it would seem sometimes as
though a man had acquired something of
the substance of" this transformed chagacter,
A very useful man has fallen, for it has when he is thoughtless about its expression.
been said, that he was the means of the con- Some minds confuse themselves in regard
to character and manners, by separating
version of hundreds.
|
“He made all the arrangements for his fu- and discriminating where there is no room
neral,—place,minister,singers, bearers were for such discrimination. The expressions
all selected. He rests from his labors and of character are a part of it, no mean
.| part of it, the whole practical part of it.
his works do follow him.
J. CHICK.
Genuine Christianity ought to shine forth
in all these forms of sweetness,

Rev. Peter Folsom.

consideration, sympathy

in

the common school. , Both have said to me
behavior.

If he had not obeyed, she would have been
gone beyond the reach of his voice.
He had some eccentricities, but they gave
no offense. He lived single till about 60,
when he thought it might bu best to change

from them, and makes some gentle-spoken
worldling far more lovely. by contrast.
"Phis is mot wise nor right. . It is very unfortunate and very wrong.
Our religion ought to pervade our man|
ners. It is the highest law of pure and
true courtesy. It can not be indifferent to
any man's feelings, nor blind to his discom-

forts.

gentleness,

and kindness,

if

it would charm men to its beauty and loveRev. Peter Folsom died in
Mass., Sept. 2, aged 59 years.

Bro.

Folsom,

when

young,

Wakefield,

betame

a

liness, and detach them from the odious
reign of seifishness by winning: them to
itself.

minister of the, Free Baptist church, and
devoted himselfto the absorbing duties of
Those whose faces are only seen and
his chosen profession with all his heart and whose voices are only heard in. seasons of
mind and strength. About twenty years religious revivals, are like the - flowers.that
since, failing health, culminating in par- bloom in the morning and fade in the evenalysis of one side of the face, obliged him ing without producing fruit. They are
to relinquish’ his labors as a pastor. After not the evergreens of the church.
a season of rest, he recovered somewhat
When you see a man with a great deal
from his debility and discouragement, and
successfully conducted a limited mercan- of religion displayed in his shop window,
tile

business,

until

increasing

infirmities

tulu, when they might have reached the
haven of peace and security laden with

pay.

Truly,

itdoes

<

It is a grand thing for a man

not

80 to live

that he can look back with complacency,
for we do live in the past. Itis the past:
that must tell for or against us. How often
we say, ‘‘It is past; think no more of it!"
Why, it is only when it is past that
thought begins. The predent begun, the
past only remains. We
ire making our
past as wel” as our future. The present
and

excited,

drawn

tears or

provoked laughter ; the mirth has fled, the
sorrows are comforted, the ex®ltement has
died; but the past lives and is perpetual.

you may depend upon

it he keeps

forced himto entirely forego active labor small stock of it within.— Spurgeon.

duty is plain,

a very

often

difficultto perform.

Ease, somfort, luxury, inclination, stand in

the way.

If duty is performed, it must be

at a sacrifice; but

it

always

pays to

take

the hand of Duty and let her lead, whether
through stcrm or sunshine, darkness or
light, grief or joy, life or death.
Duty, duty; always first. Men have
fought mighty battles, but even when they
have yielded to

sloth, or

fear,

or

inclina-

tion,it has been at a loss; and when,
triumphing over every obstacle and apparent impossibility, they have obeyed the
stern mandates of duty, it has paid them,
gloriously paid them.
It pays for a man
to do his

cadences,

grain removed the obstruction. A rootlet Meetings not a cent has come for the Misimperative, peremptory,
dictatorial, as
became tangled around the leg of one, and sion since this blessed year dawned. All
though there were a strenuous hardship of
he was so terrified he ran up a blade of honor to those churches that have done their the field, but the Spirit led Wales to the
self-will -in them, overriding other men's
grass with it hanging, and in his haste fell duty. God will bless them, and in the great scene of conflict, and by the might of Juviews, feelings and wishes, repels men

from that
taken of his
to be quite
and in great
it away; so
close by the

now, with tattered sails, leaking hull, and
splintered masts, are drifting on, amid
howling winds and wintry. skies, to utter

honor and happiness.

duty.

Truly it

pays;

now

and

for all time it pays.

S. S. Department,
~ Hints to Teachers. —

Gr

Give to your classes some definite portion
of every day. You are very busy. So
much the better. Idle men, and women of
elegant leisure, are of all people the most
inefficient. Give us the busiest
people in
all the land, rather than

these.

Do You SEER THER CONVERSION ?

My

There are times in every man’s life when

What sweet secret lurks below ?
1t ought to mellow and-seften- the tones.’
, They have noright to be gruff and imperi-

ous.

drink?

you jest and laugh at it, and then revel in
it. When it becomes your master, then
what? What numbers have been swept
down by the hurricane of temptation! In
the mad power of this passion they have
burst the bonds of a mother’s love, trampled a father’s counsels in the dust, mocked at reproof and tears and prayers; and

has moved

ing? It has no business to be. It will enkindle desire in no human bosom, except
the desire to defer as long as possible any

very fine Greek and Latin scholar, but his
health becoming
impaired, and becoming interested in religion, he gave up his
purpose to practice medicine, and gave
the remainder of his life to the service of
God. He was converted at about the age
of 21. He passed through powerful exercises in his conviction and conversion (having pretended to be a Universalist), but he
came out clear and very happy." This had a
deep impression upon his father’s family,
and the neighbors around.
He was subsequently baptized by Elder
united with the church at South Hampton.
He soon began to feel deeply the state of
lost sinners, and after many deep searchings of heart he was induced to venture out
and attend what he called little prayer meetings, keeping himself out of sight as much
as possible. He had many conflicts with the
tempter, being more than once drawn from

would

tolerate it, then you touch and taste it, then

Oe

that it braves danger, that

Ossipee, June

thought

will

:
=

who

friends, it does not pay to begin. Search
the world and you can not find one man
who will say, ‘I regret that I did not learn
to drink when I was young,” but you count
victims by the thousand who will each de|
clare, “I'm ruined by drink.”
It does not pay to begin. First’ you

who

Edward

The subject of this notice was bbrn in and constant, but is it in us lovely
Hampton, N. H.

the next morning,

the

be long and keenly felt.
)
The deceased leaves a widow,j Emily E.

before
James

preferred to

with any of us that our religion is firm,

A Lay Preacher Fallen.

with

reported

hides

for he

virtues within, the loss of Bro. Folsom

er in your love for the One whom he preach-

es, and your own pastor will

down

from

With

tw

father

appeals

Plces.
If James has been absent, inquire
nto the cause. If Susie neglects her lesson,
try to stimulate and encourage.
Don't

with the wine<cup, scold, or fret, or find fault. Look for some.
to
approve—if
ibly, in the following” ‘thing
it is nothing
more - than “a “elean . floor or. a nicely:
:
blacked stove. Nothing so oils the machin-

begininng

could penetrate the satirical crust of his
personality, and appreciate the sterling

hind Jesus, you will hardly miss the preach-

South

fever, brother

is the

It is not a burden for a minister to go to
a neighboring parish and labor for souls
for two or three days, but a real privilege
and blessing. He returns home with new
zeal and brings a revival spirit with him.
Some think they can not have a protracted
meeting unless they can get some *‘ great
light” from afar to assist. No objection to
getting great lights, if you can, but you
will be sure to miss them when they are
gone ; whereas if you accept the services of

-

lowest, his

for fervent

give quietly and secretly, following
suggestions of his calm judgment.

effort.

he

the

than

tian asked by Mb, oan,
young men who are

He puts th
words:
|

to the emotions, and presented to his

extensive revivals

While

was

argument, more

of religion that occurred in this Quarterly
Meeting last year all followed protracted
meetings, and scarcely a soul was converted in those churches that made no special

14, aged 8% years and 14 days.

though not wholly well.

two more coming up, all commenced to remove the grains of earth exactly from over
the original entrance. Now, how did they
know where that was ? They must have
counted the steps from the edge of the
mound, for you would think from their size,
that the limit of their horizon would be
that same edge, and that they could not see
where it should be. At any rate, every one
who returnéd set to work, and grain by

resylt.

souls

L. Phillips would never be well again, and
now he is nearly as weak as an infant.

closed.

and,

often the conversion os

A week ago, it was feared brother J.

to Bhutddruck, and a letter

thither

yielding.to solicitation,

Here we are on heathep
ground, every
brother missionary sick, and every sister

signs of distress when they found their: door
and

held without great prafit4o the church, and

As a preacher he was distinguished for

the logical closeness and directnessof his

churches could have good protracted meetings before New Year's day.
S.C. K.

P—

earth, and disappeared after it. 1 quickly Smith was but just recovering from an attack of his old complaint.
Yesterday news
filled the hole by smoothing the mound, and’
came
that
Bro.
H.
had
reached
home, and
waited to see what would happen.
Three
that James was beginning to feel
a little
ants at first appeared, who were returning
like a rational man.
From B. news came
fron: a trip—of as much as three feet, I supthat Bro. Smith had gone on a mission trip
pose,—into the counsry, and showed evident
They ran hither

termitted.

you than ever.

a Strait.
—

life. Here, ata tender age, he felt himself
a sinner, Here at the age of eight, he asked
some elder what it was to be a Christian,
The walls of this dwelling, and the hills
and vales near, witnessed
his sighs while his
youthful heart panted for a higher good.
God was near and at work in the mind of
him who was a chosen vessel to bear his
name tothe world.
I walked away, cast back the last look
on that interesting place, and left it probably forever,
'

YE ‘personal religion everywhere. But it is
not wise to lug it in at improper times and

hearYoung
as you lift the gleaming’ ery of affairs
as pleasant, encouragin
ers discourses of rare power and completes: wine cup to
r lips in the jollity of a words. If Frank is
getting his lessons tolness, and results of careful study and in- night's spree,
gill it pay ? It isa gross erably well, don't fail to tell his parents as
tense thought.
Tare)
insult to calla man a fool.
Every man much, and in his presence, and express the
He was a man of strong and peculiar would resent it; but in the suffering :of the «hope that the parents are stadying the les
Aharacter, -not well constituted for popu- next morning, with disturbed conscience, son with their children.
[¥vire aE Six 10 Your House.
larity, speaking hi mind boldly, without aching head, throbbing temples, rackihg
They will all be there. Make it a genuine
tender regard for the opinions of those hes brain, hot, fevered tongue, and all the horHave some good music. Sing
believed to be in the wrong.
He felt’ an rible reaction that might come, does not good time.
some of your Sabbath-school hymns. Borunusual
interest
in
public
affairs,
was
an
Protracted Meetings.
the victim of aches clasp his burning row a good stereopticon, if you have not
active friend of the soldier in the recent hands’ and bitterly call himself, ‘Fool! one of your own. Have some simple reC—O
bot
:
freshment, and before they leave, bow toThe season that is usually selected for rebellion, 4nd of unquestioned and unyieldFool !"
.
gether in prayer ay tion] your class altar,
ing integrity.
’
protracted meetings draws near. It is a
If the first glass brought at once’ the when special mention shall.be made of the
His benevolence was large, though rarely
rare thing for'a protracted meeting
to be
suffering of the reaction and excitement special needs of each other,

we

can approach far nearer towards its full appreciation, And all these things and every
thing exist for us. Truly, we are ungrateful children!
.

I do not sow many

ill’ It Pay q

where
the career of him

many shrubs and perennials ‘as possible;
realize it, if you will amuse yourself as I my annuald are intended to blossom when
did, and often do.
I especially watched the
shrubs are otherwise engaged. Jack sent
little insects. First came a minute green— me some little tat seeds, He said they
grasshopper, I callhim fog he jumps,—with
were perennials, ecalled ulmus ramosa, and
black eyes and a re
and a body
he liked them very much,
I must sow in
good many of,
like the roof of a house,
drills, and he gave some more diregtions, as
them would measure an inch. Before I
if.I didn’t know how to plant. (It was Jack

across fo rest on a weed.

2

TNT

nomize

and systematize time as well as money.

Do it thoroughly and religiously, so that
i may be able to give largely of both to
ife’s higher uses and purpeses. &ive to
the school and the lesson the odds and ends
of your time as well as some of your best
moments. One of the most successful of
teachers is a man en
d in large business.
He seems always on
the wing, yet he is
seldom absént
from ‘the class, and always
Jrepaiad. How does he doit? He carries
is Bible and his lesson papers jn his
t,

and appropriates the odd moments. on
the
cars and in all out-of-the-tyay places, to the

_ Do you expect it, and scon? * Do you ask
it earnestly and trustingly, and for the
whole six ?
Our prayers are too often a sort of wholesale generalization, without definite conception of time or object. - We, pray for a
vast number { of thin
in general, and for
little or nothing

in

particular,

¢ All things

are possible to him that believeth,” ¢ Ask
and ye shall receive.” Ask earnestly, de-

finitely, and with faith, for each scholar by
name.

These children and youth belong to

Christ.” The truth you teach isable to make
them wisggunto salvation. They are com:

mitted to ybur special charge, Lead them
lovingly and trustingly to Christ. There

is a faith tbat overcometh.

Your faith shall

be the measure of your success. So shall
there be joy in heaven, in your homes, and
in the poids over multitudes brought this
Autumn and Winter into the fold of the
Great Shepherd.

-

One very dear to us as a Sabbath-school
pupil and teacher, became principal of a’
J
girls’ school before she was thirty.
She was accustomed to keep a list of names,

dnd to spread it out day by day before the

Lord.

Scores

of these

dear

brought to Christ in a single

girls

were

Winter, and

at the close, out of more than 800 pupils,
all but thirty or forty
were hopefully within
the ark ol safety .—Evangelist.
CALL EARLY,
Dr. Brown has written a+
ood and useful little book called ‘* Health,"

gin which among many wise advices, he
says: *‘ You should call your doctor early.
Tt sayes time. It saves suffering. It saves
tro#®le. It saves life. If you saw a fire
beginning in your house, you would put it
out as fast as yon could. You might perhaps be able to blow out with your breath
what in an hour the fire<engine could make
nothing of. So it is with the disease and
the doctor.”

But oh, how much more necessary to be
rompt in calling in the Great Physician !
Jehold, he
stands at the door
and
knocks !—8. 8S. World.
Sins OF THE ToNGUE.
The tongue is a
little member, yet it boasteth great things;
It does a large business on a small capital;
it raises a mighty storm on the most trivial
occasion ; it often leads’the whole troop of
a man’s faculties to revolt
inst him to
make treasonable cause with his enemies.
Few there are, i( any, who cannot recall
seasons when this
yoruly bit of flame set on
fire not only the whole course of nature

in

themselves, but also the passions of on entire neighborhood.
A little impatience was
the first to spark, which a moment's silence
would have extinguished; but the unfortunate utterance came and with it misunder- |
standing and resentment. Every word that succeeded was a burning one, and as in a.
great city’s conflagration, dwellings far
apart take fire from the wings of the wind,
go persons but distantly related to a wordy
quarrel feel its hot breath and are suddenly
ablaze. There is not a family or school, or
a single village in all the land, which is fire
ho
and they are all in momentary danger.
HEART-LANGUAGE.
In 1853, Sir David
Brewster was in Paris, and was taken
to see the astronomer Arago, who was then
in deep suffering, and was soon to die. He
thus describes the interview :
We conversed upon the marvels of creation, and the name of God was introduced.
This led Arago to complain of the difficulties which his reason’ experienced in understanding God.
:
“ But,” said I, *“ it is stil ‘more difficult
not to comprehend God.”
. He did not deny it.
“Only,” added he, *‘ in this case I abstain, for it is impossible for me to under-

stand thé God of you philosophers."
h
TannY
‘It is not with them we are dealing,” reComyENCE EARLY IN THE WEEK.
| plied I,” although I believe that true philosHave the lesson in mind at once. Study ophy necessarily conducts us to belief in

Sunday-school lesson.

the text—the Wordof God,
re and simple. ; it is of the God of the Christian that [
Turn it over and over.
at ‘its
won- wish to speak.”
| |
drous wealth of meaning. . Make your own
*“ Ah!” he exclaimed, * He was the God
plain, common-sense commentary.
Later of my mother, before whom she always ex-' .
in fe week consult such helps as are within - perienced so much comfort in kneeling.”
reach.
“Doubtless,” I answered.
He said no more, his heart had spoken:
Coymir IT.
this he bad understood.
Don't be alarmed. It is only a verse or’
a
two a day. It is easily done. It will be a
/CarisT
THE
END
OF
THE Law. A womwonderful stimulus to your class, and a
in distress
about her sins, went to
great gain to yourself.
No words are so an
worthy to be stored in the memory as the a great many mee ings in the hope of getting comfort, but did not find it. ** At last,”
precious gems of Scripture.
:
A’most excellent teacher is accustomed,
with open Bible on her dressing-case, each

morning to commit the lesson, verse by

verse, while making her morning toilet.
The famous Dr. Arnold of Rugby was onee
asked why he'so studiously prepared himself on lessons with which he was thoroughly familiar. He replied, * I prefer my
pupils to drink from a running fountain, rather
than from a stagnant pool.”
Studious
teachers will have studious scholars. Teach«
ers who perfect themselves in what they
teach, will have little difficulty in securing

perfect lessons

from

their ‘scholars. No

teacher can achieve substantial = success
without careful and habitual study.
Let us see.

You have six in your
each

a

week,

class,
and

you make an informal call on two .of your
pupils. ‘At the end of the month you have
seen them all; with a fair margin for sickness and’ absences. . You have exchanged
friendly rearing and. inquiries with parents and scholdrs at their homes.
You

have seen how ahd where they live.

You

know them as you did not or could not beNew ties are created, and you have
| fore.
a stronger hold on both parents as well as
scholars,
SANCTIMONIOUS.

Don't take on a solemn air,
‘constrained or sanctimonious
not always the better plan to
a religious visit,

“I found that T was going to

meetings instead of going to Christ, and
them I got light,” | +
/
oF
She gave up depending on herself, or her
niinister, or
the prayer-meetings, and came
right to Christ, to save her,
riend, have you come to Christ? : Noth-

ing

else aviil save yon.

*‘ For there is none

ve
name under heaven, given among
men, whereby we must be saved.”"—Acts 4:

12.

/

il

Your sins need an atonement ; come then

to Christ, ** Who his own self bare our

in

his

own

body

that we being dead to

on

the

sins

tree,

sins should live unto

righteousness."—1 Peter 2: 24,
Come freely, for he says, ‘Him

that

cometh to me, I will in no wise cast out.”—

Visit YOUR SCHOLARS.
A balf hour or an hour

she said,

John 6; 87.
Come quickly, for * Thou knowest not
what a day may bring fort 1."—Prov. 27: 1.

. Domvg Gop’s CoMMANDMENTS. “I do
love God,” said a little girl to her papa one

day, when he had been talking to her about
loving God.
aad
¢ Perhaps you think so, Maria.”
‘Oh, 1 do, indeed I do, papa.”

* Suppose, my child, you should come to
me, and say, ‘Dear Fone, I do love you,’
and then go away and disobey me, could I
believe you ?
:
. “No, papa.”
or assume a
4 Well, dear, how, can I believe that you
manner, It is love God, when I sée you every day doing
make
purely those things which he forbids? You know _

Be quick to seg

ful to improve, fit opp rtunitiés

faith-

to speak of

the Bible says,

‘If ye love me, keep my

commandments,’ —Loving

Words.

MO RNING

0

Christ

politan’age ; but - abo¥!

have hight, . and be ab
closer eontacy with spix

is: All :

ly he only who cane
heaven of a holier k

I entered once a home of care,
For age and penury were there,
Yet peace and joy withal;

He whispered, * Christ is all.”

ngth was given,

Give

Nor hope nor life he counted dear;
Midst want an
Is owned no fear;
was all.

I dream ed that

Joary time had fled,

And earth and

dea

™

to destruction.

Then compe to Jesus—come to-day;

The Bride repeats the call;
Come, He has blood for all your stains;

Come, He has balm for all your pains;
Come, He is all in all.

:

many ok

Spiritual Preaching.
—

Dr. Holland says, in the last number of
his magazine, that the great mistake of the
modern
preacher is in not keeping up with
The same

idea bubbles up m a dozen places
Beecher’s admirable Jectares on
of the best

in Mr.
preach-

scholars

in the

We hear the same idea expressed

by other eminent clergymen in addresses to
student& and counsel to brethren. But is
it true that the great want of the modern
pulpit is an increase of secular knowledge
and’
er?
This depends entirely upon what the pulpit wants to do.

If its

purpose is to impart

secular information, to interest and advise
men-n regard te business and politics and
affairs, to meet them on their present level
of life and sustain and satisfy them there,

then the more secular knowledge the pulpit
has the greater will be its success. -If its
chief aim is to entertain and impress, amuse

and startle great congregations of worldlyminded people, and win applause from ap-

proving aadiences, the more material its
methods, the mere. secular its spirit, the
greater number ef worldly resources at its

command, the mare popular it will be and
the more effectual its work. To command
the world it must possess the keys. And
the brilliant success of Beecher, Murray,
Talmage, and a dozen ether
preachers
whose names we «ould mention, has had
the effect of stimulating the secular elements of the sacred office, until men have
come to regard the pulpit as on the level
of the world, andfind in its thought merely
the topmost ripple of secular sentiment and
ambition.

But if the object of the pulpit is to raise

the level of thought and feeling and action ;
if its purpose is to spiritualize human character, activities, and

aims,

it is

not

more

secular knowledge thatit wants, but more
spiritual resources and power.
And this,
we take it, is the true aim and function.

stands as the
the

uterpreter

of spiritual

teacher oF Spiritual Mws, the

It

truth,

exponent

of spiritual realities,
the medium of spiritual
emaucipation, refreshment, and uptiiing.
It may use art, science, philosophy,

politics, anything and everything, as
trations

of laws

and forces

history,

illus-

and sanctities

which need all the facts of nature and all
the voices .of humanity for their articulation; but if it forgets these spiritual and
eternal elements in the facts and figures
which serve toset them

forth,

and

them with a glory not their own from

invest

such

a using, as the rugged rocks of the mountain are glorified by the
shining
of the sun

hid from” our sight
misses its

mission

behind

and

the clouds,

message,

aud

it

be-

comes a mere appurtenance an
appeadige
of the world it was meant te enlighten and
spiritualize.
;
It is here that most of our préaching
fails. 1t may lack muscular ability, an
mastery of the

secular

implements

of

in-

fluenee which are essential to a large meas-

ure of popular success.
scholastic and dogmatic to
and satisfy the needs of our
ter-of-fact people. It may
to meet the religious wants
have their own hunger to
own life-battle to fight, and

diet,

and

it

:

It may
be too
suit the tastes
praetical, mai
be too biblical
of souls who
appease, their,
their own des-

. tiny to work out; indeed, the Bible is quite

threshings when

I was

a boy

(not so many as I ought to have had, for 1
was the last child, and my parents let me
off), but the most memorable scene in my
childhood was father and mother at morning and evening prayers. I can.not forget
it, for 1

psed often to be

on the

ing, whieh were noticed in eur columns last

week by one

meat

Bus while we are to use common sense
Lin every direction respecting a child, the
first thing is to strive for its conversion,
and there is nothing more potent than family prayers: No child ever gets over having heard parents pray for him. I had

Father, Son, and Spire says;

country.

excessive

ond of dress, notwithstanding all your lect-

I saw the churehes’ ransomed throng,

the secular thought of the time.

a child

ures on humility. Fill your house with gossip, and your children will tattle. . Culture
them as much as you will, but ‘give them
plenty of money to spend, and they will go

their dead,

ball;

1 heard the bueden of their song;
"Twas * Christ is all in all.”
“ Come,”

the first six,

will grow up sensual; and catechism three
times a day, and sixty grains in each dose,
won't prevent it. Talk much in your child’s
resence about the fashions, and it will be

To save from satan’s thrall;

gave up

.

The first thing to do with a lamb is to
put it in the arms of the Great Shepherd.
Of course we must observe natural laws.

all.”

1 saw the Gospel herald go
To Afri¢’s sand and Greenland’s snow,

this

6 or is fit to preach

fifteen years of life, and often
decide the eternal destiny.

He looked triumphantly te heaven,

And fire dissolved

love

Take first the statement that unless our
children are saved in early life they probably never will be. They who go overthe
twentieth year without Christ are apt to go
all the way without him, Grace, like flower
seeds, needs to be sown in spring. - The first

1 saw the martyr at the stake,
And not fierce flames his faith could shake,
Or death his soul appa

He felt that CRyist

the

diviner

Family Prayers.

I stood beside a dying
bed,
Where a sweet infant drooped his head,
Waiting for Jesus's call.
T marked
his smile, *twas sweet as May;
And as his spirit passed away.

And answered, ** Christ is

of

pst men achieve,

preaches to much pi
at all.— Golden Age

.1 asked the lonely mother whence
Her helpless widowhood’s defense.
©
She told me Christ was all.

Real-

out

and sublimer insigh

+

I asked him whence such

plities and a

Etain.

clearer vision than mol

squirming around

floor, and looking _at

them while

they Wore praying.
Your son may go to
the ends of the earth, and run through the
whole catalogue of transgression, but he
will remember the family altar, and it will
be a check, and a call, and perhaps his redemption,

Family prayers are often of no use.

haps they are

too

hurried.

We

Per-

have

so

much before us of the day's work, that we
hustle the children together. We get half
through
the chapter before the family are
seated. We read
as if we were reading
for
a wager. We drop on our knees, and are
in the second or third sentenge before they
all get down.

It is an express

train, wit

amen for the first depot.
e rush for the
hat and overcoat, and are on the way to the
stere, leaving the impression that family
prayers are a nuisance, and we

not have had any

had

gathering of

round;

it would have

been

taken

more

and them.

Ghost

are often used to check the flow of instant
inspiration. But after all it is not more

muscular
science,

ability, ' seealar

culture,

or

even

Inowledge,

Bible

that

e

modern pulpit wants, so much as spiritual
force i insight, the power so much high-

black

and

red,

and

get from such
have a Chinese
story of Jesus,
into his arms,
and fishes, or

ing

asleep

reading you might as wel
almanac.
Rather give the
and the children elimbing
or the lad with the loaves
the Sea of Galilee
drop-

under Christ's

lullaby.

Playing with ‘his shoe-strings, and Jenny
will quit rubbing the cat's fur the wrong

way. Let the prayer be pointed and made,
up of small words, and no wise information

to the Lord about things he knows

without

your telling him. Have a hymn, if, any of
you can sing. Let the season be spirited,
appropriate, and gladly solemn,’
“amily
prayer also fails when the whole

day is not in

‘harmony with it.

A family

prayer, to be worth anything, ‘ought to be
twenty-four hours long.” It ought ite give
the pitch to all the day's ‘work and: behavjour, The day when we get thoroughly
mad upséts the ‘morning devotion.
The
life must'be in the sanie key with the devotion.

Family prayer is infinitely important.
If you are a parent, and are not a professor
of religion, and do. not feel uble to compese a prayer, get some one of the many
books that have beén written, put it down
before you, and read Priyute for the house-

hold. God has said
that he will “‘pour out
his fury upon the families that call not upon his name.”

Prayer for our children will be answered.
My grandmother wads da praying woman.

My father’s name was David. i One day,

he and other members of the family

for a

gay party.

started

Grandmother said:

“Go,

David, and enjoy yourself; but all the time
ou and your brothers and sisters are there,
Yio
prying for you." 'They went,

but did not have a'very good time, knowweeping in the room below.

down and fomid

her

daughter

She went

crying

vio-

lently. What was the matter? She was in
anxiety about her soul-—an anxiety that
found no relief short of the

Cross.

= Word

came that David was at the barn in
agony. Grandmother went and found

great
him

and the most effective whose thought and

about, their children, and the influence
spread to the_ village of Summerville, and
there was a gréat turning unto God, and

feeling are most unsecular, who lives on the
highest plane of moral motive and endeavor,

who is most conversant and at home with
the realities of the spirit and its world,

The atmosphere of a man is sometimes
more than his act. Theré are men so hightoned and holy that they seemed haloed with
heaven. The man who lives in constant
communication with the sources of spirit
ual power, and whose words almost glow
-and throb with the electric vitality of the

souls

Thé news spread to the neighboring

howses, and other. parents ‘became anxious

over two hundred souls,

of.

Itis for want of this power,

which

comes into playthrough consecrated souls
from hidden and divinest, hights and sources

of supply,

that modem .preaching owes

mast of its impotence,

A friend of ours recently asked a member
of Congress, who was his'guest, where he
would attend church. Which one of the doz-

en great guns of the palpi would you best
like to hear ?” “‘I have heard the roar of
the canons of the church, all I care to,” the

Congressman replied; “but I would like to
hear the man who preaches most from the
still small voice” That answer probed the
secret disease of our modern pulpit. It is
too secular and worldly; its thought is
pitched on too'low a key; it is too much
saturated with the spirit of the times; it

in one day,

up

smiling,

yet

The

looked,

sick

woman,

the

musical;

pastor

thought, a few degrees more softened
usual.
He drew to her bedside, and

May God turn the hearts (of the fathers to
the children, and the hearts of the children
to their

fathers,

the earth with'a

lést he

come

and

curse.— Talmage.

smite

—

England city.

In fact,

day in a New

fit was the day

on

which Abraham Lincoln was, first elected.to

he president of the

United States.

The

astor, out of health, was taking a solitary

orseback ride for exercise, from

of duty.
able

a sense

The weather made it a disagree-

task.

However,

absorbed

in many

thoughts of his country, its past, its pres
ent, and its future, in that crisis of its ex.
treme peril, he hugged himse!f in his
wrappings agdinst the chilly air, and rode
on,
Suddenly, as he passed a certain quarter
of the city, an unwelcome thought of duty
suggested itself to him. There was a poor

woman

lying very ill in one of the ten-

"houses near. ' The pastor though,
ement
chimes too well with the noises of the street 1 “1 might call and comfort this suffer
i
and-club and caucus-room to satisfy: the er,”
No doubt it was wrong for him to feel
deepest wants, the strongest cravings, the
holiest aspirations of human souls. It is such a suggestion of duty as unwelcome.
not the times, but the eternities that the But he did; or, besides the wish to finish
reacher has {o deal with; and declare, his comfortless ride, and get home “again,
readth of view andjculture and sympathy and besides the reluGtance to interrupt the

a profession,

however

is’a living, vital, the most close, the most
intimate union and communion with Christ,

the vine, the root, the life, the way, the
truth. Are we not united with him? The
best evidence that we are is the fruit we
bear;

and

if we

be not

united

unto

him,

our privileges will.only aggravate our ruin,
our light will oily guide our steps to misery. Were men to think less of the church
they belong to, and more whether they are
branches of the living vine, the whole
church would be happier, Christ's cause
would spread fastep-aned the people would

be made ready for tik coming of the Lord.

from sight. But she had)tried to be grateful, and the paster’s
‘swimming
eyes
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and mischievous, methods
these facts and’ employing
another issue.

The streams fail in the

drouth, and rise into destructive freshets
when swelled by the drenching rains. The
sea becomes furious, and swallows property and life as if it gloried in destruction.
The air carries disease and death in the
torm

a

oe

of malaria,

or

brings

the

forces

consideration bf
but equally false
of dealing with
criticism, until

Fooling.

of

the tempest to ravage and destroy. Out of
the heavens comes the lightning thut smites
down without a warning, and the hail and
sleet which beat the life out of the traveler,
and make the homes of innocent poverty
like so many cells of torture changing into

We saw a policeman arrest a man the
other duy. There wasa band of music going through the street, escorting a procession of gayly-uniformed citizens; and behind them, reeling and staggering about,
kicking out his feet and throwing out his

unheeded graves.

hands, one moment cheering

©

for Grant and

When we rise into the moral sphere we still the next for Greeley, acting as clownish’
miss perfection. Men hide meanness under as possible and saying every foolish thing
he could think of, came the man who was
the aspect of nobility. There are women
He was taken *for drunkenness,
who are as false as fair. The grace of arrested.
childhood is often but a thin covering over but all the way to the station, and for hours
petty vices and low passions.
There is after he was locked in his cell, he kept de*I am not drank,” said
hypocrisy in social life,and envy and villainy nying the charge.
lurk beneath honeyed compliments.
Gov- he ; “I was only fooling.”
Now this may strike somebody as being
ernment is often a bungling instrument
But the point lies
when administered by well meaning ‘men, avery simple affair.
and a ladder of self aggrandizement or an here : The man was really ‘‘fooling.” He
engine of oppression in the hands of a dem- was as sober as he ever was. He had
agogue or a tyrant. Justice is more or come into town to sell potatoes and apples,
less travestied and abused in the court room, and the sound of the music and the sight of
under the pretense of aryaying her in royal- the gay procession put him in a frolicsome
ty. The churches embrace not a few very mood, and he wanted to show off. So he
He
imperfect, and some decidedly inconsistent behaved himself like a drunken man.
and
xnot

talked thick, and walked very loosely,

suspicious, members.
Ministers are
all sages, ox heroes, or saints.
The

in the hands of a keen logician. There
are not a few seeming djgcrepancies in the
Bible which still baffle the
¥arning of scholars:and greatly plague the common sense
of average and sincére inquiry. The ways
of Providence are now and then dark and
perplexing.
The triumph of the gospel
seems strangely slow and halting,and where

not choose to remember

it bears sway, sin and

a mere occasion

suffering

abide, and

and their

real, undeniable, tangible,

present things,

No theory

For

they

stubborn,

of

so make it

Here is a young
years

of age

last January, and at the same time became
possessor of fifty thousand dollars.
He
was obliged to work for a living before.
So he dressed

behaved

in

himself

workman's

like

clothes,

and

a

workingman.

That is, he was industrious,

saved his wag-

es, attended church, had a class in Sundayschool, read

considerably,

interested

him-

self in public affairs, and withal was quite
a model young man.
But the sudden possession of money has
operated on him something as the music
and the procession did on the man from the
country.

unwelcomeness,

discouragements.

it, and

instead,

man who bécame twenty-one

life is sacdly incomplete. After two thousand years of opportunity, Christianity
must still fight for its life ; the distrust of it
as a divine or adequate moral force is widespread and deep, and even Christ bimself is
grievously complained of by some who
- once hailed him reverently as Master and
Lord.
These are so many facts. It is useless
to deny them,or doubt them,or ignore them,
or try to.explain them away, or call them
* unimportant, or insist that they need bring
no perplexity or discomfort. There is no
+ proper thing to do but to admmt their presence, their influence, their

-and

made a good deal of noise, and scandalized
the procession, and the result was that he
was put in the lock-up and fined next
morning for his foolishness.
The case doesn’t stand by itself.
There
are multitudes who are every day appearing in some unnatural role, merely to gratify an abnormal taste.
They forget that
life is only an opportunity, or else they do

evangelical creeds now and then fare badly

It has turned

his

head,

and

his

body too, away from honorable pursuits,
into the ways of idleness and folly. He

are
ever-

spent last fourth

life which

failsto take them into account is to be trust-

of July

at a

horse-trot,

drinking beer and betting on

the races,

13

ed. No system of theology which fails to which he had never done before in his life.
recognize their legitimate place and influ- He gaveup his Sabbath-school class soon
.ence can answer the demand.
No practi- after he got his money, and basn’t been
His
~cal scheme, looking to the redemption of ‘seen in church these four months.
pattern,
extravagant
most
the
of
is
dress
the individual or of society, which drops
them out of sight or denies their signifi- and his companions are of the shabbiest
He flatters himself that this
reputation.
cance has any rational prospect of success.
that he is leading a gay
business;
fine
all
is
It is a life abounding in imperfections,
vweaknessas, sufferings, follies, failures and life, and that he ever knew what fun there
sins into which we come and in which we was in the world before. But by and by,
abide. Thes¢'have eviy abounded. They when the grim messenger arrests him in
hiscaréer, or sooner perchance, though too
abound still. The world and the human
‘race do not outgrow them. Even the gos- late to make life anything but a failure,
pel has not banished them. They are still will he not see how foolish he hasbeen?
rooted deeply in the world's soil, they To be sure, he can justly claim that he has
flourish in all grades of society, and they been fooling all the time, for that would be
seem to have strong citadels in human na- true; but will that plea avail with the

i
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strait, and how bitterly he repented

folly! How he wished

dollars,

his

he had attended to

his business, even if it. was only to
tatoes and apples, and conducted

like aman!

of

The old land of the
ing its aspects, The
fewer and feebler,
and institutions find
new triumphs daily.

three ‘years in prison;

for

it was five years in prison.
Must we, then,
suppose that the man’s life was valued at
only one third as much as the watch; or that
the woman only did him abeut seven dol-

lars’ worth of damage ? It may be, however, since the gravity of the offense
seemed to diminish each time, that the added year was meant asa sort of warning
that this sort of petty dabbling in crime
could not be brooked in court.
.
sustain the most of our judges in their
decisions,—especially those out’ of New
York city. So far as we know them, they

Papacy is fast changRomish forces grow

area

class

of gentlemen,

Protestant principles | with a kind of courtly

and

less

i
+

i

8
ji

© they whe have no-heart to try and makegheé

world better and happier can readily become

there is no avoiding, then will

it mean the

same ? What of the fine at the bar of heaven, and the costs incurred by all this fool-

educated,

i

——RoMANISM AND THE FREXDMEN,

seems to be no question

There

but the Catholics

are hard at workin some of the Southern
statesto win the colored people to their
faith. Louisiana, Georgia and Texas are the
fields in which the effort is most thoroughly
systematized and earnestly pressed.
A
large number of priests are employed in

treasury after paying the year’s expenses,

-, an addition to its wickedness and misery;
With how fhuch force will the
they who lack the faith and courage to ish career?
to them, that, after all,
home
cope
fact
truth
stand up for Christ and his redeeming
here
was
a
great
opportunity
and they hive
can try to lie themselves into safety like
fooled
it
away!
How
mean
will seem all
' Peter, or attempt to trade themselves into
. wealth and distinction like

Judas

Iscariot.

the tinsel that has attracted them, and how
false the career with which they have con-

" That is one way to use these facts, and it
is a. way actually chosen oftener than it tented themselves! They find themselves
at last in a court which sentences for life,
should be. But there is nothing very wise the endless life,—and from which there is

. or noble about it.

It seldom proves profit-

able even for a short period, and it always
' fails miserably in the end. It is a sorry way

to deal with facts,—a very bad use to make

of

~~

criticism.

or ¢
Not more wise

upon

Bi

:

! able is it to turn

the social system, the scheme

of

« government, the organized church, the con-

l or
faith,
stituted ministry, the evangelica

‘ the Christian religion, and demand

that

placed,

and

' » ‘they
be radically changed or wholly disbecause these imperfections

no appeal. '

.

Let us take the case hme with us and

* Let there be light!” and

the

sun

The Rulings

Judge,

For

of Judges.

instance,”

not many

tenced a young

courts

we

knew

ago, who

a heated and anrea-

sonable clamor against the Catholics. We
have no taste for flinging dirty or stinging
epithets even at the Jesuits. We have no

The considerations that sway the judicial mind are not always apparent to the
uninitiated,

they talk confidently of success.
We would not excite

:

comiés on apace.

a

sen-

man to three years in the

State prison for stealing a harness worth
sixty dollars,—third offense. Not long be-

fore that, he had sentenced a colored person
to four years in the same institution for

dollars,—

ponder it. Tie man no doubt enjoyed his
antics behind the procession.
We. our-

stealing a watch worth twenty

lous protest.

husband,—~we will not undertake fo say
what was the number of this offense.

doubt of the genuisefiess of the piety found

as he lies -there through that = lonesomenight waiting for next mornipg’s session
of the police court. It was a slight offense
indeed. But it had brought him to this
i>

Pf

4

lieve it

would be an incubus

a healthful stimulant

Fl

3

rather

public opinion. This verdict can not indeed
if accepted ky the 1 bring. back the dead to the sad circles out
than

gelical protestantsof the country to. teach |

the purer faith which they hold, and win by

from

which they passed in hope and whete if

their return is vainly waited for; but if it

can make the repetition of such disasters less

frequent wRd

NS liable to occur in the

future, it will have served worthy and

vital :
untaught ends.
to a living
BR
in Jesus, ——STILL AT IT.”
The Work of unearthing
that tends abuses by means
of
the newspaper reportto make the nation at once strong and free.
ers still goes on. And.the New York 7viIt suggests a reason for special liberality bune
seems boundto have a leading part
and enterprise in prosecuting the werk in
this service. This time it is the arrangeundertaken at the South by our Home ments on our
wise and manly methods these
masses of new-made citizens
sympathy with 'the truth as it is
and to the support of a clarch

leading lines of steamships

prejudice, but in
Christian love.

a noble

fidelity

and

‘a

——THAT PLATFORM PLANK.
We have in
hand an article dealing with the sixteenth
resolution of the republican platform, and
also an inquiry concerning it from another

correspondent.

We doubt the propriety of

publishing
the one, or dealing, at length
with the question asked in the other. We
presume the author of the resolution, Mr.
Raster, tells the truth about it,—or rather a
part of the truth, That he meant to use it
in the west to allay German prejudice by
interpreting it as a protest against prohibitory and Sunday laws; that he avowed ‘his
intention ; and that the committee consented and were readyto present it after his
avawal,—all this is probably true,- though
we doubt whether one

member of the Con-

vention in ten knew of this motive and
purpose, or understood that the resolution
carried that meaning,
We read it with

some care and reflection,
and failed to see this
intent in it.

We supposed it was an’

indi-

rect

of"

made

denial

the

charge,

freely

against the republicans, that they favored a
great centralization of powers in the federal government, and were ceasing, to respect or recognize the rights reserved to
the states and the people.
It seemed to be
a fitting response to Mr. Sumner’s charge
of * Cgesarism,” which was being taken up
and echoed and swelled all over the country. Its terms suggested just that to us
and no more ; and that, we doubt not,

was

the general, as it certainly seemed the

nat-

ural, interpretation.
Certainly, the
late
action of the Mass. republican convention,

emphatically endorsing prohibition, does
not look as though the ‘party had bound
itself to “oppose” prohibition. Mr. Raster’s interpretation appears not to have got
as fir as the old Bay State, or, if it has, the

Yankees there seem greatly inclined to interpret it for themselves, and act accordingly. With which
decision of theirs we
most heartily sympathize. Mr. Raster is
not an oracle, and the ambiguous statement
of a resolution passed by a natiohal con-

vention
vote
ter.
jon.

is

not a final word.

One: can

for Grant without canonizing RasAt any rate, that is the Star's opin-

——HOSPITALITY

TO

CHINESE

STUDENTS.

The experience at North Adams,

Mass.,

in

employing the Chinese at shoemaking, and
otherwise dealing with them in a humane

way, seems to have worked favorably both
for the yellow barbarians and the people of
the interior and western portions of the
state. Thirty young men having been sent
over by the home government to obtain an
education

in

this

county,

Mr.

Northrop,

for accommodating steerage passengers that

come in for a searching scrutiny. A reporter of the paper in question took a steerage
ticket for a passage on one of the steamers
of the White Star line from Liverpool to
New York.
He came through, faring as did |
his companions so long as he could stand
it, and then using his money to get the extras

which

seemed

indispensable.

.After-

ward, he made a partial examination of life
in the steerage of one of the Inman line of
steamers, then went through the emigrant’s

experience at Castle Garden, then at an
emigrant’s boarding house, and finally on
the train to the west. He tells the story
calmly,and apparently without exaggeration
or extra coloring. It appears that the general officers attempt to do all that circumstances and the general plan will allow,
and are anxious to keep out abuses and deal
honorably and humanely with the emigrants

whom they bring to our shores.

But cer-

tainly the general arrangements for steerage
passengers are very defective. Single females can have no proper privacy, by day
or night; the provisions for cleanliness and
ventilation,—saying nothing of sickness,—
are quite inadequate ; there is no stewardess ;

the subordinate officers in charge are sadly
wanting in the proper qualities;

though

sufficient in quantity

the

food,

and of fair

quality,is miserably cooked and abominably
served;and the discomforts generally are serious if not needless and shameful, The London News is also at work in the same field,and
there is reason to hope that good may come
of this exposure and forcible appeal to the
public. Surely the plea for humanity is
maki ng itself heard.

POLITIC AND PEPPERY. » Bismarck’s
hostile policy toward the Jesuits stirs up the
bad blood in the Romish journalists. They
solemnly protest, and indignantly remonstrate, and simulate pious horror, and skill-

fully whine,

and indirectly

threaten, and

sophistically argue, and shrewdly plead, according to’ their position, their audience and
their special aim. The Catholic World for
Oct. opens with an article on the subject,
that is not without ability, but is more mark-

ed

by the advocate’s

adroitness und the

ecclesiastic’s high pretensions than by the
convincing logic and manly temper of a
true critic. It smacks of the stmiop rather
than of the study. It is an appeal to prejudice and - passion rather than to reason
and history.
It seeks
to arouse a heated
opposition rather than to enlist the clear

brain and the true heart. of the public.

It

tries to make Bismarck appear unfair,
odious, false to the traditions of goed government, a reckless meddler with the primary rights of men, a usurper of divine prerogatives, and the moral and religious
enemy of fourteen millions of the German
people. That is much more like the method
of the sophist and demagogue than like

who has in charge the matter ef securing
homes and other facilities for them, finds no that of the logician and Christian.—But no
difficulty in getting them boarding places in one need be surprised. Jesuitism is not to
excellent private families. Indeed; ‘four be sought unto for consistency, and the
times the number of places needed for the Catholic partisan can not always nor generthirty now here were offered. They are ally be fair add magnanimous. But Bisyoung, interesting, intelligent, enterprising marck will mot probably be frightened, nor
and tractable, none of them being above fif- Germany rebel, nor Italy retrace its steps,
‘nor America become the Pope's ally or the :
teen years of age; ‘and this ready and
dial welcome to the choicer social circled’ of Jesuits’ supporter. The following extract
the country can not fail to beof great service will exhibit the style and temper of the: ar:
in many ways. What is peculiar and best ticle referred to:
!
It is not merely a question of creed;
in American life will thus be readily seen;
It is a
sympathy will master prejudice; the re- Bismarck does not attack a creed.
ceivers of social and Christian courtesies will broad question of right and wrong, of justice and injustice, of absolutism and freebe cheered aud stimulated; the givers will dom. Power was never
given into the
not lose their reward; the abusés
heaped hands of the German Chancellor to be abusupon the Chinese at the west will’be
fitting- ed at the very outset, to oppress his subly and effectually rebuked ; the bond unit- jects, Catholic and Protestant. It is not
and it must not be supreme; and we very
ing the two nations will. be strengthened ; much mistake the gentus of the great Gerthe humanity and the social graces will open man
people if they long allow it to continue
‘the way for our Christian faith’ to follow; so. It is not for him to-deprive 14,000,000
and the value of honor, kindness and love, of his people of their natural rights; the
as civilizing agencies, will be proved anew right to educate their children as they think
and as the law allowed them; the
and illustrated by a forcible and public ex- proper,
right to consider marriage a sacrament
ample. Isn't that a much better way for sanctified by God, and not a civil contract,
the Christian American to deal with’ ‘the to be loosed or unloosed at will by a magheathen Chinee ” thanto greet him on hig{istrate; the right of listening to their most
arrival with brick-bats, and try to drive him eminent teachers ; the right of holding the
home by threats, and cheating,

‘and abuse,

and coolly-planned murder? Isn't this sort
of missionary ' work’ more accordant with
common sense gnd in keeping with the

seminaries and churches, built by their own

money, for the use of their own priests; the
right, above all, of believing that there is a

God beyond all governments, from whom
all government, which people make for

spirit of our New T estament religion ?

themselves, springs; that G

~——DISCIPLINE WELL APPLIED,

even though princes and kings rage
against
it, and that it is not in the nature of things
for this first and final law of conscience to

thorities that have

been

The

au-

investigating

the

case of the stedimer Metis, which collided
recently with a schooner and
the

loss

of many

lives,

have

sank, causing
ended

their

inquiries and renderéd a verdict.
They
find that the captain and pilots of the Metis

were

incompetent,

or heedless,

or

has set a law

in the conscience which they must obey,

both,

clash with any other unless. that other be
wrong. When Prince Bismarck succeeds

in eradicating these inborn notions from the

minds of the German people, he will then

have attained his supremacy ; but that then

is—never.

A

ns

and their licenses have been revoked. They ——A PERTINENT INQUIRY. A correspondalso point out plainly the defects in the ent of the Watchman and Reflector asks, in
build, the equipment’ and the management ‘evident ‘embarrassment and sincerity : “Is it

among more or less of those who are Roman of the steamer, and distribute their emphat- right for a member of a Baptist church to
Catholics. There are noble men and pure ic censures with discrimination and courage. "unite in celebrating the Lord’s supper with
women who adhere to the papal faith, Their work ought to have a good effect a Freewill Baptist church, when circumBut we believe
Romanism abounds in generally. There is too much tampering stances place him among them?”
He
theological errors, that its general tendency with human life, through alack of fidelity wants light, and go asks for it.—The editor
is not toward a true and healthy religious and conscience, and an excess'of avarice, does not attempt to answer the question.
life, that it is naturally egotistic, grasping among our transportation companies. They He only states the different views prevailand intolerant, that if, does not tend to put great interests in peril because they are ing.on that subject, thinks it needs: and
build up a spiritual chiurch or a prosperous unwilling to spend the money which is nec- should have a full and fair discussion, and
state, and that it does not naturally ally essary to properly guard them. .Benton invites
suggestion and argument ' from
itself with true personal independence or ‘giving as little as may be and on getting parties representing the various sides and

second offense. And between the two, he
self own to a smile as he was being had sentenced a Woman to five. years’ im-.
marched to the station uttering that ridicu- prisonment for attempting to poison her the general intelligence

But Jet us go into his cell,

WwW .

a

and

Current Topics.

to be feared,

new friends are found daily, not a few
priests personally though quietly confss
that it isa good work. which is wrought
out before their eyes, funds come id
that there is something of a balance in the

afresh,

re. As

But on the whole,we rather feel inclined to missionary societies,—not in ‘spite or weak

in. Italy.

polish about them,
fresh fields and win
but which we feel at liberty to believe they
The temporal power
is a thing of the pasf™ The dogma of in- don’t get in the court itself. It is Qoubtfallibility awakens distrust,and its announce- Tess natural; and is one of the qualities
that are requisite to constitute the ideal
ment is andwered with hisses.
Prussia,
judge.
Moreover, they are renowned.for
the leagind
power in Europe, is putting
their
patience,—as
witnesses’ the case of
‘Jesuitism under ban, and rdrifting steadily
toward the voluntary “sytem of religion. one of them: who had listened two days
The Pope lives in the Vatican by sufferance ; while a couple of wordy lawyers contended
beyond its wallshe is simply a citizen-sub- about the construction of an act of the
‘‘Gentlemen,”
he
replied,
ject of Victor Emanuel; even in his own Legislature:
“the
law
is
repealed.”
:
household his rule is limited by statutes
But we are led to make these statements
which he may not safely disregard. And
y
the frequent remarks that we have heard
Rome
berself is awaking from stupor,
tely
reflecting on judicial fairness. They
greeting the new light gladly, learning
what freedom really means, and accepting are, says one complainant, a set of corrupt
favor the
the ideas which she has long been taught to and prejudiced men, ruling to
best
looking
client,
or
else’
ily
their
look upon as fatal heresy.
An illustration is before us, in the shape of decisions to the one who will pay <}# most.
But this complaint was made bs a poor,
the first Annual Report of the Italo-Amerihomely
looking fellow, who had just losta
can Schools in Rome. It is written by a
And, to be
lady, Emily B. Gould, who has acted as the cow by an adverse decision.
fair
about
it,
the
most
of
these
complaints
efficient superintendent, and much of the
have
come
from
parties
who
have been
time as teacher..
The story of her efforts,
her difficulties, her struggles, her encour- unfortunate in court. They fail to see that
agements and successes, is an interesting an opinion which is prejudicial to their
and significant one. She tells it clearly, temporal;interest may at the same time be
modestly, impressively, touchingly.
She an honest one. Itis an everyday fact that
rogues generally have but a poor opinion
has evidently both bravery and prudence,
of the law. They transgress, get their
personal magndfism and managing tact.
deserts, and then curse the judge whe senShe neither denounces with bitterness nor
tenced them, whem in nine cases out of
- with sentiment. A pronounced pro- ten, it is the jury and not the judge whom
tant, she yét cordially recognizes what
they should hold responsible.
is good ‘in Catholics, Intent on teaching
It would be safer, indeed,to have nothing
religion as the vital thing, she yet puts a
to do with judges whatever, in a profeshigh value upon general knowledge, and
exalts manliness. Shocked at the immoral- sional way." That is the best advice we can
ities which have flourished under the sway give. Following it, you need never have
of Catholicism, and repelled by even the your picture of the ideal judge marred,
but can always imagine him clad in ersincere but blind bigotry that opposes her,
mine, venerable
in appearance,
nicely
she keeps both her courage and her hope,
balancing the judicial scale, and rendering
and works on with great faith in the gospel,
unquestioned decisions in accordance with
in the renewing grace of God, and in the
old tradition.
:
young natures with which she daily minThink
of
what
it
must
be
to
sit day after
gles as she goes on with her work of teachday on the bench, listening .to the conflict
ing sound knowledge and true religion.
We can not reproduce the incidents nar- ing testimony of Jones vs. Smith, neither
rated in the report, which throw. so clear of whom cares a fig for honesty, but each
a light upon the general work undertaken, intent. on winning his case, .the judge
and give vividness to the gegeral picture. meanwhile catching every item of testiOnly a few facts can be stated. The num- mony, nicely weighing it, and than letting
Could ordinary
ber of pupils has been during the past sea- it go for what it is worth.
men
go
through
such
an
ordeal,
and then
son about seventy.
The Kindergarten
system, so thoroughly tested in Germany, is pass a sentence that would delight both
employed to render the instruction effective. Jones and Smith at the same time ? Most
men; they are
The industrial element is carefully regard- likely not. Unfortunate
ed. The girls are taught sewing, as well continually between Sylla and Charybdis,
as Geography and Arithmetic. Meals are and sure of running against ome or the
supplied to the needy. A Sunday School is other. They live in a strait, perplexedif
added to the week-day school. And in not in despair, and it is quite a wonder that
spite of no little opposition from priests the most of them can smile so blandly, and
and parents, and of dullness ‘and distrust even at threescore retain the freshness of
begotten by long mental stagnation and earlier years. Still, if we were to envya
much false teaching, the good work goes person his lot, it would certainly not be
steadily on, these children really improve, that of a judge.
ic
the suspicion grows Jess, the hostile demonstrations are fewer

1872.
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that is, by making his crime one third as colored people, And believing this, we
great the victim got a year added to his , hope to-see a truly earnest, general and
sentence ; and for the attempted poisoning, persistent effor
on t’
the part of the evan-

sell pohimself

Honestly followed, that might

Work

2

Ys SS

stealing the value of twenty, it is four years,

have won him the “well done” by and by.
Fot we each have our part to act, and all
the honor lies in acting it well.
Are we
doing this ? Does no night come, to find us
in a cell with our own foolishness, bitterly
wishing we had simply minded our busi-

The New

itv is

A,

the opportunities and plans enlarge, and
the future is full of promise.
The- maintenance of such a protestant
Judge?
: schoolin the very heart of Rome may
‘ture itself.
.
We won't multiply instances of this kind. seem a small matter to those who are not this undertaking, and the usual auxiliaries
So much for? the facts. Now what is the
are not absent. In some other states the
right use to make of them ? Of “course But we happened to know about this one. familiar with the condition of things in that
work
is assuming significant proportions.
been for years
“they furnish an ample opportunity for the One's’ experience need n’t be very broad, famous city, as it has
It is alleged that those who are enlisted,
can
We
them.
of
list
long
a
in
past. But to those who know it, the state«display of cynical and destructive criticism. to take
and openly sympathize with this effort,
"Those who love to croak can here find look out of our window this morning, and ments imply a revolution that is almost
There is the radical, and such a one as seldom goes embrace not a few persons of high social
stimulants for this sort of business. They see a dozen of similar cases.
great
procession
filing
past,
steadily
march- backward. Three years ago, no protest standing and large political influence; and
who enjoy studying
the dark side of
many candid observers seem to see clear
life can here see shadows to their hearts’ con- ing to the grave, stepping to the din of ant was safe in preaching within the eity
evidence that what is especially sought is
tent. They who take satisfaction in exer- business, or hurrying to keep up with the walls. A school of this sort would have
votes to aid in securing to Romanism poldtthis
following
And
trade.
of
changes
rapid
been suppressed even while the plans were
cising the functions of the daspairing prophcal supremacy in the states, and ultimately
«et may here feed their fancies and foster life-march, seemingly regarding it as a under discussion, and its projectors would in the country. The colored people are igThey
idlers.
of
throng
the
is
have been ,promptly expelled, or more
»their wailing. They who wish to find an mere pageant,
norant, susceptible, somewhat credulous,
apology for an aimless and drifting life can seem, moreover; to regard it as got up es- likely hurried off to prison to find release and just now not difficult to be led or misthought
The
only with great difficulty, if at all. To sell
wring out a sort of justification over their pecially for their amusement.
thus adding to a protestant Bible was a punishable offense. led. These new teachers appeal to their
want of active heroism, by putting in the of entering the ranks, and.
doesn’t Refusing to kneel when the Pope rode sensuous imagination, their love of the
plea that even earnest effort is likely to be the volume of honest endeavor,
seem
to
occur
to
them.
To
drift
along
with along the street might bring a blow from a marvelous, their discontent, their fears and
fruitless, that lofty ideals only cheat, and
the
throng,
or
to
follow
after
it,
or
to
be hussar’s sword, or invite the brutality of a hopes. They are working hard and skillthat-brave struggles ure likely to issue in
drunken
with
the
excitement
of
its
acts,
— mob. That is all changed now, and this fully, and with no small. promise of sucIn a word, they who have fo eye
failure.
cess. Haviug lost civil power in monarchintoxicant,—or
other
any
mention
to
school, thus established and managed, is a
for brightnggs can gaze on gloom; they not
earnest toil, or striking index finger pointing to the light ical Europe, they are doubtless anxious to
its
over
merry
make
to
who spurn sweet things can feed on
ser- laugh at its serious efforts,—this is the on therim of the horizon, which tells that regain it in republican America. Repudibrave
they’ who hate
. putridity;
bl
a brighter and better day is dawning even ated by intelligent statesmen in the old
vice ean spend life in apologizing for most that life means to them.
a resist- for those who have long satin véry deep world, they come to make their appeal to
weight.of
the
when
finally,
But
their constant defeats; they who lack the
falls upon them, unseen though darkness. The great voice seems to be the ignorant masses in the new. Their
pluck to grapple with an obstacle can lie Jess hand
they hear the summons which breaking over the eternal city, saying plans are well laid, they mean business, and
and
down before it and bewail their hard fate; it be,

i

Bi

gr AA A

, medicine chest and surgeon! AS though
the true way to protest against the world’s
sin and wickedness were to contemn the ness ? Each act of folly has its own reward,
The Bad Use of Criticism.
gospel which comesto work a cure! It and we ought not to consume too much
—
—
were as well to try and ‘make the earth a Lime in finding it aut,
God alone is perfect. The moment we
.
paradise by trampling upon the idea of holidrop from the infinite to the finite we find
of money, &¢.,

remittances

busimess,

dressed to the Publisher. ,
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and virtue of the
We deem it hostile in spirit to the

whatever ‘is to be had, greedy of large

‘genius of republican institutions, and should

dividends and penurious in respect to needful outlays, it is well that their wicked econ-

But here we discover a sort Of inverse ‘regard its supplanting of protestantism in omy should be .corrected by heavy fines,
our own country as a long step backward,
and a sad prophecy for the future, We be-

views.—We are glad the question has
come up, that it has beenso frankly stated,
antl that it is likely to undergo discussion.
We shall waitjiith interest for—the wise

and their mischievous heedlessness be put
under ban by an indignant and resolute

men in our §14fer denomination to set forth
their views and reasons, Calm and Chris-

ratio running
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The annual Conference of Nova

is to

Supper,
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honor to the

thing, and which we think
clusive neighbors will not
lize.

vital

deficy of both

our more exfully monopo-

—DEATH OF A METHODIST VETERAN.

Rev.

eloquent, masterly.

His name

devoted,

is a house-

twice as many eyes ‘belonging to manly
men and womanly women.
Such Boanergian preachers are even yet needed. May
the Lord send more and give them long
4

PERSECUTION OF AMERICAN

ries.

The

MISSIONA-

inefficiency, the bad

behavior

itual, and we

and the consequent loss of. public influence
by Consul-General Butler, our governmental representative in Egypt, have worked
badly in more ways than one. He has disgraced himself, humiliated

the

and

churehes

resent seemed

hat had called

be-

Sabbath-school concert on Saturday,

nation, and

tween

for

% M.,

felt and made ourselves quite

us. .We

found

them

to bea

live

name.

those who appealed to him, or for thé furtherance eof their high work. And so the
persecution increased and grew serious.
The missionaries were at length forced to
report the facts and take an appeal to the
authoritiesat Washington,
The case was
taken up-at once, but, owing to unavoidable delays, and very likely to a lack of
promptness and push, no effectual relief
came in time, And so the missionaries felt

To-day

tion, and

American

but it is pitiable that the country, should be

Lire oF WiLLiIAM

BURR.‘

put in
a public
.energy
so vital.
its best

we

wish

the last Sabbath

in

this

month

A. H..CHASE,

it

I

that a sécond edition of the Life of William
copies

ready for delivery at this office,

are

now

This sec-

It will be sent,

post paid, on receipt of this amount.

This

it a very cheap

volume, and its merits and interest, as well
as the character and relations of its subject,

ought to secure for it a wide circulation in
the denomination.. Those who wish to engage as agents in its sale will be dealt with

liberally.

Address the Agent at this office.

Our MissioNARIES, Our readers will
learn with regret of the serious illness

the work of planting and sustaining a mission:
interest in the western part of that city. Several

bereavements.

But it is'grateful to learn that the sufferers
were all convalescing at latest accounts, with
a good prospect of being able to resume
regular labor soon. ' In giving God

thanks

for their recovery, we may well remember them and their work more frequently
and earnestly in prayer, and bring home
the practical question :—What provision are
we making for having the work in’ India
properly and efficiently carried on, should
death, or permanent debility, or any other
cause, palsy the arms of any of these few
earnest laborers?

Can

and

alogue of this institution, located at Wilton

Junction,

Iowa, has

been

received, which

furnishes evidence that a good degree of
prosperity is being enjoyed, and prophesies
still better things for it in the future. The

location is very favorable, the buildings are
in good condition, an efficient Board of Instruction is at work, the expenses are moderate, and 147 pupils have been in -attendance in the various departments during
the past year. May it win a large, deserved and pérmanent success.
/
Mgrs.

CoweLr's

LiFE

AND

WRITINGS.

We are requested to state:-that this work,
recently noticed in the Star, will b¢ sent,

post paid, on morb favorable terms thav

the

bounds of our Q. M.

and

enter-
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Diseases, and

dured by Dr. Pierce’s
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its next

Books
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Foreign

Executive Committee of the F'.

H.

that.

street church,

Haverhill,

Mass., Tuesday, Oct. 15, at ten o'clock, A. M,
;
attendance Isabsolutely necessary.
.

C. 0. LiBBY,

* Dover, N.'H.; Sept. 16, 1872.
«
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MARRIED
Aug. 30, by Rev. L. E. Bates, Mr. Champion KenB.

Clifford,
of S.. and

Miss

East JBochester, and

Miss

D.

J,

Sarah N. Doug-

8. T. Young. of

Furbush, of

Leba-

bride’s father, Sept. 18, by

In Gilford, July 8, by Rev. S. C. Kimball, Mr. Fred
Wadleigh, of Laconia, and Miss Estella Johnson, of

Canaan, Vt. Sept. 18, Mr. Frank M. Butters
Miss Sarah F. Holden, both of Haverhill, Mass.

WHEN

IT WILL

‘DISINTHRALLEDY’
The experience of Agents now canvassing for it
shows that from 50 to 200 copies can be sold in nearly
every village. Clergymen recommend it." Address
‘COLUMBIAN Book
Co., Hartford, Conf.
2638

Welch
Ss

"SAWS

&

Superior

Send for Price List and Circulars,

Poston, Mass., and Detroit, Michigan.

10,00

Jersous of t

and

VESTRY HIMN AND TONE BOOK
Ever

~ ———

Canker,

st character and

Asthma,

and

Rheumatic

SALE

difficulties, it has

convincing
Directions

Assisted both in the Hymn and Musical departments

by the best talent in the country.
This book presents the best combination of old and

new Tunes ever issued.
Elopantty bound in cloth, with

4.00

——

Friday,

Treas.

Oct.

Copies

Public

The pedigree of the animals are recorded
American
Devon Herd Book.
Catalogues sent, post-paid, on application.

Sylvania,
Pa, per D Stiles,
4,00
2,30
Lester, Iowa, per A Beal,
saac Hutchins, Wellington, Me,
7,00
1.00
Mass,
Highlands,
Boston
W Jenkins,
Springfield, Me, per 8 M Haggett,
8,00
“Franklin, N H, per J Rand,
3,00
Mrs Watson, Center Sandwich. N H, per L. B Tasker, ,50
4,22
Belknap Q M, per J L Sinclair,
5,00
Wis, per H J Brown,
Waupun,
15,00
Grand Prairie, O, per 8 D Bates,
Phillipe, Me,
per D Waterman,
17,00
5,90
Chatauque Q M, N Y, per W U Edwards,
7,70
Y, per W G
Jefferson Q M,N

C. 0: LIBBY,

A MAN'OF

for 75c.

& CO,
Mass.

TONIC

child.
He now
two stamps to

8.50

B
10,00
2,00
3,25
32,00
6,25

$195,67

GUAR

Treas.
;
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gives this recipe
free on receipt of
pay expenses.
-There is not a single

N

:
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ay over 12
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per
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wanted
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the

for Cobbin’s

COMMENTATOR

ON THE BIBLE,
FOR THE HOME CIRCLE,

1200 pages, 250 Engravings.

Sunday

the

year

for

.agents.

Nothing like it now

:

MH. 5 woodspeed

Stom-

here is no remedy so

whether
Medical

for

and

general or following acute
disease. The
Faculty endorse it for Dyspepsia, Jaundice,

Nervous Debility, and all diseases arising

‘Every

published.

The

j

best enterpriserof

family

/

from
a dis-

ordered Liver or Stomach, Constipation, Flatulence,
Rush of Blood to the Head, Loas of Appetite, Nausea,
Heartburn, Aerid Stomach, Fullness or Weight in the

Stomach, Sinking or Fluttering af the.Pit of the Stom-

ach, Dimness of Vision, Yellowness of the Eyes and
Skin, Pain in the Head, Side, Back or Chest,

Burnin,

They are a sure

preventive of

Sold by all Dealers in Medicine.
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HOW 70 SPECULATE SUCCESSFULLY.
a

1 BY

a

Member of the N.Y. Stock Exchange.
Randal H.Foote's Financial Pamphlet
ntains sensible advice on the subject, as it is based
on common-sense principles,
ch an experience
f many years as a member of the Gold Board and
New York Stock Exchange has fully corroborated.
Sent free.
RANDAL H. FOOTE & CO.,
1yl9
70 Broadway and 15 New Street,New York."
York,will dispose ot ONE HUNDRED

ORGANSof six first-class

makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely Low
8 for
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
installments. New 7 octave first-class PIANOS,all modern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready a new kind
of PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect
tone ever made, Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and Sunday - school Music
Books.

made from 50 cts. Call and examine, or
12 Samples sent ( ostate free) for 50 ots.,
that retail quick for $10.
Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Square, N.Y
24.eowly
I
;
1

AGEN
< OX

TS WANTE D

g

Payable in New York Cit
for sale at priees that will

MUNICIPAL BONDS of the highest grade always
on hand.
THOS. PP. ELLIS & CO,
4t37 - Bankers; T4 Pine St, New York.
Agents

and

A GREAT OFFER.— HORACE WATERS,

A THOUSAND.

ANTEED
"

Tonic

ever offered the

PIANOS, MELODEONS and

Symptom of
Consumption that it does not dissiate. Night Sweats,
tation of the Nerves,
Difficult Expectoration, Sharp Pains in the
Lungs, Nausea at the Stomach, Inaction of the
Bowels, and Wasting Away of the Muscles.
Address
CRADDOCK & CO.,
1032 Race St., Philadelphia, Penn., giving name Ly
- Morning Star.
463

7,00

best

public.
wil Improve
your Appetite, Facilitate Digestion,
organ
Give tone to the Nervous System, Jigar to
iL
R.
%, the body, thereby imparting Health and

148 Broadway. New

A CONSUMPTIVE CURED.
When death was hourly expected from Consumption, all remedies having ailed, accident led to a
discovery
whereby Dr.
H, James cured his only

at Dover prices

igh:

in the

F. BEEDE.

Fremont, N. H., Sept. 16, 1872.

sends his “FAMILY
FPHYSKCIAN,”
9
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send ypur direction to Dr. 8. 8. FITCH & SON,
Broadway, New yok.
1v18
including

furnished

achic

Mass.

Auction,

4, at 11 o'clock, A. M.,

GEORGE

The

rovided wth them.

PURE BLOOD DEVON CATTLE!

1,50

Wells, Me, per J Keene,
:
A 'W Purinton, Mrs © W Stanton, Miss I. I. White,
2 each, Ww Lebanon, Me, for support of Jo
seph White in India,
Rock & Dane Q M, Wis, per L Hulse,
Oregon, Wis,
od
N Sanford, N Y, per W 8 Gregory,
PB
8 Berwick, Me, per A Lovejoy, ,
Parkman, Me, per J W Hinkley,

Hand-

Fever and Ague, Intermittents, Biliousness and all
ailments arising from malarious causes, Price $1.00.
Prepared by A.. LITTLEFIELD & CO., Boston,

From 12 to 16 Head of

Rochester Q M, N Y, per W Walker,

edges.

A
Persons living in, or visiting sections where
Malaria prevails, where Fever and Ague, Bilious Fever, &c., are thé characteristic diseases, should be

that being
the last day of the Fair of the New Hampshire Agnoultural Society,

7.30
5.00
5,00
3,00
2,00
2,00
5,00
4,75
4.50

8 Cambridge, Tl, © *

red

somely printed on laid j aper in large type.

indicate a derangement ot the Liver or Digestive Organs.

OF

The undersigned will sell at
at the Dover
Fair Grounds, on

$109.09

:

BOOK.

in the Flesh or sudden Flashes of Heat,—all of whic

4t37

DEVON CATTLE!

4.00

Mission,

of Rev. L: C. Preston, Hiflodie,

responsibility.

been proved by the most abundant and
testimony, to be an invaluable medicine.
accompany each bottle.
Sold by all Druggists.

Mrs A N Watson, E B Allen, FE Stewart, H

School Books, may be obtained

Published.

NOW READY!
VESTRY HYMN AND TUNE

Sample

hysicians of |
st respectability, recommend it
as a most effec
preparation tor the extinction of
ain. It is not
¢nly the best remedy ever known for
ruises, Cuts,
Burns, &c., but for Dystuery or Cholera, or any so of bowel complain it is a remedy
unsurpassed for efficiency and rapidi ty of action. In
the
great cities of India, and other hot climates, it
has become the Standard Medicine for all such complaints, as well as for Dyspepsia, Liver Complaints,
and other kindred disorders.
For Coughs and Colds,

Clough, 6.50,
19.50
A N Watson, H P Lamprey, A W Hall, Oliver Winship, MT Files, Isaac Farmer, Jas L Plummer, T F Palmer, D Pease, James Welch, I) C
12,00
Averell. Joshua Gage, $1 each,
Rev L Hathaway,Rev F A
Palmer,W L Coombs,8 P
»
Johnson, J Elliott, Ira Rowe, Ira Rowe, Jr. R
9.00
G Kallock, B 8 Ayer $1 each,

Fondulac Q M, Wis, per R Clark,
Cary Rogers, Lundys Lane, Pa,
Mrs M Shaw, Lee Center, Ill,
A R Dewolf,
i
be
Mrs Dewolf,
hig
bi
Mrs T Littlefield, Wash. st, Dover,
Salem, Pa, per N H Farr,
Meigs 9 M, O, per T H Drake,
Burns, 111, per J 8 Dinsmore.

BEST

BITTERS!

Mrs

R. DEERING,

to all others.

WIEVERY
SAW WARRANTED.
RN)
Axes, Files, Belting, &c.

After ovér THIRTY YEARS trial, is still receiving
the most unqualified testimonials to its virtues, from

F. 1B. HI. M. Society.

.

Griffiths

Manufacturers of
ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

OF

A

1830.

UININE

25,00
1.00

P Lamprey, Sarah Crockett,N J Butts,0 Winship, 8 Files, ,50 each
8 J Gage, E B Moores, E ‘Dickenson, L Tracy, H
aynes, L M Twombly, M E Pratt, L Bryant,
,50 each,

for our new
book,

ATWOOD'S

.

per

435

PAY

Any enterprising person to take agency
and very interesting illustr

24 Cornhill, Boston,

CURTIS, Treas.

Dexter,

GOOD.

HENRY A. YOUNG

$132.45

SILAS

are

PUBLISHED BY

1,00
2,53

Fowler

FORKS,

‘“' MERIDEN CUTLERY C0.'S”

1.00

PJ

Qn

You want TABLE KNIVES and
Always enquire for

2.10
3.00
5.00

Mission.

Books,

-i ~

H.25; Mrs
J

wide-awake progres-

Edited by Rev. A. J. Gordon,

of South Berwick, Me.

At the residence of the

iri

value to Svery

sive person. It sells itself.
Extra terms. Profits
allowed more than double money. Address, F.M.
REED, 139 Eighth Street, New York.
13t38

Mr. Daniel D Meader and Miss Ellen J. ‘Whidden,

Rev. C. H. Jackson, Prof. L. Spaulding, of Centralia, Kansas, and Miss Sarah B. Gorsline, of Columbia Center, N. Y.

.
Dover, N. H,

of permanent

THE

lass, of Tunbridge, Vt.
By Rev. T. Keniston, Sept. 17, Mr.

employment

day. or $2,000 or more a

‘MORE MONEY can be made by Agents in canvassing
for Youman’s Dictionary of Every
Day
ants, containing 20,000 Receipts in
every
Department of Human Effort, than in any other
ssible way. From $25 to $40 a week insured. It
s for every
Housekeeper, Farmer
e and Profession,
For the Sick and Well. A reliable book

6mi2

M CY M, 9.60; Edgeeomb Q M, 14.49,
24.09
Ch White Rock, $2; Sonth Windham, 4,50,
6.50
Sam” Wheeler, Ablbert Earnest Tibbetts, $10 each, 20,00
Isaac Hutchinson, Angelette 8S Tibbetts,$6 each LM 10.00

Baptist

AND FRECKLE

known, reliable

non,
Me.
In Salishury. Mass, Sept.13, by Rev. J. F. Locke,

Rev M W Spencer, Mich, pledged at Gen Conf, Chester Chaffee, (81 years old) Arcade, N Y,

Freewill

Freckles

Discolorations of the face.

beth of Salisbury, formerly

An old friend,
Se
Grand Praire ch, Wis, per L D Felt,
Manchester ch, Mich, to con Rev Mrs
a,

{Foreign

The well

WANTED .—We iphone

ESTABLISHED

pared only by Dr. B.C. Perry, Dermatologist,49 Bond
street, New York. Sold by Druggists everywhere,

Co, Mich.

S H Cook, Lenox, Ohio, per A H Ch

Ladies

THE SABBATH,
THE AMATEUR,

the Greatest Church Music Book, will soon be ready.

ney, of Fabius, N. Y., and Mrs. Plooma D. Hill, late
of %. Y. city, and formerly of Great Falls, N. H.
1a Starksboro, Sept. 3, by Rev, R. M, Minard, Mr.

Higgins, jCanterbury
NH
55; per
ins
utton ch, Vt, per F L, Wiley,
“
Miss Helen A Ainger

Waterville Q M, $13;

Patches,

remedy for Brown

Revd F Jor, Milton, N H.
J (t Osgood, Natick, Mass.
W 8 Leigh, Fairmont, Minn.
A G Bowman, Hartland, Me.

For the Maine

Moth

AND TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH
LOTION.

George

fleld,N H, Mrs Ash, Franklin,N

THE GUIDING STAR,
thie latest and the best Sabbath School Singing Book.
Price, Bodrds, 85 ots.; per 100, $30.00. Sample copy
mailed for 25 cents.

DISEASES.

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions,
BLOTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond St., New York.

Mrs B P Hubbard, Garland, Me.

Concord, N. H.

Libraries.

Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H.

depot, Pa.

se

many fine illustrations; large octavo. A great
for Agents.“ ¥old only » subscription, For
particulars, sori the Publishers,
D. APPLE& CO., 649 and
5 1 Broadway, New York.
440

Stamp—They

A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.

Ferwarded,

Freedmen’s

School

bro,

EMPLOYMENT.

WM. MERRITT, Supt.

A 35 cent bottle will

or

Travels Around the World.
With
book
full
TON

for all, either sex, at $5 a

Wednes-

in, season to

Ladies

year. New works by Mrs. H. B. Stowe, and others,
Superb premiums given away. Money made rapidly
and easily at work for us. Write and see. Particulars free. Worthington, Dustin & Co., Hagiiord, Ct.

?
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AGENTS.

WilliamH. Seward’s

GENTS

.
and-Saturdays

tist home, and would not fail to have a good influence

session

Ch in Fondulac, Wis, pér R Clark,
Wheelock Q M, Vt, per E C Smalley,
‘Wheelock
Ch, Vt,
per H Stiles,
St Johnsbury ch,
Vt, per F Switzer,
Taunton ch, Mass. per D Bos.
Roulette Center ch, Pa, per
G Stephens,
Port Allegany ch, Pa,
hi
Johnstown ch, Wis, per R Cooley,
Oregon ch. Wis,
ji
Rochester
QM, N Y. per Wm Walker,
D Davis,
,5 ; R Smith; 50; Mrs R Smith,,25; North«

in the

Lahiugion.

the best Musical Monthly,
only one dollar per
year.
LEE & WALKER, Publishers, 922 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
4t40

CONNECTIONS.

A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out

Mission Society, will be held in the

small vestry ofthe Winter

Dover.

of press.
The price has been reduced from $1 00 to.
75 cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of
that sum.

- DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

Notice.
meeting of the

A

7.09
7.05

17.01

iLife of Wm. Burr.

Addresses.

H W.Goddard, W Sidney, Me.
J Randall, Jr, Rochester, NH.
Rev E R Clark, New Haven, Macomb
Clifford Cole, Stark, N H.
Milton 8 Kiff, Hume, N Y.

Price $12,

authority

canvass tor
‘‘The History oi
y,
DY
Rev. Jobn 8..C, Abbott; illustrated, Eighteen hundred years of the World’s most wonderful history in
one volume, the only work of the kind in this country
—a book for every household in the land--the theme
is sublime and exciting, Exclusive terri
with
no competition, Address B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher,
Boston, Mass.
4140

work for a family and save many doctor’s bulls. [4t38

C E Blake—H Black—E W Badger—C
RBumpus—N
Ballou—A T Bowman—R Cooley—S W Cowell=H.Collier
—E M Corey—J B Cobin—G Donnnocker—E J Doyle—J
D Davis—W
F Eaton—T Faulkner—H W Goddard—Lydia Gleason—8 Grifith—G W Hardy—J W
Hale—S M
Haggeti—D G Hess—A 8 Holbrook—J F Joy—E J Keeville—J Lougee—J F Locke—C 8 Leighton—L
Marston—
J A McMenzie—R M Minard—U Mitchell—J : A Morrill R Mobbs—P Y McKenney—W A Potter—S Pouley—J H
Phillips—A Parmelee—W
C Peck—W
8 Roach—G P
Rowell & Go lary W Sweet—W H Smith—D Stillwell—
Ellen Smith—N R Turner—J Thompson—W J Trott—J R
Towville—J Twitchell—C [Weeks—A C Washburn—J P
‘Whittier—Q Wilber.

————

~ _) Notices and . Appointments.

Hong o deliver the Sabbath-school address. Col.
for Home and Foreign Missions, $17.80. The folA
lowing resolution was passed :
Resolved, That this Q. M. exes its heart
ness of himself and family, and recommend

brown

Blotches, Scrofulous

arising from impure blood, are
Golden Medical Discovery .

church,

Bro., Rey. C.

styles,

Building, 387 Washington Street, Boston.

The

ackson, of Penfield, in his affliction by the sick-

nervous

comprises 20 different patterns, in large and small
figures. C. H. Crowell’s new Carpet Hall, Marble

Rev. A. W. ‘Westgate was appointDec. 13-156.
and Rev. I.. J.
ed to preach the opening eI

sympathy with and for our dear

Debility is a frequent ac-

and made of pure wool—no shoddy,—the SAME as are
sold everywhere for $1.87 per yard. Will be cut up
to suit customers for $1.00 per yard, The invoice

spiritual’and.interest-

ext session with the

Nov,

3.69
404

6.57
7.32

vent them from crying.

Chairman.

Received.

shall
each
C. for

Clerk.

perfine, 2-ply, of bright colors aid modern

P. M.

cheering.

and

The cheapest lot in the market—100 rolls
CARPETS—
of Superfines for $1 per yard. These carpets are su-

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Q. M,—Held its autumn
All the
session with the Walworth church.
churches were fairly represented by delegation.

quite

Boxes

and possesses a controlling power over the
system.

A. E. WILSON, Clerk.

are

work,

companiment, The first thing to be done is to improve the condition of the blood. This is accomplished by taking VEGETINE. It is a nerve-medicine,

tions,

reports

of Missionary

condition of the blood.

forward to a

ing Sept. 1. The weather was unfavorable
through the session, yet quite a goodly number
of delegates from’ the churches were in attendThere was a good degree of interest, and,
ance.
we felt the Lord was in the place.
North Seriba church,
Next session with the

church

this important

NERVOUSNESS, and all derangements of ‘the nervous system, are usually cennected with a diseased

Redfield church, commencing Aug. 80, and clos-

The

within

R. S. BLACKMARR,

its last session with the

3, at 2 o’clock,

cause

4, That all sums raised, great and small,
bé paiu into the Treasury of the Q. M. at
session, to be paid out by order of the Q.
such labor as they think advisable.
Next session with the church at Bertram,
29, Dec. 1, 1872.

Quarterly - Meetings.

commencing Jan.

Mission

Cards and subscriptions, will try to raise a sufficient sum to keep a Missionary in the field.

‘We hope for large and good refinal triumph.
sults from this projeet of our brethren in the ity
of spindles.

0SWEGO Q. M.—Held

in and

to raise money sufficient to

Home

mediately entering upon

fields is one that every strong church, in towns
and cities especially, should be forward to un-

be ready with effective reinforcements ? .
A cat-

our means

forward

prise behind it fill it with meaning. This work
of colonizing and planting the standard in new
resolute in pressing

Office

Letters

Clerk.

3. That as delegates composing this Q. M. we
will urge the necessity upon our churches of im-

couraging that the efforts will result in the establishment of a permanent and efficient church
where one is greatly needed. This is a move in

should we not

WirToN COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.

employ

carry

aidof the undertaking, and the prospects are en-

dertake, and

Mich., Q. M. will

Post

ohurell wishing the

Resolved, 1. That the prosecution of Home
Missions and the building of churches in our
growing towns and cities is a work of greatest importance,
2. That we will, as churches and as individual
members of the churches, use our influence and

thousand dollars have already been subscribedin

and

at 7, P. M.

vs. D. W. Durgin and D.3. Graham.

Rev C M Prescott, Susquehanna
** J F Joy, Milton, N H.

with the Clerk.

ad within the bounds of our own Q. M., thereore,
io
ly

undertaken

the right direction, and the character

Society,

Rev L C Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.
F M Rutherford, Pickwick, Winona, Minn,

reas, God in his providence has placed
before us an. open door for Christian effort and
labor in the whitening fields of our own State

learn that the F, Baptist

have

Mission

with the Newbury church, Oct. 4, at 7 o’clock, P. M.
C. E. FENTON, Clerk.

Rev. P. Randal, from Loraine Q.

added to its interest.
N ext session Nov. 1. Any

the
We

Home

session

The following resolutions were handed
adopted :
=

A. P. PHINNEY, Clerk of Council.

The visitation was severe, and for a time it
afflictive

pastor.

11.87
11.40

This little volume ghould be in every Freewill Bap-

OXFORD,

lately

WAPSIPINICON
Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Mount Zion church, Aug.:30, Sept. 1.
The churches were well represented by delegates,
and considerable business was transacted. The
congregations were large, and a good religious
interest Jorvided all the exercises.’ The debt
against the church, amounting to $400.00, was
liquidated, and a purse of about $40.00 presented
to the pastor, Rev. A. F. Davis.

ination was satisfactory, and the ordination services took place on the following day. Sermon,
charge to candidate, and right band of fellowship, by Rev. A. E, Wilson; Consecrating
Prayer and charge to church, by Rev. A. P.
Phinney.
Benediction, by candidate.

Mass.

the

THE NEXT SESSION of the Dover and vicinity
Preacher’s Meeting will be held in the Washington

Clerk.

its August

6.46

C astoria—a substitute for Castor Oil—1s a phys
which does not distress or gripe, but is sure to operate when all other remedies have failed. You may
_confidently rely upon the Castoria in Stomach Ache,
Constipation, Flatulency, Croup, Worms, Piles or
deranged Liver, It contains neither Minerals,
Morphine, Opium nor Alcohol, but is purely a ve,
ble
preparation, perfectly harmless, and above all, pleasant to take. The Castoria soothes and quiets the|
system, and produces natural sleep. It is a wondexful thing to assimilate the food of children and pre-

street church, Dover, on the first Monday in October,
at 10 1-2 o’clock, A.M.
E. A. STOCKMAN, Sec,

5

ganized by choosing Rev, A. E. Wilson chairman, and Rev. A. P. Phinney clerk. The exam-

church and society in Lowell

most

Crafts,

council appointed at a previous session to examine Bro. A. B. Loomis, with a view to his ordination as a minister of the gospel, met and or-

LOWELL,

Society, in

C. O. L1BBY,
Dover, N. H., Sept. 25, 1872.

with the Liverpool church, but owing to the extreme hot weather the churches were not well
represented. There was considerable business
transacted; and one mew church was received,
viz., the Rapids church, Setiend through the
instrumentality of Rev.
O. Blake, Rev. A. R

At the session of Oswego Q, M., Aug. 31, the
h

lately suffered by our missionaries in India.
threatened

CLEVELAND Q. M.—Held

336

New Durham,
Farmington, *

ester, with trains

EXPRESS.

W. H. H. Davis,

' Ordination,

ond edition is issued in precisely the same
style as the first, but the price has been re-

have

. R. WALTERS,

Rev. F. REED, having resigned his pastorate

reduction in price renders

of our churches

Ministers and Churches.

reference

Missiqn

For the Com.

its Sept. session with

next session will eorfespion

By

Speakers,

3.52

with trains for Boston
and ‘Portland. Leave Gonic
every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave-Alton daily fer Gilmanton Iron Works.
. Stages eonnect.at Rochester daily, from East Roch-

Social meetings in the vestry at 8 1-2, A. M.
Anniversary
of Temperance Society,!0 A. M. Speakers, Revs. D. Boyd and G. T. Day.
Annivers
of 8. 8. Union, 2, P. M. Speakers,
Revs. A. H.
Heath. and E. W. Porter.
/
of

11.30

A.M.
6.45 10.15
6.50 10.18

RETURNING,— Leave

Jeffersonville church,

Next session in Feb., 1873, in Putnam.

M.

in Bath, Me., is at liberty to correspond with F.
B. churches desiring his services.
=

duced from $1.00 to 75 cts.

three

for

6.08

6.26
6.31

for Laconia.

THURSDAY.

with profit.

Cor. Sec.

to our advettising columns, it will be seen
Burr has been issued, and

though

11.17

3.15

3.17
322

’

Annual meeting of Home
church at 8, A. M.

Anniversary

+

3.00

11.00
11.05

New Durham,

«¢
“

1230

Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

2,

Annual meeting of 8. S. Union in the church, at 5,
P.M.
Anniversary of Foreign Mission Society, at 7, P. M.
Jonker,
evs. O. R. Bacheler

through severe trials, 2
they come
through the storm cleansed and
hopeful. The
meetings were not large, but the devotional exercises were good dnd we trust were received

expect to organize a F, B, church three and
a half miles east of Ashley. It is a rich
country, they have a good meeting house,
and the prospects are good for a living
church...
Now, if one missionary can do so much
to extend our borders, why not send more
laborers into the field ? Will not the friends
give more liberally to the Home Mission Society, that more good may be done?

its lost prestige ;

under the circumstances, but
had been able to do better.

and

I go to the Mount Olivet Associa-

Farmington,

days and Frid ays al

the church at 4, P. M.

LAKE GEORGE, N. Y., Q. M.—Held its Jast ses-

all, but am trying to do what I can.

¢«

P.M.

830

10.46

Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
and
Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonboroug!

SUBJECTS.

sion with the Hadley church, Sept. 6 to 8. Nearly
all the churches were represented by delegates,

I can’t do

@Gonic,
Rochester,

STAGE

BY MAIL.

There is a great opening

for us if we will only improve it.

security under the cross of St. George that
could not be had under the stars and stripes.
It is both a humiliation and a shame. But-

sacred work
rascality of
of prompt
quality is
have done

the same
differ in

¢
¢

¢“
An.
¢

WEDNESDAY.

denomination, Rev.

OTISFIELD Q. M.—Held

church government,
was unanimously adopted. The association numbers some over
one thousand. A time was fixed for organizing the Quarterly Meeting.
ere are three other associations that I
expect to attend, and hope
to be able to get
them all to unite in one
Y. M. I am sick
of their being anything they choose, and
yet calling themselves Freewill Baptists.
et us be one thing or another. Ihave disposed of a number of our Treatise, and they

forced to put themselves under the protection of the English consulate, and find, the

the

+

eave Alton Bay,
‘Alton,

The Relation of the Churches to an increase in the
number of Effective and Successful Laborers in the
Ministry. Rev. J.E. Dame.
What'is an Adequate Ministry ? Rev.J. A.Lowell.
Annual meeting of the Foreign Mission Society in

the Peru church, at East Hebron, Me. The
churches were not all reported, consequently the
conference was not so fully attended as it should
have been. As far as reported, steadfastness and
good union
prevailed with the churches. The
church recently organized at Wilton was admitted to the conference.
Also Rev. N. W. Plummer, having recently united with the Peru church
by letter, was by vote of the conference recognized as a F. Baptist minister, and pastor of the
Peru church.
Revs. C. Bean, from Cumberland
$ M., and H. Atwood, from Bowdoin, were corially received as Corresponding Delegates;
whose efforts for the cause of Christ with us were
received with much satisfaction. The preaching
was spiritual and instructive, and social meetings
interesting.
.
Next session with the church in Canton, Nov.
6.and 7.
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.

A resolution to change the associa-

are well liked.

session with

s?

Trains

Preacher, Rev.

Social religious conference in the church, at 91
A. M.,to close with the communion.
Anniversary of Education Society, at 2, P. M.

Bay.

“Alton,
Arr. Alton Bay,

/

the vestry.

1840 Pages Quarto.

Standard. The

Ogverment Printing DY

R. R.

A.M,

“Dover,

Annual meeting of Education Society, at 8,A. M,, in

two miles west of the village, at their usual place
of worship, commencing Nov. 2, at 11 o’clock, A.
M.
H. N. MoOoN, Clerk pro tem.

tion into a Yearly Meeting, and to divide it
into three Q. M's and
adopt our form of

to use what he had for the protection of

thus disgraced and a
jeopardy through’the
officer, and the lack
. where the need of this
The government may

Next

for Alton

Order of exercises:

.

A A National

ARRANGEMENT, 1872,

Leave Boston,

¢

Committee in the church at 10, A.M,
PUBLIC MEETINGS.
Anniversary convention at 7,p. M.
Anniversary sermon at 7:46, P. M.
C. F. Penney.

Words ¢ Meanings not in other Dictionaries.

3000 Engravings,

VANTED-

WINNIPISEOGEE

Trains

TUESDAY.

the third Satur buy and
B. S. GERRY,
Clerk.

&

SUMMER

Foreign Mission Executive Committee meets in the
small vestry at 10, A. M. Home Mission Executive

WAYNE
Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Bone Gap church, Aug. 31 and Sept. 1. A good
meeting was enjoyed
by all present, and a good
degree of steadfastness and a determipation to
press forward was manifest.
The followsng messengers were appointed to attend the General
Baptist Associations:
Liberty Association, Rev.
G. H. Moon and R. P. Lee; to the Association
meeting with the Willow Branch church, Samuél
Bragen and J. S. Hock.
Collection devoted to

Our missionary, Rev. J. S. Manning,
sends us the following cheering news:
I attended an ‘association of Baptists in
Williamson Co., Ill., who hold
doctrines that we do,-and only

and a minister to our

o’clock, Friday before
Sabbath in January.

DOVER

The Freewill Baptist Anniversaries will be held in
the Winter street church, Haverhill, Mass,, Oct, 15-~

given by the

10,000

a

1045 A, M.,, 8.00 and 6.08 P.M.

Anniversaries.

17.

- Unabridged Dictionary.

¥
?
armly recommen
Bancroft, Prescott,
PM, P.M,
Motle; Geo. P. Marsh, Halleck, Whittier, Willis,
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday | Saxe, Elihu Burritt, Daniel Webster, Rufus
Choate,
and the best American and Furo
scholars.
and Friday at 8.10 ,p. Mm.
a
>
Published by G. & O, MERHIAM, Springteld,
Mass. Sold by all Booksellers,
+ Bprinigneld
Trains leave for Alton Bay.

Home Missions.
The annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist Home
Mission Society for
the choiceof officers and tip
transaction of other busnufess, will be held in the
‘Winter street church, Haverhill, Mass., Oct, 17, at 8
o'clock, A. M,
I. D. STEWART, Sec.
Dover, Sept. 26, 1872.

oseph Chadbourne, of Bradford.
Next session with the church in Atkiron, at 1

A new Yearly Meeting.

hinder the noble men and women who are
engaged in preaching the gospel
and
maintaining Christian schools. This they
have done, in various ways, over and over
again, Appeals to the consul amounted to
little or nothing. He had but a smail recognized influence, and he cared very little

the

they heard

S. 8. in W., was a success, and we all took a new
lesson on the benefits of 8. 8. labor.
;
The following resolution was
passed and or-

at home with them.
Ther doctrines
and manner of worship are essentially one
with the F. Baptists of the U. S., and a
closer and an abiding union is forming be-

have been emboldened to attack, annoy and

and

and

LL]

AM, AM.
10,10 10.45

it the Master's cause

together;

1872.

Trains leave Dover for Portland,

L. R. BURLINGAME, Rec. Sec,

to be counted faithful servants, The reports
from the several churches were of an encouraging nature. The business of conference was done
in the spirit of harmony, leaving ample time for
social meetings which were of an interesting
character, and savored of the spirit of love. The
preaching was of a nature well calculated
to inspire and instruct. We were favored with the
help of Rev, H, F. Dickey, of the Corinth Q. M.,
who preached to acceptance and profit. The
cause of the F. Baptists in Warren seems to be
gaining, and took a new start at this time. The

in Egypt, whose headquarters are at Cairo,

ler has been dismissed,

to think

them

=

Dover, N. H.,, Sept. 27,1872.

the call, * Go worktn my vineyard,” and desired

furnished another weapon which the .oppopeople, progressive and aggressive in the
sition journals use freely in their campaign
right direction. Generous couriesies' were
warfare against the President,—telling of
extended by the companies having charge
course only such a part-of the story as will
‘of the public conveyances which lay in our.
serve their special purposes. But; -besides
route, for which we record our grateful
this, the enemies of the American Mission
thanks.
F. Rep, Cor. Del.

consulate begins to regain

Q. M.~Held its last session with
Warren, Sept. 6—8. Although

Christ, both self-sacrificing and
efficient. dered to be forwarded for publication :
Whereas, Our dear Bro. in the ministry, Rev.
Special interest was felt in the education R. M. Minard, having_recently met with severe
of young men, for they are devising meas- affliction in The loss of a beloved companion, and
is, also, suffering from ill health, therefore,
urese to raise funds to aid those that need
Resolved, That we, the members of the Hunt~
help in securing a preparation for the ington Q. M., assembled in Conference at Warren, Sept. 7, 1872, do hereby tender him our
glorious work of preaching the gospel. earnest sympathies and offer fervent prayer to
They recommend that their young men go. God for him, in his bereavement and affliction.
Next session in Lincoln, Dee. 13.
to our institutions of learning in the United
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.
States; and we were -happy, on behalf of
SEBEC Q. M.—Held its Sept. term with the
the F. Baptists of the U. S., heartily to invite church
in Lagrange.
The churches were well
represented, and the session was one long to be
them to come and share all the advantages
remembered.
We were favored with the presof our schools.
ence of brethren Wech and Scribner from SpringA more hospitable people than these field Q. M., Graves and Andrews from Bangor,
and Bro. Howe,
nt for the Maine State MisNova Scotians it is bard to find. They are sionary
Society,
al of whom gave us words of
cheer.
One
new
church
was received into the
intelligent, social, warm-hearted and spir-

hold word in the West, and his fall will
touch, ten thousand hearts and moisten

lives.

pastors

W.G. WiLLs, Clerk.

there was not so full an attendance of delegates
as usual, yet it was an intéresting time,
ose

Though

ference evinced that they meant work

died in Chicago, aged 88 years,
He was a
grand specimen of the robust, energetic,
positive, heroic, earnest and effective pioneer preacher,—rough, rude and audacious
true,

village.

,

HUNTINGTON
the church in

spoke sure and larger success. not far distant: They are becoming more and more
awake to the live questions of the day,
and the wants of their parishes.
Temperance,
Missions and Education
meetings were held, and the action of Con-

Peter Cartwright, one of the most marked
of western Methodist clergymen, has just

at times, but always brave,

thriving

:

not a time of general revival, an encouraging steadfastness and a progressive ten-

feast, hoping ever to share the Great Masis the

resting.
a
Next session at Depauville, Dee. 18-15,

WEBSTER’S

RAIL ROAD.

days and Fridays at 7.40, +
;

The Freewill Baptist Sabbath School Union will
hold a meeting in the Freewill Baptist church in Haverhill, Mass., on Wednesday,
. 16,1872, at 8
o'clock, P.M., for the purpose of adopt
ter recently granted by the legislature of the si
New Hampshire, and” orgamzing under it, and for
the transaction of any other business that may properly come before it.

Preaching and Conference meetings good and in-

Scotia

Free Baptists held its last session at
Canning, Cornwallace, Kings Co., Sept.
12-16, Rev. Mr. De Witt, the pastor at C.,
presiding.
:
The Conf. was convened in a new
church, which they had dedicated a few
weeks before, both an ornament and an

shall try,to follow the welcome of the lip
with the welcome of the heart; /if they
must turn away,we shall follow them with a
prayer that their comsciences may be enlightened, and their best smypathies soon
have a freer and healthier play.
Then we
shall go reverently on with the sacred
ter's presence, which, after all,

Black River Consociation of Congregationalists..

= «8

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT,

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM, AM. P.M. PN,
"5,50 8.00 11.20 5.14. 6.08; and on Mondays, Wednes-

village, Oct. 8-10,
8. C.
KIMBALL,

7 Notice,

AND

SUMMER

4

hl

oo

dict at the ed of it.

Notice.
Protracted meeting at Gilford
Laborers are invited.

Attendagge, both

of members from ab
and those at home, was
smaller than usual. ‘We hope good was done b
the meeting. The 3; M. was favored with a visit
from Rev.
W. W.
Warner, Cor, Mess, from the

BOSTON

A. H. CHASE, Cor. Sec,

Hillsdale, Sept. 17, 1872,

N

SE

calmly the pending discussion and the ver-

Lowville,

will be held in the Freewill
verhill, Mass., Oct, 15, at 10

o'clock, A. M,

JEFFERSON, N, Y., Q. M.—Held its last session

with the church at

Annual Conf. of N. 5, Free Baptists.

await very

Mission Society.
‘Wu. WALKER, Clerk,

Home Mission Board
Baptist church in

GET THE BEST.

es Special Notices.

/

of the Executive ‘Committee of the

will

havp

it.

For circulars address

& Co,37 Park Row,N. Y.[3m37
a

EVERY

CITIZEN

WANTS

Also for CAMPAIGN GOODS. Address
GOODSPEED’S EMPIRE PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, New Orleans or New
York.
12w2T

JobBUSINESS
WorlgCARDS,
|«Billsosmess.
Heads,
&e.,
| Promptly and Neatly Done

at this Establijiment,
[3

BB TE aS

ourselves, we

for the N. Y. State
:

Notice.

A meeting

SR

toleration

Ll)

SE

will result.—For

genuine

of all the

283

topic induces, the more

prayers

ha

our brethren of the larger Baptist body this

in the

churches.
‘A resolution was also passed urging all the
churches in the Q. M. to raise 50 cents a member

Denominational News and Notes,

The more interchange of thought among:

be remembered

Reman

he

:

w

‘tiah inquiry will do good. Almostanything those previously mentioned. ‘A copy conelse is better than oracular dogmatism, and taining a likeness will be sent for $1.10; a
"insinuations of heresy, and timid silence. copy without’ the likeness, for 85 cts. AdManly and Christian discussions over such dress Rev. D. B. CowerL, LEWISTON, -ME.
questions can hardly fail to yield prbfit.

317

E2823

»

rd

we

HHL

THE

MORNING STAR,

2,197.

OCTOBER

ge

Put. :|

Tana
never Worried LE compunion by
Cori i”
making us any visits on the sly, but late in
“Well?®,
2
“| Mrs. Munn’s yard, with the long flower“As easy as I'll do without a ‘nooner,. the season he knocked again at our window,
beds reaching away down to the gate all
full and spilling over with Johnny-jump-ups. and night cap,” and my cigars and theater and with his little family. There was RobYALE LECTURES
PREACH!
By Henry
in and Mrs, Robin and .'the small Robins.
T'only peeped through the fence to see if tic kets, and—"" .
Ward Beecher, Dati ivered Bofors the theological department of Yale College, New Haven,
The Gone. Before.
He came it, but his family could not be perthe little Johnnys ever jumped up, when
‘ Exactly, old glow-worm!"
Conny, as the first series in the regular caprse
Mrs. Munn's little dog, looking like a bunch
*“Well—well.
Suppose we. should do suaded, they twittered on the window. He
BY ADDIE STOUT.
of the ‘Lyman Beecher Lectureship
‘on
Preaciiug, "
From
phonographic
reports.
of cotton resting en four spools, came walk- without these things, and I should be ‘dead had told them all his story—at least I supNew York: J, B. Ford & Co. 1872,
12mo. pp
We left the open house of God
ing, or rolling, or running, barking, to- before it is paid; where would our home— pose so, and new about leaving for his
With soul that hungered ;
winter journey, he came to make his partwards me. I never exactly knew which, my Charity's home—be then?”
Of Mr. Beecher’s rare and eminent power as a
t all the quiet street was thronged
'
and I didn’t -stop to inquire, for Pa was
“Oh, you can get your life insured, and ing visit." He seemed loth to go; was it a preacher there is now among competent and
ith those who had been fed.
premonition that he was never to see us candid judges but one opinion. After’ twentyturning ‘a far corner, and the cotton dog make that all safe.”
Our soul looked forth through an eclipse
again? Birds I suppose, have their pre- five years of such ‘experience as his at PlymOf tears, and yearned through trembling lips.
‘Darling, here's with you!"
was navigating amazingly fast in the direc‘outh church, all intelligent caviling is silenced
I never saw debts squared off so soon. sentments as we have, One of his family, and creditable skepticism mastered. For years
tion of the delectable flying hat streamers,
We could not understand the text
Of course I fell down.
Did you ever see a Two hundred, and.fifteen hundréd, make thinking, I suppose, he had staid long after his fame had become national, there were |
That seemed 80 plain to all,
Though yearning to take in the words
little four-year old yellow-haired girl run- seventeen hundred, antl one hundred and enough, boldly flew into the room where those who insisted that his brillignce was that of
The teacher's lips let fall;
ning away {som a barking dog, that didn’t fifty cash off, paid by proceeds of this sur- we were, sang a sharp note which sounded a meteor rather than that of & star, that his
They fell with far-off sound as sweet
plus furniture, leaves fifteen hundred and like ‘‘ be quick! ” and out they both flew, preaching was sensational rather than solid, and
fall down ?
And meaningless as the rain’s beat.
Fifty dollars a month pays this off in and that was the last we ever saw of Robin. that his defective learning and questionable theWell, there was a ** cry-sis ” then, and a éfty.
Soon after this, or before the next spring, ology would seriously interfere with the work of
He told how God’s own hand would touch
—no
not
in thirty-one months, because the
regular, screaming sis, that brought the farbuilding up a vital and efficient church, Such
The brows earth seamed with care,~
away forgetful man to a sense of his duty. interest and insurance payments put it off ‘we moved away from this house and others suspicions and criticisms have not even yet wholly
Of oriole of fadeless light,
He forthwith returned and gathered up the somewhat, and the taxes and a couple of occupied it. I dare say that when the ceased. There are those even now who will
That the Redeemed should wear,
cry-sis with the delectable streamers and commissions kept it running longer, say for spring returned, and with it the robins, our have it that Mr, Beecher keeps himself apparO fuce, so darkened, homeward set!
ently up by means of clap-trap and studied oddiO heart, with questions all unmet!
“detestable rubber, and’ carried the. whole three years; and then we had a home of Robin came again to the window and knock- ties,
that he lacks the elements of a wise and ef
ed and found no welcome because the inour
own,
every
foot
of
it
worth
fifty
cents,
mass
into
the
meeting-house,
and
deposited
Thou wert all full of yearnings, soul,
fective Christian teacher, that his- work is supermates
knew
nothing
of
its
antecedents.
Of
it on a bench on the ‘‘ men's side.” But I making a clear gain of eight hundred dolficial,
and that the more preachers like him we
To claim thine own again;
course I do not know whether the bird re- should chance to have in the nominally evangeliAnd fairer than an oriole
did not faint. Oh no! Little girls, just lars, and we are—
‘Would even seem a stain,
‘“ Stop, husband, let me
tell it. We turned again or not, but if he was alive I cal pulpits of the land, the worse off would be
four years old, know nothing about the.art.
If by it we could claim once more,
So I settled myself and began to survey my have a home—a delightful home—and I have no doubt of it. I dare say he ponder- our theology and our ecclesiastical life.
Amid God’s host, *‘ the gone before.”
But such a view is now limited to narrow cirhave d husband who never knew that his ed in his disappointment, when finding no
seatmates,
;
cles,
and is held by men whom no logic could
We tdrned us to a narrow path
At my side sat a farmer, chewing tobacco soul-debasing indulgences had brought him response, on the fickleness of man, or the sway and no facts convince. The general opins
unreliability
of
human
friendships.
Per‘Where wayside flowers had grown,
and spreading it out on the floor to dry; down so far that none but his own wife defon is doubtless correct,~that, taking him all in
And tears fell like the dew upon
nied his fallen state or hoped to lift him up haps Mrs. Robin who always seemed to all, Mr. Beecher is to-day the most effective
and
when
it
wouldn't
dry,
he
tried
to
rub
it
The white balls that had blown
he na- (preacher in Christendom. Other men, and not a
through ‘the floor with his foot, and spat- again. We have three children “of whom have her doubts, and to whom
In place of yellow discs that seem,
turally
would
tell
his
grief,
may How, surpass him in the single qualities that help
tered some on my dress. I cried. He gave’ we are proud, and—"
Compared with them, so coarse and mean.
to make the pulpit a royal power.
But in the
have
said
to
him,
with
that
wise
assurance,
“Charity
!
»
me a strap and some shelled corn to keep
combination
of
these
qualities,
the
occupant
of
O little way-side blossom, what
or after-knowledge, common to the Mrs.
* What, love ?
me quiet. A little boy in front turned
Plymouth pulpit stands without a peer.
NoIs all thy sum of loss,
Robins
human,
and
perhaps
feathered,
“I
‘I
have
just
been
thinking
that
if—"
around in his seat, made big eyes and lolled
where else in the world has there been such a
Clothed in new silvery attire,
told you so."—Commonwealth.
* Nothing more is needed, Israel.”
| marvelous and triumphant exhibition of sustainout his tongue at me, as if he wanted to
And winged with silken floss?
| ed interest aud power for the last twenty-five
“Let me say it out, Charity. It you
Not greater, O Beloved, may be
make my acquaintance. But he didn’t. He
| years as in this Brooklyn pastorate. The qualBonnie Christie.
The change that cometh unto ye!
only wanted my strap, and tried to grab it; were only single, how Id like to court you
ities of the preaching there have been as unique
—————
;
but I snatched it back and threw a handful over again.”
‘We question not, of raiment fair,
| and spontaneous as they have been. eniinent.
Two
boys
were
in
a
school-room_alone
“Not for long, old Rubicund! for I'd
of shelled corn at him. He dodged, and
Nor if a golden rim
| Mr. Beeeer’s intense but sithple individualism is
together, when some fire-works, a
Is clasped on each white forehead there,
| a most syHking traits
He is no copyist and no
the corn struck the floor with a great racket, drop plump into your arms at the first time
to
the
master’s
express
prohibition,
ex_For we shall be like Him ;—
model.
He carefully
studies principles, rules
and the minister looked straight at me, and for asking.” And Charity suited the actioh
ploded.
The one boy denied it; the other, | and methods, but they are never allowed to fet“ Like Him!” O heart, still all thy moan,
screamed:
“‘I say, brethren,—he planted to the word.
For we shall know as we are known.
“It's all, no doubt, very
natural
for Bonnie Christie; would neither admit nor | ter or constrain him. He uses what will obvi
his seed by the wayside ; ” when I didn’t do
deny it, and was severely flogged for his ously serve him, and rejects whatever fails to do
young
men
to
love
the
girls,”
said
Israel,
any such thing. I planted it at that hateful
obstinacy.
When the boys got alone again, this. He ever aims at immediate effect and suclittle boy's head! But the minister kept ‘“ but no girl was half so lovable as this
Barefoot Mag.
“Why
didn’t
you deny it?" asked the | cegs. Anything that helps him reach and real| ize this he employs with care and constancy;
screaming at me till I screamed too, while dear wife, who has given more than half
a
——
real delinquent.
anything that fails to do-it is ignored.
It may be
the old tobacconist began to expectorate the years of her life to make me happy, and
Barefooted Mag was hungry,
“Because there were only we two, and good for others; he metes out no indiscriminate
leading
me
out
of
the
way
of
folly
and
sin,
Ragged and dirty too,
freely towards my shoes. The little boy
one of us must have lied,” said Bonnie.
| condemnation over it; he only passes it by in quiHer hair hung loose and tangled,
got down under the seats and picked up the and our darling babies are all-like unto her.”
tude.
Unique in his mental make-up, his ideas
“Then why not say I did it?”
Her eyes were bright, tis true.
And
Charity
broke
in
with
an
Amen
so
scattered corn.
An old lady, with a wart
| and adaptations, he plainly recognizes the fact
“Because
you
said
you
didn’t
and'I}|
emphatic, that little Abe Lincoln shouted
that he is in many important respects a law unto
No father’s hand to.guide her,
on her nose, punched me in the back;
would spare the liar.”
from his chair:
himself.
But he has made preaching
a careful
No prayer at mother’s knee,
wanted to know what the matter was;
moral
The
boy’s
heart
melted—Bonnie's
* This meeting are dismissed.”
study as well as a frequent and effective act. He
Curses instead of blessings,
called me .** sissy,” and gave me a peppergallantry subdued him.
does nothing at haphazard.
His vehemence
A drunkard’s child was she.
mint candy she had carried from home in
When school resumed, the young rogue | is deliberate. He is thoughtful when he seems
Begging, lying and stealing,
her mouth. It bit my tongue. I spit it out.
A Ropin Story.
marched up to the master's desk, and said, | yielding only to impulse.- There is a high art in
Trades she was forced to learn;
A little girl on the other side of the isle
“Please, sir, I can’t bear to be a liar—I What appears to be pure spontaneity. He has a
All that was pure and holy,
Teuson Always at hand for what seems simply inlaughed, and a little dog, lying down by
I will write it out so that other children let off the squibs,” and burst into tears.
Poor Mag was taught to spurn.
stinctive and headlong movement.’ A born orathe door, woke up, came around, sniffled may have the benefit as well as mine.
Let
The master’s eye glistened on the selfIs there no hand to guide her,
my feet, then went “under the seat; and me say, in beginning, this will be a state- accuser, and the unmerited punishment he tor and a real religious genius, his power in the
pulpit is nevertheless a product of much study,
None for the Master will save
brought me that peppermint candy again; men? of actual fact, nothing added by way had inflicted on his schoolmate smote his reflection, training and experiment. Abundant.
One jewell for his kingdom
then went back to the door and laid down. of embellishment :
; conscience. Before the whole school, hand ly open to criticism, yet his keenest and coolest
From sin’s dark tidal wave?
Pa whispered: —*‘ Keep still!” said he'd
“Once on a time,” I saw our cat run in hand with the culprit, as if they were censor may find that he is'Torgetting to note down
* I’m starving, ma’am, and freezing,
like to shake me, but didn’t. The minister across toward the fence with a robin in her paired in the confession, the master walked faults when the mighty preacher is carrying his
This time it ain’t a lie,
closed the big book. The deacons took up mouth. Iran to its rescue; she dropped down to where Christie sat, and said aloud audience with him at his will; and even if he
Mother is sure to beat me,
rceords his complaints, he
will be ferced to
a collection. Deacon Trowbridge stepped the bird ; it was large and beautifnl, though with emotion :
Oh, dear, why don’t I die!
confess at the end,—** Still, the preacher’s power
on the little dog by the door ;—a concert re- young. It was alive, but its wings flopped
“Bonnie, Bounie,
lad,—he and I beg is something alike rare and wonderful.”
* In your-way, did you say, ma'am?
hearsal by dog and deacon. The congre- and its eyes were partly closed. It was your pardon,—we are both to blame.”
It1s worth not a little to have such a man lectDon’t push, or I shall fall;
gation sang :—
The school was hushed and still, as older ure familiarly to young men, looking forward to
frightened and hurt ; the blood was trickling
If there i8 an * Our Father!’
the ministry, on what has
béen the great business
‘“ There congregations ne’er break up,
over its red and golden feathers. I carried schools are apt to be when anything frue of his life. And these ten lectures, delivered to
He don’t love me at all.”
And Sabbaths never end.”
it tenderly into the house, washed off the and noblé is being done—so still, they
Virtue in silk shrinks from her,
The meeting was then dismissed, the con- blood, and laid it on a soft place I prepared might have heard Bonnie's big boy tear the theological students at’ New Haven, are peculiarly fresh and fuggestive. Spoken without
Steps daintily away;
gregation broke up, and waded safely for it on the shelf. It was evidently in pain drop proudly on his copy book, as he sat notes, and phonographically reported, they are
Does He nete such difference
through the tobacco without being swamped. from the cat’s claws and teetk and rough enjoying the moral triumph which subdued full of the.marked individualities of their author.
*Twixt porcelain and clay?
And so the Sabbath service ended.
handling. It began to feel better after himself as well as the rest; and when, for They are very thougtful and systematic in subLouder the North wind whistled,
stance, but
free, colloquial and magnetic in
awhile, and then I fed it. That was diffi- the want of something e}se to say, he gent- style, They are mostly confined to a presentaFaster the snow flakes fell,
ver I” the glorious tion of the personal elements that enter ipto the
cult to do, for it was not used to such a
Charity’s Home.
Mag was no longer hungry,
led the man’s eyes work of preaching, They pay proper regard to
mother. I succeeded best with pieces of
She slept, aye, sound and well.
ind his spectacles, rhetoric and logic. They now and then exhibit
When I came to New York, a few years worm ; I called it worm hash, and it began
One mightier than the mighty
to like it. It refused at first the whole ar- which made him wipe them before he re- a vein of real and profound philosophy. Bat
ago, my wife said to me one morning,—
Had hush’d her cry for bread;
they are saturated with shrewd common sense,
¢¢ Israel, we must haye ~a. home. of -our ticle, but after awhile it would take in a sumed the chair.
On Virtue’s marble doorsteps
They put a fitting emphasis on what is often
fall worm at ¢once, longer than its body, and
+ Barefooted Mag lay dead.
own.”
overlooked or deemed of small account. They
Touching
Devotion.
Said I: « Charity, it’s just impossible ; we like Oliver Twist, ask for more; but this
exhibit no sign of cant.
They are a perpetual
Home from a ball came Virtue,
—
—
was after he had boarded with us some
hain’t the means.”
“ What’s that John, in my way?
One of the most touching cases ever told protest against everything like sanctified routine.
Said she: * Israel, we hain’t the means to days.
Throw it aside; a pauper—
on paper.is this, of a littlé boy, a mere child, They exalt manliness, and vigor, and courage,
Robin gradually improved and could who traveled one thousand four hundred" and faith, and freedom, and magnanimity , and
And is she dead, you say?”
pay the rent that the People Shere that's
move round, and became acquainted, though miles, taking care of the body of his dead love. They reprobate all artificial sanctity, and
clear.” *
‘Will he who heeds the sparrow
humdrum piousness,and stickling for dry dogmas,
Heed barefoot Mag’s sad fate$"
She began washing up the Dreakfast he made no attempt to use his’ wings. I mother all the way.
and sickly sentiment,
and. professional ‘assumpput
a
green
cedar
bough
in
the
corner
of
Will she be in your way there,
4 things, and off I went to duty.
An expressman, upon reaching his office tion, and whining sycophancy, and pharisaic
At heaven's golden gate?
In the evening Charity said to me as we the room and fixed in it a soft place for a early one cold morning in January, observ- censoriousness, and cowardly complaint over
—Chrigicy Zra.
3
i
sat down to supper:
‘Israel, I've bought nest, and he slept there nights, and made ed on the side-walk a long, heavy box, thankless tasks and .a weary hearing. Welcoming his work with a lover's enthusiasm, and
himself at home anywhere in the room he
a lot.”
which his practiced eye at once identified counting his pulpit something higher than a
chose
daytimes
;
hopping
and
flying
better
I sprang up from my chair, saying:
every day, until one would never know he as containing a corpse. Upon the end of throne, he urges young men in preparation for
*¢ You've bought what?”
the box, shivering with cold, sat a little the ministry to enter into their labors with a glad

;
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First Sermon.
HARLOWE

HAFFORD.

Strictly speaking, I don't remember very
much about it; but take it for granted twas
quite like that of other little four-year-old
yellow-haired girls. Thus I proceed to
give it as memory, imagination, and observation dictate.
’Twas a warm day,—indeed, a broiling, simmering, sizzling day.
The little country
church was distant only a
mile

and

rockiest

a- half, by

the

dustiest, hilliest,

road ever formed during any age,

or a-mile across the woods-lot, on steppingstones of garter-snakes and tree-toads.
I was first made ready for that sermon,

mind

Then we

Titrriny Review.

passed

—

The Sanily Cirle,
That

tied it.

you. I didn’t make ready, but was

made ready ; for 'tis a rule, old as the ‘rule|

of three,” that little girls only four years
ald can never wear just what they wish, I

had been wounded.

¢ A lot,” said she.

“Alot ?” saidI.
“¢ A lot,” said she.
went for the tea and biscuit. When I came
to, I said to my wife: ‘ Just explain yourself, Chari

A

Twenty feet front, one hundred feet deep—
twa thousand feet—at ten cents a foot, two

Fifty paid, ome hundred

and fifty due.” contract

nighthe putin no appearance; we waited
and watched, but he came back no more;

with Chips & Cullings; house, shed, ‘and

this was in the fall; we concluded some cat

‘¢ But, Charity, how about the house?”

«¢ All right, Israel.

I've made

¢¢ Charity!”
¢¢ Israel, honey, don’t

talk; please.

a’

You

Al

“¢ Deranged, eh?
No,Stoke not & bit.”
wanted to wear & blue cotton delaine dress,
¢¢ One hundred dollars cash when possesspotted over with little yellow comets,—one sion is given—"
which the hired girl gave -me for not crying
*¢ But, Charity—"
while mé went visiting.. But no! I must | ‘¢ Stop a minute. You know, Israel, we
wear the white dress, with two large tucks, can ‘never get: our large bureau, nor our
six little tucks, and a piece of embroidery large sofa, nor our high post bedstead, nor
around it. Majority, not tears, ruled; and our large dining table, nor our large secrethe white dress was worn, together with tary, nor our wardrobe into that little fourthe hat that had such delectable long stream- room house. That's clear, hain't it ! ”
* ers and detestable tight rubber, which was
“Well?”
“worn under the chin and behind the ears,
“ Well, then, we'll sell them all, and the
propping |those little conveniences out from
proceeds will meet these two cash paythe as in an alarming ‘and disagreeable ments.”
position, and Joaving a desp red mark from
. ¢ Exactly ; ” with alittle indifference, mayegtive. of that be.
wy ** There they'll
“Do you see?”
n't goto church
“But
iow, can we do without, these
eto ‘cook chick- things tH
‘
en for the minister, who always ate Sunday
‘+ As easy as you will: do without cigars;
dinner with us. So Pa and I started off ‘as easy as you will be your own barber and
alone, he leading me by the hand so long as bootblack ; as easy as we'll both take our
Ma stood in the d
ling: after; him not; breakfast without halfvdollaf butter ; as easy
to let me soil my froutyg
ny Batoff as- I'll. make all my winter clothes carry me

\

My mother is in this

box, and I promised her that

I

would

leave her until we got home.”
Deeply affected by the touching
of this brave little

ceeded

fellow,

in convincing

he

him

not

devotion

finally

of the

safety of his precious charge,

suc-

entire

and taking

him to a neighboring restaurant, gave him
a warm breakfast, and then learned the
particulars of his story.
His father died about a year previously,

in a remote village in Minnesota,

leaving

his mother in poor health and nearly destitute. - She died but a few days before the
boy’s sad journey, charging the little hero
with the sad duty of conveying the remains

knocking on the Wwindow-pane, and looking

¢ Charity, are you—

during the’ wiih
‘he forgot ) through hext winter ; as easy as I'll carry
you through nice and genteel; on the same
and walked so fast'that.I had to run to ke
up. My shoe became untled. He sat met ‘principle ; as easy as—""

Addressing him kindly, he said:

plied:
“No, 1 can’t come.

had at last made a meal of him.
The winter passed away, and in time
Robin was forgotten. Spring came,and what
do you think?
We heard again the little

fence, fifteen hundred and fifty. »

men—"

age.

there we saw, on the outside, Robin saying
in bird language,‘ Let me in!” and I gladly did so. He went to his little nest in the
cedar and rested for the night. In the
morning we gave him his breakfast of worm
bash and then he flew away. This was his
custom after that; staying round for his
breakfast, then out all day and regularly
back like a good boy, every night. One

“I bought a lot,” said she. ‘Dr. Dodd
says the fifty dollars down are satisfactory,
and the mortgage may run at six per cent.

dollars.

half-clad boy about seven or eight years of

“My lad, don't sit there, you will freeze.
Toward night of the same day we heard a
Come in and sit by the fire.”
little tapping at the closed window, and
Bursting into tears, the little fellow re-

““ Well,” said I, and I sat down again and

hundred

One day he flew out

of the window and back again, and finally
flew away for good ; at least I thought so.

a

ae ee ity oo
an
vay

Pee

Se

on the fence and

we saw Robin; he had returned after his
long absence. He: could not tell his story,

to a distant State, and

furnished

him

hope, a brave

soul, a heroic

purpose,

blespirit, and a living and loving
not miss

a vietory

amoug

a teacha-

faith that can

men

nor fail of the

“ Well done” of Heaven,
"And yet there is no lack of serious earnestness
in these lectures. In exhorting to liberty, there is
no word said which encourages audacity and license, which tends to make the preacher's work

ing each, and seemed very glad to see us,
and be at home again, and then he flew
away. We got another cedar bough, and

prepared it as it used to be, but he ‘did not
return.
I have an idea, font what
happened
afterwards, that, Robin had fullen in love,

hope of success save as it is the fruit of living pi--

ety and unselfish and devoted Christian toil,

Vi-

vacious, piquant, juicy, humorous, witty, brilliant and entertaining as these lectures are, often

making the reader expléde

with

laughter over

some contagious pleasantry
or some keen and
brilliant retort 'when a critical hearer broke in

with a question, they are erowded
ble hints,

such

as no

full of valua-

minister, though

he be a

‘veteran in the service, ought to find unprofitable

to himself.

Young men, whose work

is chiefly

before them, if they will read

with practical dis-

crimination,

to study: and

ought

especially

quently refer to the volume, and preach
more power and effect for ita influence.

f.-

with

with

forms that disttnguigh it, ds this

A holy life is made

up

of a number

of

and’ we were forgotien. Young men do small things. Little words, not eloquent
sometimes, and why not birds? A week or speeches or sermons ; little deeds, not mir-

purports to be a prominent member

of the se-

raglio. We know nothing of the author beyond
what the book tells ue, and nothing of the meth-

od in which this narrative has been obtained
for the press and rendered into English. But it

acles, nor battles, nor

ping at the window; when we opened it,
in he flew, followed by his mate—for he had

nor, mighty martyrdom, make up the true
Christian life.
The little constant sun-

is written in an interesting
and
picturesque
style; it indicates a keen observation and a liber-

beam, not the lightning ; the waters of
Siloam, “that go softly” in their meek mission of refreshment, not ‘the waters of the

al culture on the part of the author, and from
beginning to end it bears the marks of authenticity and truthfulness. Much that is curious and

been and done it, as you will see before the
story is finished. She quickly flew out and
hovered around,

while.

Robin

flew. in

and.

out, and seemed

to be persuading her to river, great and many,” rushing down in
stay and make our acquaintance.
She ap- torrent noise and force, are the trne symbols
peared to be mdch

troubled

and. anxious,

and Robin, as was the duty, followed

of holy life.

her,

The avoidance of little

evils,

what he was leaving—for Le had-boarded of self and of the flesh ; the avoidance. of such

with us; but like a good bird, he concluded
to sink or 4,

v

bh har

for better ¢or

not a little that is sad and reprehensible comes
out in the full, well-told and eminently entertain-

ing story.

It will be almost

hosts of interested

sure to command

readers, and

few

little sins, little inconsistencies, little weakfind the sympathies ‘and indignation
nesses, little follies, little indiscretions, little turns as they go over the pages.
imprudences, little foibles, little indulgences |.

and they built their house pownses
He
made sacrifices, undoubtedly, for he knew

little things as these goes

far to make

worse, Tat, least, the negative beauty of life.
2

up,

frsh and vital both in his thought and Style, He™
happily mingles grace and viger, a thoroughly id
évangelical

theology with

# practical aim, the

most positive convictions with a marked catholicity of spirit, and the charm of a glowing rhetcommon

the directness of a pungent

with

oric

He

sense. - He is at once scholarly and populer,

is alike at home in the study and the street. He
sits with enthusiasm at the feet of the great
thinkers, and in the ‘struggles that go ‘on in the

"world of action his sympathies are ever taking a
real part. Such a man is almost sure to be a
wise and entertaining counselor when he addres6s himself to the live, active- brained and intelli
gent young people who are just starting out in

life. As such he appears in the fourteen short
und pithy chapters which are reprinted from the
columns of a periodical and make up the contents

of ‘this book. The topics dealt with are vital
ones, they are well chosen, and in the main the
treatment which

they getis fresh, familiar,

for-

cible and effective,

.

THE TREASURY OF LITERATURE
Selection from the best

ous

AND ART.

writers,

A

With numer-

illustrations by eminent Liste Boston.

D. Lothrop & Co.

& Co.

Dover, N. H.: G. T, Day

Square octavo. pp. 160.

Among the volumes intended particularly for
gift-books and fitting ornaments for the center-

table, this new issue takes rank
richest and choicest.

and poetry

at once with the

Its brief selections in prose

represent a wide field

and

the very

highest names ixrJ}iterature, and they have been
made with equal good taste and judgment.
They
are such as will appeal both to minds of average

and

superior

culture.

The illustrations

are all

well executed, and ‘some of them are exquisite.
Iv beautiful.
The heavy, cream-laid paper, the

abundant gilt and tadteful binding

help to make

up & book that can hardly help becoming a favorite with those who look for what ministers at

once to the love of beauty and
what is profitable,

to the

desire for

$4.50.

DISENTHRALLED : A Story of my life, By George ”

M.

Dutcher.

Illustrated.

A vivid

portraya

of the evils of intemperance, as exemplified in
the author’s own remarkable career, together

with many interesting reminiscences of
years’ experience

as a worker

in the

his six

tempeb-

ance field, Published by subscription only.
Hartford, Conn.: Columbian Book Company.

1872. 12mo. PP. 276.
Mr. Dutcher says this narrative has been wristen at the suggestion of numerous friends.
Possibly the suggestions were wise, and were wisely

treated

in the preparation

and issueof the vol-

ume.
But we have some doubts about it. We
suspect that the publication and great success of
Mr. Gough's autobiography may have had an influence in bringing out this book.
But Mr.
Dutcher and Mr. Gough are very different men,

their relations to the public are very dissimilar,
and the two books are separated by a great moral chasm, whether considerediyn respectto substance or style.
And in all these respects the
disadvantage is with MrsD. He had a sad and
shameful career of dissipation.
He ginped and
suffered grievously, as many young men of his

class have done and

are daily doing.

He has re-

formed and done good service as a worker
temperance. That last thing is greatly to
credit, and ought to be an encouragement to
ers who long for deliverance but have hardly

courage and faith to attempt

a‘reform.

for
his
oth
the

But we

see little in the substance,
and still less in the’
style, of Mr. Dutcher's narrative that warranted

his putting it into a book,

There

is nothing

striking or exceptional about it. He is a man of
simply fair abilities: He tells his story with'no
unusual interest or effect. A hundred
other
men might have found equally strong reasons

for going

thus into print, bad>they

pired to it, as fortunately they

likewise as-

did not,

And we

confess that the way in which the details of his
intemperate caréer are dwelt gn, and the appar-ent gusto with which #omé of them are rehearsed, seem to us needless, wanting ‘in good taste,
and are of at least doubtfal moral tendency.—
Still,on the whole, the book gives us a vivid
and impressive portrayal of the evils of liquordrinking, and is meant.to serve a great and good
causé,—as well as to exalt to an apparently cov-

eted notoriety Mr. George M. Dutcher.
Tre EXD OF THE WORLD.
By Edward Egglestone, author of * The Hoosier Schoolmaster,”
ete.
With
thirty-two
illustrations.
New

York: Orange Judd & Co. 12mo, pp. 299.
It may because we are now neither taken by

surprise nor brought in contact with a new,
fresh and vigorous wrnter of fiction, that this

book hardly seems up to the unusual level of the
Hoosier Schoolmaster, - It appears more an artificial product, and less a growth; more an an-

swer to an outward

demand, and less the out~

flow of inward forces

that

struggled

to embody

themselves through a law of their own nature
and development; less a gallery of real portraits
done in high colors, and more a series of Hogarthian exaggerations;

less a spontaneous testimo-

ny to the nobleness that dwells in rough natures
and walks in humble paths, and more a set at-

tempt to praise what is at once common
genuine, and to gibbet what

and

assumes to be es-

pecially sacred but is really a pious sham; lessa
product of creative genius, and more a result of
obvious and elaborate art.

But it is a live and unique volume.

Its paint-

ing of character, good and bad, is most effectively done. Good but henpecked Samuel Anderson,

STARTING

IN LIFE;

Young People.

or, Familiar

By John

her

noble

old Dutch

German

lover, “August

‘Wehle,~the

sire who talks inincomprehensible

English in his wrath but falls back
tongue in his ordinary moods,~the

ob his native
sweet-souled

Moravian wife and mother .whose life incarnates
love and duty and

faith,—Jonas,

the

roughets

and queerest and cutest and truest of uncultured
westerners,—~Cynthy Ann, with her deep, devout
but warped religious nature,~Elder Hankins
the adventist, and Humphreys the polished and
skillful villain,/~all these are characters which
only genius could conceive and embody, andwhioh

nothing but a healthy humor and a, truly Christian heart could render subsery ient to intellectual
gratification, moral stimulus and religous profit.
Mr. Eggleston ‘has done all this in bis new volume, and the engraver hasskillfully seconded his
efforts. There is no danger that anybody who be-

gins the book will lay down till it is finished, and it~
will insure a large company of readers for the
next volume which the author is prompted to

write. He keeps himself alike free from dullness
and doubtful morality,—two things which -we
can well afford
to spare...
/

volume by what

two after this we heard again the little tap-

one great heroic act,

Mr. Clifford is pastor of the Praed St. Gen.
Baptist church, London,—~an offshoot from Dr.
Burng’s,—editor of the Geh. Bapt. Magazine,
and a preacher and writer of more than the average culture, fervor and power,
He is always

wear less solemuity, which invites to clerical an—his hypocritical, hysterical and vixenish wife,
tics and charlatanism, or which holds out any - =the true-hearted and heroic daughter Julia and

THIRTY YEARS IN THE HAREM; or, The Auto(all she had) a sum of money barely suffibiography of Melek-Hanum, wife of H. H. Kicientto carry them both by freight cars Vo! brizli-Mehemet-Pasha. New York; Harper &
Brothers. 1872, 12mo. pp. 825.
their destination.
:
Little by little, now in one method and now in
The little fellow had actually ridden
h thier, the life in the interior of the oriental haand night in a freight car with his melan~ - is becoming open to the public. But we
ave had nothing which presented that life’ in its
choly trust, never for a moment losing
details, and so set forth the spirit as well as the
sight of it.

but he fléw from one to another, remember-

*

will fail to
kindled by

VIOLET DOUGLAS; or, The Yeobleue ¢of Life.
By Emma Marshall, | author of * Edith Prespoi fy »” ete. Boston:
N. H.: G.T. Day i

MARK CHURCHILL,
16mo.

BUD AND
Crk

Lothrop & Co. Dover,
1872. 16mo. pp. 474.

Same Publishers, &e. 1872.

pp. 237.

BLOSSOM.

By

Mrs. Mary

Same Publishers, &e.

1872,

Three -excellent and beautiful

Latham
18wmo. pp.

volumes.

The

first sets dut the beauty and the nobleness of a life

lived in active und unselfish devotion to the welfare of others, go by direct pSrtraiture and contrast,

The second is also a reprint, and gives us a welltold

story of a boy; left to

hear

burdens by the

"death of his father,but who carried thé bravely.
Talks

with

Clifford, M, A., LL.

B., B. Sc. London: Elliot Stock. 1872, imo,

pp. 140,

Bud and Blossom is made up of a number of
the pleasant stories which Mrs. Clark knows so
well how to write, and

whose attractiveness He

little people never fail fo discover.
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as to be understood, we

stop tor in-

have had

the time‘ to study

them

bear upon

than to remainin

utter

the mental discipline of

their shoul-

ignorance.

= |

As for

drilling on grammar

would be just as useful and more profitable
to set the pupil to counting twenty bushels

has

passed,
of tenpenny nails, or repeating
“What'is that? one asks, ‘‘A funeral England Primer” backward.
procession “No, it is the Misericordia.”
“Then what did the bier dontain, if not a
|

the ‘New

The Dead Sea.

-dead person P" *‘Some one sick, whom they
are carrying to the hospital,” A lady, who
has lived many years in Florence, gave me

;

now, some instrument could be inwhich would do for the ear what the

microscope does for the éye, what revelation

forever, or of committing rules, and exceptions, and pages of irregular, verbs, it

«ders a black bier or: ‘covered litter. As
‘they pass, hats are raised and held in respect above men’s heads until the train

If,
vented

but it is better that they should do this in a

are.covered.
and four or

~ Emerson at Amherst.

Henry Ward Beecher writes in the N. ¥.

more;

Misericordia.
In riding through the somewhat faulty manner, than not at all,
streets, in the evéning, you may meet a just as it is better for a’ child to be taught
rocession of men ‘shrouded in black, from the English in a superficial way, rather

Auriscope.

&

LYNDON

:

—

Ledger :

| speak, and write, and read, the modern
languages better than others, because they

One of the peculiarities of Florence which
strikes a stranger is the order of the

six of their number

—

quire whether he has committed to mem‘ory all the irrégular verbs, or whether he
ever saw a grammar. Of course, some

The Misericordia.

ead to foot, even their faces
They carry flaming torches,

“Wanted,—An

language, so

don’t

of sound'would take place! There is going
on every summer day a concert of blendin
sounds from
grasses, shrubs, vines, trees ol
every
kind, which no one notices, but which
would fill us with amazement and pleasure
if it were suddenly made audible t6 eur dull
ears,
:
If an auriscope could be invented we
might go forth into a world- as new as is
opened to a short-sighted man when he first
puts on near-sighted glasses.
There would arise from the development
of a finer sense of hearing, a new use for
trees, The Jandgeape gardener would select and combine
them not only for their
sweetness but for variety and harmony.

Mr. Emerson

was

Ambherst College,

ment.

x

»

the central figure

at.its

recent

Years.aré placing their mark

upen

his feattires ; his hair grows thin and

gray,

J.8.B
. 8. BROWN,

thering something from every

Miss ELLEN A.

one, as if
Fall

:

begins August 2

'

TUITION :
Primary Studies,
.
.
.
Common English, .
.
.
Higher Eng) sh,
.
.
.
and
Greek,
.
French (extra), .
.
Instruction on Piano or Organ, .
Use of Piano or Organ (exira),
.
.
Instruction on Guitar,
.
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
.
Pen
hip, 156 Lessons,
.
.
A¥~Clergymen’s children and students relying
their own exertions for an education, received at
duced tuition.

verbs, but with far more

efflorescence. His ideas are compact, and
each so wrought out that it could stand
alone without any neighboring sentence.
to

CALENDAR
Term of 13 weeks,

Employment.

_

HANDWRITING taught, and list of Mr. Comer’s works
on

Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; in clubs

on
re-

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

him, it

and

THE THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL CATALOGUE AND
CIRCULAR containing full information, with styles of

Winter Term of 13 ans
A) Es
1872
Spring Term of: 18 weeks, begins March 6, 1873.

Neither attitude, ges-

If pleasure be taken in listening

o

PERKINS, Penmanship.

Tr

willing

ture, nor emphasis is employed to help the
thought. His style 1s, at the root, like that
of the Book of

Latin and Greek.

cience,
Miss IDA EK. MORRILL, Mathemat
M188 MARY E. MOREY, Music. Ssaand Rhstono

He is

to take honey from the rarest, or commonest, flowers. His oration
was™ full of matter, but, like all his writings, it had a broad
and deep channel without apparent flow,
and yet there was an undercurrent and general progress. © His oratory is a conversa-

tional mgnologue.

A, B.. :Principal,yi

Miss Lizzis Caio, Preceptress, French and Nat-

full of gentle eagerpess in conversation,
e were a bee in a flower-garden,

Education

COMER’S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, conducted
with signal ability and success for furtpéwo {is
Jonre past under
the same management, and atten
y seventeen thousand (17,000) students, continues
from its Jong experience and extensive mercantile
connections, to possess
advantages, the confi
dence of the community, and has th
facilities tor Providing suitable employment for its
graduntes (male and
female), many of whom are now
at the head
of extensive establishments, while thousida hold responsible positions in this and other

at

commence-

but the light within is-unquenched.

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

at

‘

Penmanship,
Book-Keeping, Navigation, &c.
sent by mail Do may be h
FREE at the College.
?
Morning Sessions, ‘9 to 2, every business day
throughout the year. Evenings, 7 to 9, from 1st October

ist Ap

Tar

GEORGE
N, COMER,
ington street, corner of

A. M., President,
3238 WashWest streo , Boston,
4137

NORTHWOOD

SEMINARY.

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 4, 1872.

WILLIAM H, COTTON, A. B., Principal.

The tuition will be as follows :
Primary
Branches, +
00
Co
Eogiisn, ?
a Jim
ules
" 00
Higher English,
wows
pte
2 S80
Classical,
+
=~
»'
+
4
+ 600
Bosra and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
/
For further particulars address the Principal, or
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.

Ere we drop down from the hills of Judah Thus one’s dwelling might stand in the must be by those who enjoy pure thinking.
* LOCATION :
into the ghor or plain, the sun has got up midst of a perpetual arboreal orchestra.
The new, commodious buildieg, ample in its arIf this seems carried to a fanciful extent, For all such, an Emersonian prelection is a rangements,
high in
heaven; and as we
gaze into the
recently erected for the use of the
banquet
fit
for
the
gods.
But
for
those
less
valley below, the blue and shining waters “it is only in appearance. But of one thin
sitnated on & gentle eminence in the
trained, Emerson must be used like Liebig’s School,is
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the unifane people—as fre all Ttalians—they ave, of the Bahr Lout appear to our blinkin
we may be‘sure, that the ear may be traine;
Extract
of
Meat,
one
teaspoonful
of
which
versally
admired
full scenery of Vermont. The Lynindeed, = frightfully profane. About six eyes more lovely than the tenderest of Ital- to perceive, in a degree far surpassing anydonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is Put
hundred years ago there was a time of ian lakes, when seen from the Alpine tops. thing now common, the tone habits of trees, is enoughto make rich soup for a small ten minutes w
from the Institution. It is thus
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872,
Whatever may become of much of easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
epidemic and terror, and one day as some How long . these . tantalizing waters are in and that a great deal of gentle and refining family.
.
at the same time remoy:
om the activities and
his
writing,
a
part
of
it
will
last
as
long
as
porters engaged in the extensive cloth sight! Sinking from.
leasure
might
be
derived
from
this
enNICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
dip to dip, we come
temptations
which
tend
to
divert
the
attention
and
our tongue is spoken, and the Emersonian corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
manufactories were indulging
in an end- upon a wide and
argement of the scale of sound.
broken terrace of fine
FALL TERM begins Monday, Aug. 19, 1872,
period will always be regarded as one of
For further particulars, address the Principal at
1:3s stream of profanity over the fright and mold, mixed with chalk, which from the
Tuition, $28.00 a year.
Lyndon Center, or I. Ww. SANBORN, Secretary, at
he
great
eras
in
the
future.—
Christian
terror reigning everywhere, their dean. or hights above had seemed to be the natural
Lyndonville.
i
ig JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assistion.
‘What
Men
have
Died
For.
yndon
Center,
Vt.,
1872.
81
‘hedd man spoke to them thus: ‘‘Come, bed” or level of the
plain. But when we
ants.
—
The special work of this school is to fit students for
now, this swearing does no good; it can reach this terrace it is found to be only the
College, and it is open for both sexes.
The school
The Modern Press.
not avert the disease, and who knows first and broadest of successive levels. We
Colonel Montgomery was shot in a duel
HILLSDALE
COLLEGE.
bemg composed of only one department, a thoroughwhich one of us may be struck down first. fall to a second, thén to a third smooth table about a dog; Colonel Ramsey, in one about
ness In doing their work is secured from both teachFacuLry:
ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
I have an idea; let us impose a fine upon of alluvial soil. These stairs by which you a servant; Mr. Featherstone, in one about
The printer, when asked what he privted,
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
‘ourselves, and each time any one swears descend from the lost range of hills to the a recruit; Sterne’s father, in one about a said he printed
thoughts. When asked, REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
¢ RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an
it shall be paid in to some one of our num- ghor, the true level of the Dead Sea, have goose ; and another gentleman, in one about How can you print thoughts, which are in‘“ SPENCERJ. FOWLER, A.M., Prof, Mathe- Geometry.
Special attention i# given to reading,
ber. With this money
we will buy a lit a common character, produced no doubt by an acre of anchovies; one officer was chal- visible, intangible things, .without form,
matics and Nat. Philosophy.
declamaftion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
ter, and then if any of us take the
disease, a common cause. They have all been un- lenged for merely asking his opponent to -color or weight, his reply was,that thoughts GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.M. Prof. Ancient Lan- scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
es.
the College and Theological School, affords advanthe others can carry him to the hospital.” der water. Where they have not been worn enjoy a second goblet; and another was live and work, and walk in things that make HIRAM COLLIER,
A. M., Prof. Nat. Science.
of association with
students of a higher rank
It was a good idea, and they "agreed to it. and furrowed, their smoothness is like that compelled to fight about a pinch of snuff; tracks, and with pieces of metal called F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and tages
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
Belles Lettres.
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.
They soon had money enough to buy not of a sandy beach. They are lapped by an- General Barry was challenged by a Captain pes, he. could measure the track of any
H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Departm’nt
only one litter but several, and from caring cient shore lines, ribbed
ought that ever made its burning foot- ALEX. C.
by ancient waves. Smith for declining wine at a dinner on a
NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
2
for the sick among themselves they soon Near the lake end of the river bed, the plain steamboat, although the General had plead marks along the pathway of ages.
This
DNER, Instructor in Drawing and
A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
extended this care to many outside.
is dotted with a multitude of cones or hills, as an excuse that wine invariably made him thought, when measured by types, and
Paintin,
The society has
grown
from this begin- about fifty feet high, their crowns level with sick; and Lieutenant Cowther lost his life touched by printers’ ink, assumes fom, |-MELVILLE W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental associates,
Six JoRular courses for both sexes.
Four terms of
and Vocal Musie.
ning to be one of the institutions of which each other, and their sides smooth and round in a duel because he.wasrefised admittance takes on a body, and is clothed in garments
ten weeks each.
JENNIE de 1a MONTAIGN, Teacher of French,
Florence is very justly
proud. All ranks as the ebb and flow of water will wear a plat- to a club of pigeon shooters. In 1777 a of beauty, that makes it a living, working,
CALBNDAR:
CALENDAR, 1872.
+of society are Mon
among its mem- form of marl or clay. These cones are so duel occurred in New York city between intellectual, moral and spiritual force in the
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
' bers, from the common laborer up to the regular in shape as to resemble works of Lieutenant Featherstonehaugh, of the7 th world.
March 20—Spring Term beging.”
Fall
Term
closes
November 1, 1872.
Thought first works through the machinJune 20—~Commencement. king limself, who, I am told, is a member. art ; the tombs of the sheikhs in times when
and Captain McPherson, of the 42d Briti
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
September
4—Fall
Term
begins.
ery
of
the
human
body,
and
reveals
itself
in
Winter Term sloses January 24 1878.
They detail a certain number to be in read- men were giants, with natural pyramids regiment, in regard to the manner of eating
December 4—Winter Term
begins.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.
’
riness to serve for one day, ora number of for graves.
corn, one contending that the best eating the flushed face, the flashing smile, the tenFor College Catalogue SRP to
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas.
days; and when the
at bell’ from the
It is a strange and memorable scene. was from the cob, and the other that the der glance, the musical voice, the graceful
Summer Term
8 April 38, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
the cob before movement, or the gentle pressure of the
‘Campanile sounds, they leave whatever High mountains to the east and to the west ; “grain should be cut f]
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
It hext works throuch the machinherstonehaugh lost hand.
oocupation they may be engaged in ahd the hights of Abraham, the crests of Gii- eating. Lieutenant
E.C, LEWIS, Sec. Trustees,
hasten to their: rooms near the Duomo,l%ead, the Mountain of the Temptation ;.on his right arm, the ball from his antagonist’s ery of the printirg-press, and by it is stamp- LE ALL TERM will commence on Monday, Aug.,
New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1872.
oy
ta
ed
with
immortality,
andin
the
daily
and
whence they start out in whatever direction our right hand the burned cities of Lot; on pistol shattering the limb dreadfully, so
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
:
BATES THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
Jeri- much so that it had to be amputated. Gra- weekly newspaper is scattered abroad as
be needed. They are distin- our left hand the ruins of Gilgal and
tthey ma
:
». H. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R. I., July 13, 1872.
guished for the quietness, order and care cho; in our front the long flat plain of sand ham, Major Noah's assistant editor on the the leaves of the Tree of Life for the healing
The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
22, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
with which they conduct their business. and ashes; the green fringe of the sacred National Advocate, lost his life in 1827, at of the nations. Inthe newspaper of the
as follows:
*
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
For instance, a lady’s cook is taken sudden- stream, and slanting across that river the the duelling ground in Hoboken, with Bar- present day, more than in books or periodiRev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
ly and violently ill. The man may be ford over which Joshua passed, and in ton, the son-in-law of Edward Livingston, cals, is the soul-food served up and distribWATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Theology.
without a home of his own: for many rea- which Jesus was baptized by John. Not a in simple dispute about *‘ what was trumps" uted that is to satisfy the appetite and feed
Faculty:
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
the strength of the teeming millions of the
ons it may be impossible for him to be cloud flecks the sky, not a breath stirs the in a game of cards.
Greek and Homiletics,
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
earth’s rational population.
No voice
cared for in the house of his employer. air, not a ripple moves thelake.
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
The
stellectual
and
moral
growth
of
our
Philosophy.
What is done? They send for the Mis- of bird, no hum of insect, breaks the opE.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss Rev.J,Moral
A City of Women.
A. Howe, A. M., Protesséor of Systematic
people depends upon thoughts upon which
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
ericordia. In a short time a train of men, pressive hush. Pitiless streams the light
Theology:
——
:
they feed, and the amount of mental feeding
Thomas S,
Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
shrouded in black, bearing their covered upon these blinding sands. Here and there,
Calendar:
Two Courses ot study are prescribed ; one emMrs. Leonowens, in her leeture on Siam, depends upon the supply of food, both in
the shore, fie stems and .boles of
litter, also black, is at the door.
The one ph
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
bracing and
the other omitting the ancient
lanquantity and quality. A sufficient quantity
WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 3, 1872.
im charge asks a few questions: ‘‘What is trees; old giants, torn by the floods from
tells the following :
guskes.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
and
good
quality
of
mental
food
can
only
Liberal
aid
is
rendered
to
those
needing
it.
the
into
down
the name of the persen ill? Has he friends? the Jordan banks, dashed
The, central part of the capital city of be furnished in a form and at a price so as
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
Where are they to be feund ? What are the Sea of Salt, tossed back in storms from its Bangkok, in Siam, is devoted
exclusively
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.
er week. or rooms may be obtained for self-boardcauses of his attack ?” &c. These being angry clutch, steeped thick with brine, and to the residence of some nine thousand to place it within the reach of all through the ng at reasonable rates.
EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
As we sig to women, among whom no man but the King newspaper press. Another advantage of a
answered, a few of them,
with strong, left to peel and whiten.
attention
given to those desiring to take a thorough
skillful hands, lift him into the litter, and bathe, two vultures, knawing at a ead may enter.
This institution 18 under the control of the WisThe inhabitants of this inner newspaper over books as the medium for course in Music.
consin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
For farther particulars, address the Principal.
bear him smoothly and easily to some hos- camel, scream and soar into the air, wheel, city are the thousand women of the royal conveying mental food to our people is, that
operasion for three years. The coming year promrr
pital, where he is well cared for. They|cry , and sink upon one of these skeleton harem, and some eight thousand more, who it comes fresh and warm from the glowing
ises more
enlarged usefulness.
The village of
of its producers every week. It is
RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
Evansville is finely located, and few
places in the
make no distinction of rank, country or trunks, fixing their fiery eyes on a visionof are soldiers, artificers and slaves.
This lit- brains
never
old,
never
stale,
but
always
new,
alphe FALL TERM will begin Aug. 20 and close Nov. West surpass it in point of moral and religious inreligion in their services. They watch white flesh, and never slackening that vam- tle world is ruléd by women as magistrates,
fluences.
It is a dish 8, 1872
with the sick, but the rules of their order pire
gaze so long as we splash and plunge who administer the laws of the kingdom. ways fresh, always fragrant.
Expenses are reasonable.
EXPENSES.
Prof. JACOBS will rave charge of the Music Deforbid them to acceptany thing in the Fut LL
rocky isle. Some people call the There is no =ppeal from their decisions. tempting to ths appetite, pleasing to the
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
partment.
taste,
and
refreshmg
to
the
spirits
of
the
in
done
Room rent, per term, from
00
of refreshment but a
glass of water.
Dead Sea noisome, This must be
Prisoners are arrested by sheriffs of their
CALENDAR:
Board, per week, in private families,
young English girl
became very ill in obedience to a monkish tale, invented by own sex. If it is necessary to chain them, reader. No man, woman, or child, who
bas
a
soul
to
feed,
should
be
without
the
FALL
TERM
opens
Aug.
27,—continuing 13 weeks,
orence, and it was necessary
for her Greeks who never wash, and repeated by it is done by blacksmiths of their own sex.
EXTRA CHARGES.
closing Nov. 22.
daily
%r
weekly
newspaper.
Itoccupiesa
bathing
Now,
few
a
swim.
not
Fiesole,
can
to.
who
her
Italians
remove
to
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—ocontinuing 13 weeks,
friends
If a disturbance arises, it is suppressed by ag
- Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10
closing Feb. 28.
Use of Instrument for practice,
1
miles distant. But she could not bear the on the beach at Malaga is good, in the Nile force of five hundred amazons, trained from place, fills a position, performs an office,
For particulars, address
!
Vocal
Music
for
Gentlemen,
1
and
does
a
work,
peculiar
to
itself,
a
place
suCapri
at
cave
motion of the
e, and mo means could at Gizeh delicious, in the
infancy to the use of sword and spear. that it is too pretentious to perform.
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.
“
.
Ladies,
1
be devised by which she could be moved perb; but in these and all other waters level Meanwhile the «lave women carry on a vaPenmanship,
fifteen lessons
1
Rooms for self-boarding ma, be had at reasonable
with safety
and comfort. Finally, the with the sea, there is an easy limit to the riety of manufactures, or go outside the
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
Misericordia was suggested and sent for. word which expresses enjoyment of the walls to till the fields. The women of higher
term, paying from such time to the close of the term
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
be
may
and
human,
at
the
regular
rates.
.
is
the
pleasure
carried
aid
The
any
bath,
They came, and without
birth are sealed to the King. The slave
A
course
of
Lectures
on
teaching
will
be
delivered
taste
the
wine,
fine
of
the flavor
on their shoulders borne, like
women
may
marry, but their husbands
yohqg invalid safely
Open to both sexes. Three full courses of study:
during the term.. For Catalogue apply to
up the long mountain road to the little of a rich fruit, the zest of a quick ride. But dwell outside the walls. The children, if
2
WM, REED, Joo & Treas.
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obitAGRICULTURAL,
Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1872.
town, where they left her. Such an insti- a plurige in the Bahr Lout is an essay by it- ‘boys, are banished from the “city of women uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
SCIENTIFIC and
from at six years old; only the girls remain. All
ither from the glowing light,
CLASSICAL.
tation, more than 600 years old, commands self,
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
brine,
MAINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.
cooling
the
from
all
or
from
blood,
esteem
and
the fevered
the Oriental distinctions of rank are scrupu- equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion
* unbounded respect
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
nota
is
Sea
Dead
the
into
thoroughly Christian.
lously observed in this strange realm, ex- Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
who know anything about it, and Floren- your first dive
PITTSFIELD, ME.
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
tines and foreigners may well remove their common bath, but an experiment in the un- cept that the magistrates are chosen for per- single square can well be afforded to any single
beauty,
and freedom trom corrupting influences.
Furnishes
College,
Preparatory,
Normal,
Academhats in respect, as the hooded train passes known animal delights of life.—W. H. sonal character and wisdom. Mrs. Leon- obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
ical jnd Ladies’ Full pi ins [J ’ study. Terms, 10
Expenses only
$175 for College year of 40 weeks
i
the
on its errand of unobtrusive charity.— Dizon.
of
reverence
great
weeks.
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue
owens speaks with
she.
SABRA
GETCHEL
died
in
Atkinson,
Me.,
Aug.
and
use
of
heavier
Furniture.
when
Utica Herald.
Chief Justice
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
woman who was
18,
1872,
aged
20
years.
She
gave
her
heart
to
For
Catalogue
or
further
information,
address the
term commences Ngv. 7, 1872.
lived in Bangkok, and tells some remarka- God a few months before she died and maintained Winter
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
“Paris a Humbug.”
GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
ble anecdotes of the courage with which her hope in Christ until the hour of her death, REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal Depart- Miss JANE W. HOYTR, A. M., Agricultural College
—
PP
The Teaching of Languages.
P. O., Center Co., Pa.
1y48
ment.
she enforced justice against offenders far leaving 8 good evidence to her weeping friends
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French and
that she was going to rest with’ Jesus.
;
re
superior to herself in social rank.
Rev. J. H. Barclay ventures to differ
WHITESTOWN
SEMINARY.
Mathematics.
HENRY AVERIL died in Atkinson, Sept. 9, Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
The teaching of modern languages
in from the popular estimate. He writes to
TERM ot this institution will open Aug.
Miss CLARA A, FORBES, Associate in Normal De- 26.TheSixFALL
1872, aged 3 years, 5 months.
complete courses of study for both sexes, in
our colleges is too elaborate, simply the Lutheran Observer:
George Eliot.
Pastmente
F. A. PALMER.
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
because there is not time. ‘The teachers are
Miss
ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint and for business.
;
If there is an unmitigated humbug on
Rll fl
ing,
Wax-work and Wood Carving.
THEODORE W, JONES died in Webster, N. H.,
The Music Department has just been enlarged
often like a man who walks backward half the face of the earth, it is Paris. People
Mes. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
Augv
5,
aged
47
years
and
3
months.
Some
years
with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments an
Many
romancers,
says
the
Boston
Globe,
a milein order to
get a start for a: leap visit it beeause it is the fashion, and learn
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College, experienced teachers. The
School is one of the.
since, Mr. Jones was bereft of two lovely daughAugusta), Teacher of Penmanship and Book- largest and best in the State.
ever a ditch which is directly before him, to murder a little French and to praise de- who are George Eliot's inferiors in every- ters, and now leaves a widow as the 1
link
of
of
knack
Keeping.
or
'erms
moderate.
Send
for
Circular.
Students are kept drilling away on the lightful Paree,as they pronounce it, because thing else, excel her in the art
the family chain.
May the grace of God sustain’
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
J. S. GARDINER, Principal.
grammar and on elementary principles un- it is the fashion. Paris has its beauties; it constructing a consistent mechanical plot. the mourners thus deeply afflicted.
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
Whitestown, N. Y., July 2, 1872.
G.
W.
ENAPP.
Such
men
as
Wilkie
Collins
and
Charles
beginning
and
middle
of
the
term.
til the time is up and the train is starting. is a fine city, but there is a wearisome samee price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
JONATHAN BROWN, E8Q., died in North RidgeIt may be said that” a ootrary course is ness about its streets. Uniformity becomes Reade give to their narrative a more in$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentleville, O., Aug. 19, 1872,
aged 88 years.
He was
.
:
men’s are formed.
superficial, Of course it is! But what tiresome. Uniform, as a rule, in hight, tense interést. But who equals her im the born
in New Hampton,
N. H., Feb. 28, 1792, reRooms and board in private families at reasonable
mawould you have ? It is this or nothing ! Be- uniform in style, the mansard roof every- prime a quality of the novelist and
4 > PAYSON’S INDELIBLE
INK
rates.
{
moved
to
Vermont
in
1819,
emigrated
to
Ohio
in
in
er
AND
Who e
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at he
sides,it is not superficial in an odious sense. where prevalent,
1830. - Blessed are those that die in peace, their
No one can erect an tist—characterization?
felicity
exquisite
and
thought
of
Pittsfield,
Maine.
breadth
po
BRIGGS’
MARKING
PEN.
rest shall be perpetual.
CoM.
it is simply devoting the little time stu- edifice until submitted tothe royal architect,
31
C., A. FARWELL, Secretary.
(8
11, a Portable Case. Cannot jr over. Aldents have to the language, instead of the who insists on certain rules,—one man pow- and simplicity o style? Who can be com!
i l ways ready. Never fails. Sold by all DrugSYLVESTER PRAY died in East Rochester,June
tranquil
the
to
respect
in
her
with
il
gists and Stationers. GEO, C.
GODWIN
key to the language. This kind of teach- er, the curse of nations and churches. pared
29,of consumption, aged 35 years.
Nearly three
WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,
hi
Shel
CO., Ag’ts, Boston.
POWERS
PAPER
years ago our dear Bro..gave his heart to God,
ing has been tried, and tried advantageous- There is mot in Paris, except her opera, power with which she exerts her wonderful
Wi
CO.,
Springfield,
Mass.
Traveling
Canvassift of insight? Who, like her, can portray and soon after, in connection with his wife and
ly. . Probably no teacher of modern lan- house, a single building equal to Bennett's
* AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
UJ
ers wanted
by F. H. STODDARD & CO..
was paptized and united with the ¥. B.
3m34
guages hps been more successful than the Herald office or the Park bank, save in “ex- 2 coinedy and tragedy of human life with-is others,
This Institution offers to students important aud 68 Fulton St., N. Y.
church at E.
Rochester. From the first of his
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
et, Professor Longfellow, of (Cambridge. teusiveness, and you are safe in the conclu- out relying on a single element of what
Christian
life
he
stood
in
the
front
ranks
of
Chris.
“sensation,” ? She is profound aad tian works and enterprise. With him religion was send for a Circular to
horoughly educated himself, and having sion that when
European visitors are going called
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.
Church Cushions.
vital throughout, and yet is,as familiar and a life-work, and the
Master’s cause of more imspent years with the best masters, and in into ecstasies over the second city of . the
She seems [orince than ease or worldly gain. When his
PIKE SEMINARY,
We are now making a specialty of * CHIUR CH
unpretending as Jane Austen,
the best society abroad, he condescended to world, it is the fashion, and that explains
ealth failed he did not absent
himself from the
to beon a level with the characters she deThe FALL TERM of this Institution will open Aug. CUSHIIONS ” stuffed with
be usefuleas a professor, and we have heard and covers a great deal.
;
house of God, but cheered our hearts with his 28, 1872. The Endowment Fund is almost secured,
faces
of
Pholographer
mere
a
be
to
picts;
PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
from those who know, that his method
presence in the public and social meetings. I shall
will be raised the present year. A new ClassiIf Paris is overestimated, much more is
hearts; but what elevation not soon forget his pas face and the marked at- and
cal and Scientific course of study has been arranged, It is cheaper than Hair, and will hold its elasticity
. was extremely simple and practical, and her army a swindle, The Prussian victo- and minds andwhat
the length of time, and is proofagainst moths.
keen perception of the tention he gave to the last sermon it was his priv- and classes in the same will be formed at once. The double
to more than one hundred churches
entirely different from that of teachers who ries lessened considerably in our estima- of sentiment,
evident to the ilege to hear. His sickness was long and his suf- Seminary has been repaired at much expense. New thatWe arecannowreferusing
are
laws,
spiritual
higher
the
their
of
than
themselves
of
have been employed, and no pains will be
think more
tion. We saw, probably, thirty thousand of practiced eye in her bland, tolerant, true fe ngs great ; Jeb no murmur escaped his lips. Teachers
spared to make the school one of the best. We are
¢¢ Elastic Sponge Cushions.”
pupils. When he took up French, for in- the flower of the army, viz., the Versailles
Our
brother’s
death
has
caused
a
sad
breach
in
prepared to fit young Ladies and Gentlemen for We invite investigation, and will be pleased to send
and beautiful method of representation. the church, filled the hearts of parents, brothers now
stance, with the class, he made a few state- troops.
scarecrows;
in the most thorough manner. Good accom- circular referring to churches that are using our
They were walking
Her glance into the most secret hiding- and sisters with sorrow, and is an irreparable College
modation for board.
Mr.
Partington, one of the new
ments as to pronunciation, and then read they were the slouchiest,
irtiest, worst
Cushions.
she
fatal;
and
sure,
swift,
is
souls
teachers,
has spent nearly two years in Europe, and
of
places
loss
to
his
family.
But
God
will
be
their
friend,
HALEY, MORSE & CO.,
a sentence which the students read after dressed, meanest drilled troops I ever saw
on
his
return
enters
upon
the
“position
of
teacher
of
superficial
and
the
blessed
Saviour
will
notleave
nor
forsake
whether
heart,
411 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON,
him. The progress, after several weeks on parade. Our cherished dream is gone; seizes the inmost
Modern Languages in this Institution.
Free tuition
them,
A.
LOVEJOY.
delineates;
she
to Teachers. Teachers’ class formed at the opening Sole Agents for New Eogland for the sale of PA
of this practice, would be considerable, the days of the old guard are over. The or deep, of the personages
a
in
develops,
of the Fall term.
Bro. OsMUND SPOFFORD died in Danville,
TENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
27Tw25
Accent was acquired, as the child acquires spirit of the great Napoleon may well turn she shows hew character according as cir- after
six days of sickness, Sept. 7, aged 78 years
FACULTY.
direction,
did sorrowing away.
As to translating, he
it,by the ear.
Ichabod is written on right or ‘wrong
and
9
months.
It
is
said
that
no
man
in
D.
ever
W. P. MORGAN, A. M., Greek and Latin.
that; and
Now Ready.
another shocking thing, and that was to the banners of France, for the glory has cumstances sway in this way or
W.P. MELCHER, A. B., Mathematics and Greek.
did so much work as the deceased ; and his indusover all and under all she indicates the in- try was always successful, rendering him the H. E. PARK, A. M., Natural Sciences and Philosophy.
advise his pupils to
have a good transla- departed.
Litera.
and
voLanguage
human
of
English
A.,
L.
PORTER,
evitable laws, independent
The Commentary on the Gospels by
uiet, useful and estimable citizen, neighbor and EMMA ture
tion, and to use the dictionary and gramA word on what is left of the old army. lition, which govern human life. Dickens's father,
Long years ago, he was baptized by Eld.
FREDERICK PARTINGTON, German and French,
mar as they needed them ; that is, the lan- We went in the broiling sun to the Hotel
Rev.
John J. Butler, D. D.;is now
John
Harriman,
and
if
in
these
years
he
has
erred,
EVELYNE PIERCE, Instrumental Music.
characters are fixed, hers are fluctuating;
He has always
guage was to be studied, and not, the keys des Invalides, the asylum of the old soldiers
M. L. CHANDLER, Vooal Music.
hers are it has been in being too worldly. been
grown,
are
‘characters
Dickens’s
ready for delivery to our customers.
his solace
wit. These latter were to be used, as of Napoleon, and the place where his ashes
For further information apply to the Principal.
religion, and its hopes have
is more vivid in char- loved
M. E. SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees.
in his last hours, and these were clear to the last
they were needed, in unlocking the former, repose, and so we compared France, not growing, Dickens
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
he
individualities
the
and triumphant.
* The Christian’s is a glorious
The memory was not to be. cumbered and with others, but with herself. In the hos- acterization because
tempers
hope,” were among his last words.
After much
first volume, have already been sold.
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
WILTON
loaded with rules, and exceptions, and pital and around the grounds, we saw vete- creates are unchangeable in form,
speech, and peculiar- religious counsel to his children, grandchildren
WILTON, IOWA.
put to disposition, mode of
definitions, but the latter were to be sought rans of ninety years of age, who
aud
friends,
he
has
quietly
and
calmly
left
our
This number is nearly half of all that
and phrase, circles for the rest an mansions of immortality.
France. ities of gesture, movement,
Commences its Fall Term September 2, 1872.
for as they were required ,and when the stu- shame the best blood of modern
at
arrived
have
they
that
feels
reader
have been printed. This simple anCatalogues sent to icquirers.
dent could
appreciate them. All this was perthrough the suns of The
an interesting account of this charitable
society, which is well worth repeating,
The Florentines are an
edingly pro-
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SOMETHING NEW!

haps supe cial, and even absurd, but it
was, eminently successful, as all aver who

know his method of teaching,

Men who had fought

Egypt, and the snows of Russia, grizzled
= weather-beaten, but still erect as pines,

the limits of their being,and that they have,

if we can use the expression, become stereotyped. George Eliot has the more ‘subtle

LORENZO,

twin

son of G. J. and

Julia

A.

broad-shouldered, stern. old soldiers, who power of exhibiting character in the process
recall the glory of the old guard,—the last
in representing May the God of all consolation comfort the beto the old system of teaching the dead lan- lingering lights of a once powerful nation. of formation; and even
afliction.
F. RANDALL.
characters are reaved family in this
whose
eccentrics
and
ee
guages, that they regard with
disgust any We could not but think of what these old oddities
ee
imthe
highten
to
attempt at simplicity, if it has the least ap- (en must have felt for the humiliation of fixed, she never strivesby indulging in that
_ Academies, &c.
earance of being superficial. As our this land, how they must have bled at the pression they make
tendency to exaggeration or caricature, inathers trudged through
the Latin and degeneracy of the moderns.
to which Dickens is frequently hurried by NORTE PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
« Greek grammars, and committed to mem-+
‘
nd what is the matter with France ?
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Tuesday,
ory page after page of what. they did not Wherein lies the secret of her overthrow P intoxication of animal spirits. .
May 14th, and continue ten weeks.
and never could understand, so must their It it is'contained in two words,—sgnorance
M. K. MABRY, Principal.
children, How short a time it is since and licentiousne ss.
:
Be not proud of riches,but afraid of them,
Board and Tuition at the same rates as formerly.
to
there was any Greek dictionary in English,
way
the
cross
to
bar
silver
a
be
they
lest
Will the friends send us.some students for this
The fact is, educated men

And,

when

one

was

:

are so wedded

translated,

some

of

the old masters threw up their eyes in hor-

cror.

We have ehanged

all this.

Ifa man

A

It is possible to be doinp\ sgmething and

yet be very idle.

ae

~0

hedven.

You must answer for riches, but:

riches can not answer for you.

term.

1

M. E. SWEAT, Sec.

nouncerent.is

AUSTIN ACADEMY,

Drown, died at South Barton, Vt. Avg. 21, of
cholera infantum, aged 6 months and 21 ays. A
lovely flower, transplanted from earth to heaven.

STRAFFORD

The Fall Term of this
Tuesday, Aug, 20,

and

CENTER,

N.

Institution
continue

will

eleven

H.

'

sommenet
weeks,

un-

der the instruction ot I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Principal of Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
Me.
:
Tuition from $3.50 to $5.00.
;
Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at rea-

sonable rates. Board in private families from $2.50
to

$3.00.

The location of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, comdesirin
bine to offer the best inducements to - those
a thorough academical education that the schoo!
has presented for yearsFor particular information address the Principal, —
I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.
WARREN Foss, Sec.

sufficient to

show that

others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be on

our hands. Price $2,00. Postage, extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100
| dersare

or

more.

Or-

solicited.

Freewill Baptist Books, imeiuding Sunday,
hool Books, may be obtained at Dover prices’
of Rev. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich, .
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Chicago has begun.

sensible heat, producing perspiration.

The Mountain Meadow massacer now seems to”
be clearly fixed upon the Mormon leaders.

skin
does not absorb the heat; the sun’s
therefore rest upon and burn it,

Nearly 500 State prison convicts are employed
in the mines and on the railroads of Tennessee. ¢

i

Ex-Governor Curtin of Pennsylvania has written a letter accepting the liberal republican nom-

ination to the constitutional convention,
It is reported that another universal congress
of Internationals is to be held in this country on
account of the dissatisfaction with the recent proceedings at the Hague.
:

education,to which he

This soil requires

!

top, it will

termination.

The

end

ought

leachy soil.

discharged

on

.

complaint charging him with complicity in the
Nathan murder case, the evidence being insuffi-

tility down.

cient to hold him.

Forrester will be sent to Illi-

nois to serve out the
term of imprisonment.

balance

Mr. Seward is making rapid progress in
narrative of his journey round the world.

A congratulatory and ratification meeting of
the republican women of Massachusetts was held
in Tremont Temple Wednesday night, at which

an address

to the

women

adopted, and speeches

President Grant

and

of the country

favoring

has got through

was

the reélection of

superior

ity and experience, can

criminal

The Rev. Peter Cartwright, the famous Methodist preacher, died in Chicago on Wednesday.
The second trial of Mrs. Fair excites but little
"interest.
The testimony is concluded.
It differs
in no material points from that submitted on the
first trial.
returned to

to the base

ticket,

Governor Leslie of Kentucky has appointed as
United States Senator to fill the vacancy occagioned by the death of Garrett Davis, Willis B.
Machen of Lyon county.
He was a mémber of
se constitutional convention, and has served in

don’t

courses in

call another na-

Governor Curtin made a long speech in Bellefonte, Pa., on Saturday evening, favoring Bucka-

On

has been elected to the United

scattering, 14; majority for

The Grass and the other

Converse, 25,319.

Indians

now visiting

Another

to the capital.

:

A terrible storm swept over the village

ete.

of Os-

Three churches and several residences were

destroyed

and two

persons

were

killed.

The

crops were ruined along the line of the tornado,
which crossed the river at this point and then

swept up the Tennessee shore.

Mexico continues in a tranquil condition.

There has
England.

IX. of Denmark is seriously ill.

been

a snow-storm

at

Sheffield,

A considerable reduction in the German

army

+

in France is expected.

:

More stringent laws against Coolies
published in Cuba.

have beeh

An industrial exhibition is to be held in St.
Petersburg in the autumnof 1873,
4
Sunday, the anniversary of the establishment
of the first republic, passed off quietly throughout

France, although disturbances

"hended in some sections.

had been

:

appre-

A despatch from Nice states that Caleb Cushing
has arrived in that city, and after remaining a few
hours left for Bordeaux.
He sails from Havre
for America soon.
Sei

eavy rain storm has flooded Aberdeen,
nd, and rained the crops in the vicinity.
flow of emigration

from

Metz, since

the

pation of that city by German troops, has
en 80 heavy that the population now is but
ne-third what it was before the late war.

\They are talking about building a railway to
take ships across the isthmus of Panama. It will
take $75,000,000 to do it.
go
Five hundred coolies, with $70,000
of their own
savings, have left Havana and retukg
homes in China.

to their

men shows the nature of its formation by the little coral insects very distinctly. ‘When taken out
of the water it had small crabs on it. A" query
arises, whether these crabs live on the coral insects, or whether they simply seek the branches
of the coral for protection.
The popular supposition is that corals are of extremely slow growth.
Here we have a formation equal to over seventeen feet in a century,
.

It is now reported

that the fifth and only un-

‘married daughter of Queen Victoria has been betrothedto the Marguis of Stafford, gon and heir

of the Duke

of Sutherland.

As the mirquis is

son of one of the richest nobles in Great

Britain,

The Patrie publishes a report of a recent con-- the British people will be spared the expense of

claves that every one in Europe desires peace.

supporting any pauper princes. ‘When the princess has been married, which probably will not
be for a-year or two at least, the Queen will prob-

is friendly and Aus-

ably turn her attention to settling her sons in life,

yersation with Président Thiers, in which he de-

Germany has weakened herself by annexing non-

‘German territory.

Russia

‘trian sympathizes with France.

Italy remembers

not by
the past. France will bave her revenge,
arms, but by work. She has nothing to fear.

4 i

ey

I

The

princes

do not

seem

however, only one of them, the Prince of Wales,

eo
“

».

/

5

for* this

their

way

down,

changing its

soil composed largely of clay. Pass in straw,muck,
salt, refuse
matter from various sources, the
clearings of the stables, &c.,but
let soil, clay soil,
pure clay if possible, be the main ingredient, and

inch or two from the

ers have more wealth laid by for old age at the
end of that time

by hiring, as

all, therefore, cut off an

vember, 1870, and I expected and desired a thick

state of things, is wise.

Others,

for

—

The instinct, observation, and experience of
civilized society have led to the practice of eating
three times a duy—morning, noon
and night.
Circumstances, habit, necessity, have caused the
appointment of different hours for eating, without
demonstrably hurtful results; but the great general rule, as to those who work, is as above stated, and for them the best time for breakfast is the

16@..17|

direct other men’s

promisesto pay

ras

.

and

the

y

retaining only what

moisture is needed.

Anda

BY
G.

ALLEN,

s

the same time, the laws of its action “Were deter-

shaley, or

sandy and gravelly. Such a soil requires constant attention it is true; but then it pays at
once as you go along; only feed it.— Country

:
-

a

And is, as an Ex

0 says,

—

A

Massachusetts

Bushes.

Br

correspondent of the Coun~

try Gentleman writes :
4
Twenty years ago I bought a pasture of good
soil, but badly overrun with bushes, roses, blackberry, bayberry, and ' barberry. - For several
had a good opportunity to observe the effect upon
their life when cut at different times. It was
all the kinds, that when

they were cut inthe latter part of August or early in September,
not killed by the

they were mostly injured if
proceeding.
The roses were

nearly all killed by one cutting at that season and
the barberry, especially those of large growth
and

which were in

from

the stump

fruit, never sent up

or

root.

The

difficult to

the scythe, but were

then, and

down better

when

any other time.

cut

late in

and

eradicate with

are

now, kept

summer

than at

Tam confident the time men-

tioned is the best to destroy any

up; and

a sprout

bayberry

blackberry were more

TI think it. would

be

plant by cutting

more

effectual if

ti es, from three

hundred peach

in diameter, which

had

.
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to $275 per pair, or accord-

to their value as Beef.

Handy

Steers, $65 to $125.

:

>

SToREs—Yearling iio $5 two year old, $00
$00; three years old, $00 to $00.
FAT HoGS—5} to bie.
4
SHOTES<Wholesale, 6ic to 9c; Retail 64c to 00c
HipEs—Brighton 00c_to Ske; Country lots, 9c to 94c:
TALLOW=6¢ to 6i¢; Ceuntry lots be to Sie.
PELTS—with wool 1 00 to $1,25 each; Country lots.

1,00 to $0,00.

CALF SKINS—16¢ to 18c.
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VEGETINE is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected barks, roots and herbs, and
80 strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradicate from the system every taint of Scrofula,
Scrofulous Humor, Tumors, Cancer, Cancerous Humor, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,

a

Syphilitic

Diseases,

Canker,

Orange
Co. ¥® 27 @.. 30 Prime....... rn oo a2 50
StateFirk prime27 @.. 28 (Hams, salted 14 00 @i5 00

Faintness at

|-

the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from imure blood. Sciatica, Inflammat
and Chronte
heumatism, Neuralgia, Gout, and
nal Complaints,
can only be effectually cured through the blood:
For
Wicers, and Eruptive
Iseases of the
Skin, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches, Boils,
Tetter, Scaldhead, and Ringworm, VEGETINE has never failed to effect a
permanent cure,
FOR PAINS IN THE BACK,
Kidney Complaints,
Drops, Female Weakness, Leucorrhea, arising from
ternal ulceration, and uterine diseases and General Debility, VEGE TINE acts directly uponfthe causes |
of these complaints.

It invigorates and

Dyspepsia,

Habitual

the o;

A GREAT

BOOK

Illustrated

by Thomas Nast.

Charles Sumner.
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Free to Book Agents.

BAPTISM.

AN

ELEGANTLY

for the best

and

lished, will be sent

BOUND

cheapest

CANVASSING. BOOK

Family Bible

ever pub-

free of charge to any book agent.

It contains nearly
500 fine Scripture illustrations,
and agents are meeting
with unprecedented success.” .
Address, stating experience, eto, and we will show,
ou what our agents are doing.
ito NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Philada., Pa. -

Lét every pastor and church-merh-

PER WEEK and expelises paid. We
want 4 reliable agent in every County
in the U. 8. Address Hudson River

‘

Postage extra; on the former, 4 cts., on the

latter, 2 cents,

9 @.11

FEATHERS,

This little book has been revised by the author, hag
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
avery comely appearance. It should,
be in every

Baptist family.
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Co., Boston, Mass., and St. Louis, Mo. 4t57
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Fitly Spoken,” by Rev. W. H. H. Murdy author
of * Among the
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URIFIER yet placed
before the
public.
Prepared by H.R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass.
Price $1.25." Sold by all Druggists.
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The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact, VEGETINE is the best remedy ¥ ig discov
ered tor the Jove digeases, and is

West ordinary

Western.......

strengthens

tration of the Nervous System, no medicine has ever
fiven suchp erfect satisfaction
as the VEGETINE,
t purifies the blood, cleanses all the organs, and
possesses a controlling power over the nervous sys-

at it;
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only moderately productive, but is capable of ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
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but if I have a man to spare,he goes to the drains,

Mr, Bowles’s

ue

TALLOW.

and ordinary, $15 to $23.

The following, from the American Agricul
turist, is sound, practical, and important.
That
Journal, speaking pf a successful farmer, says:
‘ Mr, Bowles has drained some of his swamp
land with tiles three feet apart, ‘and the underdrains three rods apart, at a cost of $31 per acre,
at $1.75 per day of ten hours,
But in point of
fact,” he says,‘‘it has not cost me nearly so much,
Ido itin this mannér: I hire my men'by the
month,or six months, or a year at a time. I
hire at least one more than I would want if I
carried on no improvements.
Whenever in
spring I have: no work for my men to do, I get
them to underdraining.
When I have plenty of.

woulddo well to” copv
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the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates
the bowels.
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spread out into a broad, clear lake. Thus we
see one of the very many ways in which God,
when he planted the earth, thought of and provided for the wants of both men and animals,—

other necessary
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brook, which, growing larger and larger as it
wanders, finally becomes a small river like the
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it reaches thé

Thus my underdraining is often performed when
the plant is growing; and too late for it to make | the men have nothing to do. ‘A man too many
is often useful. If one gets sick, or quits work,
a new growth before winter.
An_ experiment, however, ywhich. I made for his team does not then lie idle. He is also very
ri
another purpose, leads me to think it may be useful at harvest time,
Thousands of farmers whose land is at present
done later in the autumn. A few years ago, I
abouttwo

8

6

10 @.. 12

Case +. .ss assed

water could only be reached by digging wells.
That would do well enough for men, but how
would the poor wild animals find water to drink?

other

13
.
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until it is stopped by another bed of clay. °
Thus these clay-beds form natural cisterns,
where God saves the rains within reach of the

clear bubbling springs.
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margin, over which the water flows, and then
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as the best of india-rrbber.. Upon the top of
such a bed of clay the water accumulates. It

years thereafter, as opportunity occurred during
the summer season, the bushes were cut, and T

uniformly the case with
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Practical and Literary Matter, Illustrations, &c..con-

Croton, or perhaps a large one like the Hudson,
Or, .finding somewhere on the surface a deep
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But how are springs fed?
They are fed by the rains.
Did you ever notice the different colored bands of earth exposed
by a railroad-cut through a bank?
:
You observe that there are bands ot thick bluish clay at intervals, and that the spaces between
are filled with
sand, gravel, or fine earth,
Through these the water can penetrate freely,
but when it reaches the clay it is as “wuter tight”

hollow
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They are fed by springs.

until
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When rain falls, where does it zo?
Into the ground, we say.
Then how are lakes and rivers made, if rain
sinks into the earth?.
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rills of water go trickling downward, sometimes
getting lost again in the earth, to descend until

such’ soil; also,

Gentleman.

00 @ 5 25

West’rn sup..5 50 8 5 75

other Journal of, its Class. 1t is the acknowledged

mined,and also the agencies by whiclf that action
could be antagonized with uniformity and certainty, as will be more especially detailed in
treating the subject of * Miasm,” in Subsequent
pages. Here it only concerns us to know that in
temperate and tropical latitudes the ill effects of
early morning air on the human system are measurably avoided by taking an early
breakfast
warm and nourishing; the theory being that food
or whatever drink causes a healthful stimulus or
stimulating action in the stomach, does, at the
same time, give the system power to resist the ill
effects of the agencies in question.~Dr. Hall.
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The longer the interval between eating, the |THIS
weaker does the body, as a whole, become ; and
80 with each individual member and organ. Five
Just issued, is
or six hours is the usual average between breakfast and dinner, and between dinner and supper;
THE LAST WORK
and the reader is conscious of a weakness or
In which the lamented
faintness commonly preceding the eating hour,
especially if work of body or brain has been done.
Another observation has been made, that after was interested, and the contributions made by him
to the CORONATIQN will be found full of the marked
a meal,in health, we feel better, stronger, more
characteristics which have rendered his music so
vigorous.
But from supper to breakfast there is very popular.
e CORONATION is complete in every department,
an interval of ten or twelve hours, about double
and is beyond doubt the best Choir and Singingthat between the other meals; and although there
School book published this season.
may not have been as much thought or work
Price 81.50.
Per Dozen, 813.50.
as between
the others, still there has been
One copy sent post-paid for examination on receipt
of
$1.35.
Address,
,
enough to leave the body more or less faint or
languid, as witness our own sensations, when we
BIGLOW & MAIN,
are about.getting up in the morning; witness,
too, our indisposition to activity or labor for
358 WABASH AVENUE. ChICAGE or[Rt fon
>
some-time after rising.
Men have been able to discover laws of action
of the poisonous ingredient of the early morning
air on the debilitated body and the unresisting
stomach; but every effort has hitherto failed to
discover any of the physical properties of that ingredient.
It has been so subtle that a bottle of
the air has been taken and analyzed by the chemical tests known, and the air so taken has not
been found to contain any other ingredient than
THE GREAT NATIONAL ILLUSTRATED
portions of air of the healthiest regions. This
proved, not that there was an additional element
in this disease-producing morning air, but that
Has for over Twenty Years been the
St
it
human skill and ingenuity could not detect it; at
Sphcre—an d now has more Editors, Sandu
to
Te
par

the
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pure

would remain in these natural cisterns, and the

drought, for orchards, will pass by with little or
no harm, the roots finding moisture in the great

depths.
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depths of the earth, as they would be were it not
for these water-proof bands.
But if the earth were a level surface , the water

holding a
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look too little at the future, and. will not pay for
labor and wait a year or more for the returns,
nor work with their own hands to make an im-

most successful farmers
their labor.

er who was in’ the habit of spending a night now
and then with the hospitable farmers around New
York forty years ago will remember it was a custom among many of then to breakfast by daylight, especially in the winter-time, and very
early in the morning in summer.
Who were
healthier and lived longer than the old Knicker-

saturates

Linsesd-—Eng,

crops.

never need looking to.

and
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years, aud then to keep paying annually for coming years. But while some can not;and many will
not, follow the example aforesaid, many both
can and will,and these will soon become the

this single, simple rule would almost exterminate the greatest scourge of the western hemisphere, fever and ague; and this would of itself

25
@.. 30°
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labor—can not even work their own muscles to
advantage; they live too much in the present;

provement

early part of the morning, before they go out to
their daily labor, A habitual compliance with
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already been improved as far as, in the present

Still others lack the ability to
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practice to great advantage, others perhaps could
not. With some-~few we think—the land has

to Eat.

be a blessing of inconceivable

:
BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,
For the week ending Spr. 26, 1872.

But while many farmers could adopt, theabove

anything beyond ‘securing

»

Bowles says,

half or twice as much as at the beginning.

growth of shoots next spring . But not a shoot,
sucker, or bud ever started from one of those
stumps or roots, - The destruction was entire and
complete with every tree. It seems, physiologically, that the same effect should attend the same
treatment of plants we wish to eradicate.

3%

Mr.

‘* one man too much,” instead of hiring just
enough to accomplish the ordinary work without

ground, on the 19th of No-

When

The Markets.

productive capaci-

ty could be doubled in fifteen years, and the own-

let this elay be powdered when put in. Exposure to the frost or rain will do this.
A soil thus treated*may be made one of the
best paying investments. You have it already
drained, and better drained than can be done artificially. This drainage is reliable, and will

to be marrying men, go five inches

having married.

coat

Rain, however excessive, will pass off at once,

I

The larger corals measure four and one-

find

tree, -disposing to health
There is no efluvium.

variably in every car in the train, Something of
this kind would be a great convenience; and is
almost a necessity.
We wish, but can hardly say

hand.

to

giving the roots a chance, and

in-

half inches in length, which represents their
growth during the period of two years that the
anchor and cable had been submerged.
A speci-

lack

The soil is porous, and will

The

An interesting fact has recently been observed
respecting the growth of corals. Somewhat less
than. two years ago, Captain McGregor of the
steamer Kilauea moored a buoy in Kealakekua
Bay, Sandwich Islands. Recently he was ordered
o hoist the anchor and examine the condition of
the chain.
The latter, which is a heavy two-inch
cable, was found covered with corals and oyster
shells, some of which are as large’as a man’s

best possible

Carry_the manure to the clay-bed, and there
make the compost if it be practicable. Or use

of loss that coal

hope, the invention may prove valuable.

the

leachy character.

Instead

simultaneously and

forming

paying well while it is making, and

[ indicators ineach car are worked by compressed
air, contained in a reservoir ‘forward, so as to

name

a surface that will

space to get what food they require.
The surface-rooting plants will, of course, remain in the
made soil, and they will thrive there as never before, especially if another coat be added.
In this
way—by frequent applications of such compost
—a more or less permanent soil may be made,

quality. Anthracite and cannel coal suffer less:
But all eoal should be kept dry and under cover.

show a particular

the sulphate"

and deep at that, if necessary, oceupying more

Sec-

train™is next to stop.

reaches the surface is by

roots will not

undergoes when exposed to the weather, finds
that ordinary bitaminous coal loses nearly onethird in weight, and nearly one-half in gas-making

station at which the

.

Such sod or top soil, when turned down,should
be turned down but lightly—three or four inches
will do. There is enough porosity below, the

A\Glerman, who has made some careful experiments to ascertain the amount

regard to land improvement; and the farm, at
the end of fifteen years,wounld be worth once and a

They were

kind of soil.

A patent has been taken out in England for an
invention to indicate in the cars the name of the

FOREIGN.

King Christian

whole

of setting fire to all the powder at once, he divides his charge into different cells and explodes
them successively, each giving the ball a new impulse.

delegation is on its way

ceola, Arkansas, Saturday about noon, uprooting
trees, sweeping’ away fences, demolishing houses,

five tons.

Mr. X. A. Wil-

with the compost in this case with advantage, the

:

he will fire a shell weighing

Washington had an interview with the President

on Saturday.

from

Bessemer, the inventor, now proposesto make
acannon twenty yards long, with a bore of thirty
inches and walls eight inches thick, and with this

(dem.), 16,613;

Plaster’is a benefit, de«

prevent the escape of all the gas, and will hold
the strength of the manure, giving it only as the
plants require it. This used largely—it can not
well be used too largely—will have its effect, and
the effect will be lasting. Lime may be mixed

wished to be sent to the Reformatory to learn a |

The official canvass of the State of Vermont
shows the vote for governor to be as follows:

lime.

Apply this, and yeu will have

boys broke into a fruit

trade.

and

applied, and taken up by the enriched soil and
the roots.
There are other means, no doubt, that could be
used to improve the soil; but the best of all, beyond question, is the use of compost.
Let there
be three or more parts of clay to one of manure—
as much clay as you please, the more the better.

then went immediately to the Central Police
Station and gave themselves up, saying they

States Senate by the legislature of Oregon.

Converse (rep.), 41,946; Gardner

and what

stand in Montreal and stole 2 Ibs. of tobacco, and

lew for Governor.
Mr. C. Mitchell

the 15th inst. two

to the

I have had similar experience myself, living as
I do in a clay country.
:
I am in favor of using lime on this leachy soil,
in small quantities, applied frequently.
Let it be
air-slacked lime, and barrowed in or otherwise
used on the surface—never turned down when
applied. Plaster aod ashes
should be pretty
plentifully applied—plaster yearly where lime is
kept in the soil, and pretty freely without the
lime.
.
The lime, having a strong tendency to settle
down, will soon be out of the tillable soil and
coursing through the subsoil.
Here it will still
do its work:
The warm rain water which reaches it, and which is not only deprived of its fertility, will influence ‘it and be affected in turn in
connection with the soil, thus letting loose valuable matter, which, in the form of gas, ascends,

retary Robeson left the latter place on Tuesday.
North Conway visitors are the last to leave the
mountains, the fall months in that region being
always enjoyable to a late period.
A new musical phenomenon has appeared at
Baden in the person of Senorita Sanjuan, a Spanish girl twelve years old, whese performances on
the violin are said to be wonderful.

like Mrs. Woodto

and

down

lard in which clay was carted upon the land with

hardl¥ fail to be highly

Washington,

mattér—rotten

decided benefit—benefit to the crop.

he has seen, and

the Shoals, and a few at Little Bour’s Head.

1e State senate and House of Representatives,
but since the war has had no political position.

going

is now

Bethlehem to the Profile House, and thus the
slow mode of communication between Mount
‘Washington and the Franconia mountains will
be succeeded by a cheaper and more agreeable
transit. A good number of visitors: are still enjoying the mountain 1egions, including many who
remain till the latter part of Stptember to escape
the autumnal catarrh. - The seaside visitors have
nearly all departed.
About a dozen remain at

for governor, with a full State

The Spiritualists, who

of Mount

decomposed

member an instance recorded by

condition the whole season, seriously’ affecting
the business of the Mount Washington Railroad.
Doubtless, ere long, the road will be completed

The straight-out democrats of Michigan held a
convention Friday, and nominated Colonel Wil-

hull for president, are
tional convention.

his
He

the roads around the mountains to be in wretched

. It is stated that the Post-Office department has
recently received information that a large number of counterfeit postage-stamps are in circulation.
An effort*is making to stop the supply by
arresting the counterfeiters.
i

John B. Gough opens five lecture
Boston and suburbs this week.

by

instructive and interesting.
Surveys are being made for the extension of
the White Mountain road from Bethlehem to the
Mount Washington turnpike, and the road will
probably be built before the next season’s business begins,
At this point, opposite the old Fabyan stand, the construction of a large hotel, called
the Mount Washington House, is in a good state
of progress, and in case the Portland & Ogdensburgh road is built to Bartlet, passengers will
be conveyed by stage through the White Mountain Notch to this point in one day from Boston,
over the Portsmouth, Great Falls and Genway
Railroad, and be hie
short ride of the railway of Mount Washington.
The new hotel on
the summit of Mount Washington, being built
under the direction of Messrs. Lynn & Aiken, is
completed in its exterior and is a grand improvement upon the present indifferent accommodations at the tip-top.
The wet weather has caused

The national convention of colored liberal republicans adopted a platform Thursday, indorsed
the nomination of Greeley and Brown, and passed
a resolution denouncing Wendell Phillips.

liam M. Ferry

Africa, and

All

rains carry their fer-

cidedly.
Such soil needs—though it may not be
practicable to apply it—clay or clay and lime.
For a garden, or a choice spot, it will do, or
where thorough cultivation on a small scale is
practicable, though then there must be convenient access; and this, I am glad to say, is the case
to a large extent.
Beds of clay are found numerously scattered through the country.
These are
s0 much manure to the land, as well as the
means of improving, or giving to its texture and
its power of retention—not, perhaps, manure in
the common sense of the term, but having-a favorable influence on the growth of plants. I re-

a summing up of his comparison of different
races and nations, which, from ga man of his-#bil-

court in Boston that it is illegal for a railroad
company to collect fares on Sunday.

The President and his family have
‘Washington for the winter.

and

eral reflection on ihe countries

made by the most prominent advocates of woman
suffrage in this section of the country.
The Rev.
James Freeman Clarke presided, and argued in
favor of less personality in the discussion of the
political issues of the day.

in the

case of clay

writing the account of his visit to Switzerland.
The latter part of the work will contain his gen-

Governor Washburn were

It has been decided

Asia

down to

roots, and benefits the plant or the tree.
It requires frequent slight applications rather
than occasional and heavy dressing,
The latter
are wasteful more or less; for such soil not only
lets-the manure down, but permits the gases to
ascend, no sufficiently attractive influence of the
soil being present to hold them all, as in the

the Federal goyernment, is not great, and it is
hoped that it will prove a success,

of an unexpired

The warm

grass, stubble, &c.,—finds its way

to terminate in a

expense of this undertaking, which is borne

its way

The best of success is often obtain-

well taken up,

An attempt is being made to stock the tributaries of the Mississippi with shad. Mr. Seth Green
has the business in hand, and not long ago caused
thirty thousand young shad to be deposited in the
Alleghany river, which is one of the tributaries
referred to. The young fish, which were hatched
inh the Hudson below Albany, were in excellent
condition, and struck at once for deep water. The

the

to find

ed in this way.
The roots penetrate deeply, the
earth being porous, and the manure, before it
gets beyond their reach, will have been pretty

The Metis investigation has resulted in revok- Player of soil permanently wet. And the end of
ing the licenses of Captain Burton and the first t he rod ought also to expose to this soil as large
and second pilots, upon whom responsibility for a surface as possible.
Permanently moist earth
the disaster is charged, and in attaching some
is found only at.considerable depths—say at the
blame to the first mate,
level of water in the wells of the vicinity.
The annual meeting of the Boston Soldiers’
Fund Association was held on Tuesday, the 24th.
During the past year the disbursements have been
£5483; and since the organization ten years ago,
£80,931 to soldiers and their families.

take longer

and the farther the roots extend downward the
more benefit will be obtained.
© For this reason fruit trees are successful on

space to the subject of lightning rods. The question whether they are really a protection is answered in the affirmative.
But it insists that the
value of the rod depends mainly upon its ground

concerning the ad-

the stump.

Applied at the

‘the sub-soil, and will take in the roots in its way;

The Scientific American devotes considerable

mission of women to the college.

particular treatment, and it

successful treatment of this soil.

has given a great deal of

attention.

At the last regular meeting of the board of
overseers of Harvard College it was voted that

has been

On

must depend for its success largely upon manure
applied on the surface.
This is the secret of the

inches. The owner must have been a huge one.
It is said that the remains were found underneath
a stratum of rock four feet thick.
Prof. Jobn Tyndall, who is to visit’ this country in October, will remain here six months. He
will be the guest of Professor Henry, secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington.
He
will lecture in all our large cities on physical researches, though it is not unlikely that he will
find time during his stay to speak upon scientific

The Pioneer, the captured Cuban privateer,
was sold by auction at Newport, R. I., Tuesday,

Billy Forrester

tly

There is much of this kind of soil. It is generally found in spots, sometimes in large tracts of
land; even whole townships: are embraced by it.

rays

and four. wide, its ‘circumference being twenty

A suit has begun by the Erie Railway for the
recovery of the New York Grand Opera House
from Jay Gould and Mrs. Fisk.

no action be taken at present

Z

The discovery has been made, near Rio Vista,
California, of a number of bones of an animal of | It usually occurs. irr the absence of. clay, more
particularly in shaley soil, and in sand and gravimmense size. The parts best preserved were
Drift has it largely.
Not unfrethe teeth. One of these weighs ten and one-half el deposits”
quently our river and creek bottoms exhibit it.
pounds,
Its grinding surface is ten inches long,

Examination shows the amount of Johnson’s
defalcation at the New York sub-treasury to have
been $185,000.

the 24th, for $4800.

The white

from Maine to Florida, whose

[4

The carpenters’ strike in
The men quit work the 23d.

of them would yield good, fruit. They stood in
rich ground, which was allowed to sward over
grass, None of them bore good fruit, and I de.
sired to bud them with good varieties. Mo do
this I concluded to cut them off near the ground,
and to bud the shoots that would grow up from

«-

Paragraphs.
There is at least one. advantage which colored |
people have over ‘the rest of the world,
They
are never sun-burned; the reason being that the
dark color of the skin absorbs the heat and conveys it to the system, where it is converted into
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